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ABSTRACT
The goal of our research is to  decrease the execution time of scientific computing ap­
plications. We exploit the application’s inherent parallelism to achieve this goal. This 
exploitation is expensive as we analyze sequential applications and  port them to paral­
lel computers. Many scientifically computational problems appear to  have considerable 
exploitable parallelism; however, upon implementing a  parallel solution on a  parallel com­
puter, limits to the parallelism are encountered. Unfortunately, m any of these limits are 
characteristic of a specific parallel computer. This thesis explores these limits.
We study the feasibility of exploiting the inherent parallelism of four NASA scientific 
computing applications. We use simple models to predict each application’s degree of par­
allelism a t several levels of granularity. From this analysis, we conclude tha t it is infeasible 
to  exploit the inherent parallelism of two of the four applications. The interprocessor com­
munication of one application is too expensive relative to its com putation cost. The input 
and output costs of the other application are too expensive relative to  its computation cost. 
We exploit the parallelism of the remaining two applications and measure cheir performance 
on an Intel iPSC/2 parallel computer. We parallelize an Optimal Control Boundary Value 
Problem. This guidance control problem determines an optimal trajectory of a boat in a 
river. We parallelize the Carbon Dioxide Slicing technique which is a  macrophysical cloud 
property retrieval algorithm. This technique computes the height a t  the top of a cloud 
using cloud imager measurements. We consider the feasibility of exploiting its massive par­
allelism on a MasPar MP-2 parallel computer. We conclude tha t many limits to parallelism 
are surmountable while other limits are inescapable.
From these limits, we elucidate some fundamental issues tha t m ust be considered when 
porting similar problems to yet-to-be designed computers. We conclude th a t the techno­
logical improvements to reduce the isolation of computational units frees a  programmer 
from many of the programmer’s current concerns about the granularity of the work. We 
also conclude that the technological improvements to relax the regimented guidance of the 
computational units allows a programmer to  exploit the inherent heterogeneous parallelism 
of many applications.
xxi
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The goal of our research is to decrease the executiou time of scientific computing appli­
cations. For many scientific programming problems, a  programmer or scientist turns to 
parallel processing to solve a problem faster or to solve a larger problem th an  is achievable 
on a sequential computer.
Nobody wants parallelism. W hat we want is performance. It is the fact tha t 
going to parallelism is the only way to continue to enhance performance tha t 
makes parallelism a  necessity (Boeing Computer Services [68]).
We exploit an application’s inherent parallelism to achieve this goal. This exploitation is 
expensive as we analyze sequential applications and port them to parallel computers.
Parallel processing is inherently more complex than sequential processing and 
will stay so for the simple reason th a t when we go to parallelism we have a 
domain which has many more dimensions. Sequential machines are unidimen­
sional. W hen a machine becomes faster, everything becomes faster by roughly 
the same amount. Parallel machines are multidimensional: we have to worry 
about the number of processors, processor speed, communication speeds, la-
2
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tency, bandw idth, and so on. We have many more dimensions tha t affect per­
formance o f algorithms than  we were accustomed to in the sequential world.
(Marc Snir [68])
Many scientifically computational problems appear to  have considerable exploitable par­
allelism; however, upon implementing a parallel solution on a  parallel computer, limits to 
the parallelism are encountered. Unfortunately, many of these limits are characteristic of a  
specific parallel computer. This thesis explores these limits.
The limits to achieving this goal include the problem to be solved, the algorithms th a t 
are employed to find a  solution, and the implementation of the algorithms on the par­
allel computer. T he general characteristics of a problem to be solved (e.g., size) and the 
algorithms th a t are employed to find a solution are the initial indicators for assessing an  ap­
plication’s potential parallel performance. But realizing its potential parallel performance is 
dependent on its implementation using the available parallel programming models. Chandy 
contends tha t the  models which exist for designing and  programming parallel computers 
have heretofore been inadequate for much of the development in parallel applications:
. . .  the basic sequential architecture—the von Neumann machine— has re­
mained unchanged for decades. Programmers are typically isolated from vari­
ations in sequential computers by high-level compilers and industry-standard 
operating systems such as Posix. Such uniformity does not yet exist for parallel 
computers, which makes them less attractive platform s for software develop­
ment [25].
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In  the second chapter, we review some parallel programming models along with other 
previously proposed solutions to our goal.
In  the subsequent four chapters, we study the feasibility of exploiting the inherent par­
allelism of four NASA scientific computing applications. We use simple models to predict 
each application’s degree of parallelism at several levels of granularity. From this analy­
sis, we conclude th a t it is infeasible to exploit the inherent parallelism of two of the four 
applications.
In  the third chapter, we describe the first infeasible application: the ERBE nonscanner 
simulation. We conclude th a t the interprocessor communication of the application is too 
expensive relative to its computation cost.
In  the fourth chapter, we describe the second infeasible application: the ERBE Teleme­
try  Subsystem. We conclude tha t the input and output costs of the application are too 
expensive relative to its computation cost.
In  the fifth and sixth chapters, we exploit the parallelism of the remaining two applica­
tions and measure their performance on an Intel iPSC/2 parallel computer.
In  the fifth chapter, we describe the first feasible application: the Optimal Control 
Boundary Value Problem. We parallelize a  variant of the Zermelo Problem. This guidance 
control problem determines an  optimal trajectory of a  boat in a  river or ocean. We exploit 
the parallelism of the problem by replacing a sequential algorithm w ith a  partially-parallel 
algorithm. This replacement improves the performance from disappointing to reasonable.
In  the sixth chapter, we describe the second feasible application: the Cloud Retrieval 
Algorithm. We parallelize the Carbon Dioxide Slicing technique which is a  macrophysical 
cloud property retrieval algorithm. This technique computes the height at the top of a  cloud
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using cloud imager measurements. We exploit the parallelism o f the problem by avoiding 
the levels of granularity th a t are associated w ith sequential algorithm s (e.g., atmospheric 
levels). We consider the feasibility of exploiting the application’s massive parallelism on a 
MasPar MP-2 parallel computer.
In  the seventh chapter, we conclude w ith a  discussion of the  m any limits to parallelism 
th a t are surmountable and the other limits tha t are inescapable. From these limits, we 
elucidate some fundamental issues th a t must be considered when porting similar problems 
to  yet-to-be designed computers. We conclude that, for the two classes of parallel comput­
ers which we study, the design decisions tha t enable some applications’ high computational 
performance also restrict the potential exploitation of the parallelism of many other ap­
plications. The decision to harness hundreds of powerful, complex microprocessors allows 
performance-degrading processor isolation. We conclude th a t the  technological improve­
ments to reduce the isolation of computational units frees a  program m er from many of the 
programmer’s current concerns about the granularity of the work. The decision to harness 
thousands of simple processors allows performance-degrading processor regimentation. We 
conclude tha t the technological improvements to relax the regimented guidance of the com­
putational units allows a  programmer to exploit the inherent heterogeneous parallelism of 
many applications.
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Previously Proposed  Solutions
Many proposals to solve both aspects of the proposed problem have been and are currently 
being explored. We categorize the previously proposed solutions can be described as pro­
gramming models, standardization efforts, design models, CASE tools, and parallelizing 
compilers. For each category of the previously proposed solutions, we provide a description 
and several examples.
2.1 P rogram m ing M od els
Most of the previously proposed solutions relevant to  the proposed problem can be described 
as programming models. We describe these programming models in  term s of Browne’s par­
allel computation model properties (described in the next paragraph). We categorize each 
property as either the programmer’s responsibility or as a  programming abstraction. We 
consider the portability of each programming model’s implementation. Finally, we describe 
the formality associated w ith the programming model (if present). The programming mod­
els tha t we describe in the following subsections are:
1. MIMD-SM and MIMD-DM programming models,
6
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2. SIMD programming models,
3. Gelemter’s Linda, and
4. Chandy’s and M isra’s UNITY.
Browne [18] provides a  specification of the necessary bu t not sufficient properties of a  
parallel computational model. The properties include the primitive computation units, the 
rules for creating a com putation structure which is constructed from primitive computation 
units, the type of address space which a computation structure can access, the way in which 
executing computation -structures axe synchronized, and the way in which information is 
shared between the com putation structures’s address spaces. Some examples of the model 
components are:
1. primitive units of computation: the operators and da ta  structures used by the pro­
grammer,
2. computation structures: usually organized as streams of instructions executing in 
parallel, for example:
(a) the parallel programming language construct based on the DO loop (e.g., DOALL 
which usually assumes iteration instance independence and DOACROSS which 
usually assumes dependencies between iteration instances),
(b) the subroutine containing work which can be partitioned and executed in par­
allel by many processes (e.g., PARSUB sub-name (arguments)) or containing 
work which can be executed by a process and performed concurrently with other 
subroutines,
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(c) a  physical process or a  virtual process,
(d) a  micro-task or macro-task,
3. the computation structure’s address space can be composed solely of shared memory 
(i.e., can access the address space of all instruction streams), can be composed solely 
of private memory (i.e., can access only its own address space), or some hierarchical 
combination of shared and private memories,
4. instruction stream synchronization which is explicitly-specified (e.g., semaphores) or 
implicitly-specified (e.g., blocking SEND which is a communication instruction), and
5. information is shared between instruction streams explicitly (e.g., shared memory) or 
implicitly (e.g., message passing using SEND and RECEIVE instructions).
2 .1 .1  M u ltip le  In stru c tio n  M u lt ip le  D a ta
One parallel computation model is the M ultiple Instruction Multiple Data (MIMD) model [4]. 
This model assumes a parallel computer w ith two or more processors and a mechanism 
for the processors to exchange information. Each processor executes a  processor-specific 
instruction stream and operates on a processor-specific data stream. W ith the  required 
storage of an instruction stream and a da ta  stream, the MIMD parallel com putation model 
requires an associated memory model. Two memory models are the shared memory (SM) 
model and the distributed memory (DM) model. The next subsection describes th e  MIMD- 
SM programming model and provides several MIMD-SM implementations. The subsequent 
subsection provides the analogous information for the MIMD-DM programming model.
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2 .1 .1 .1  M IM D -S h a re d  M e m o ry  P ro g ra m m in g  M o d els
The MIMD-SM programming model provides a  shared memory abstraction for the MIMD 
parallel computation model. Information stored in memory by any processor can be accessed 
by all processors.
T h e  F o rce  Jordan’s Force parallel programming language [56] provides a  very broad 
programming model to develop portable parallel programs for MIMD shared memory mul­
tiprocessors. The Force programming language, which supports the  MIMD-SM program­
ming model, is composed of FORTRAN 77 with parallel language extensions. The primitive
   ri .  .  r     . . i .  ____j . i  .  i     p r iA T ^rnn  t x r  ■» ■ i • > i .u in ta  u i cuixipubci.Liuii axe m e  ua.ua. ty p es  01 r u a i x u u N  axiu tu e  a s so c ia te d  o p e ra to rs . m e s e  
primitive units are organized as the  following computation structures: prescheduled and 
self-scheduled DO ALL loops, prescheduled and self-scheduled parallel CASE statements, 
the subroutine, and the FORCESUB subroutine. The work which these constructs express 
is performed by Force processes. This process abstraction is managed by Force. To dif­
ferentiate a subroutine from a FORCESUB subroutine, a  subroutine call may be executed 
by an independent process. A FORCESUB subroutine is performed by many processes 
concurrently. The address space of a  process is composed of memory which is either private 
to a  process or shared with other processes. The programmer must categorize the data 
of a  program as private or shared. The modes of synchronization of processes are either 
d a ta  or control synchronization and are explicitly controlled by the programmer. Data syn­
chronization is specified by the ASYNC, CONSUME, and PRODUCE instructions. Con­
trol synchronization is specified by critical sections and the BARRIER instruction. The 
mode of communication for processes sharing information between their address spaces
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is via shared variables. The abstractions which Force provides are: independence of the 
number of processors executing a  parallel program, suppression of process management, 
and non-process-specific synchronization. The Force has been implemented on the HEP, 
Flex/32, Encore Multimax, Sequent Balance, Alliant FX /8, and Cray-2 multiprocessors 
using computer-specific compilers.
A R g u ab ly  F O R T R A N  Saltz’s programming model provides a global name space for 
solving sparse and unstructured scientific problems and is implemented as the program­
ming language ARF (ARguably FORTRAN) [90] for MIMD distributed memory comput­
ers. Rosing’s, Schnabel’s, and Weaver’s DINO environment [74] is designed to solve regular 
problems by distributing the  work and data  based on the data  reference patterns tha t can be 
predicted at compile time. The irregular nature of Saltz’s chosen problems makes data  ref­
erence patterns unpredictable a t compile time. Runtime analysis of data  reference patterns 
are required to  achieve reasonable processor load balancing. The primitive computation 
units are the data  types and operators of FORTRAN 77. One com putation structure is the 
DISTRIBUTE DO parallel construct. The iterations w ithin the  loop are to be distributed 
to the processors of the parallel computer. Another com putation structure is the process, 
whose management is abstracted from the programmer except for the inclusion of the pro­
cessor work-assignment instruction ON CLAUSE of Kali FORTRAN 1 [63]. The address 
space is abstracted as v irtual shared memory although the target hardware for ARF is dis­
tributed memory parallel computers. The programmer must organize the address space by 
providing data  distribution information to the compiler (e.g., S i  D ISTRIBU TED  REGU­
L A R  USING BLO CK  R E A L  K(SIZEJ). The synchronization required for correct execution
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of the work within a  DISTRIBUTE DO is managed by the compiler and runtime support. 
No explicit synchronization statem ents are provided in ARF. Information is shared between 
processes via a  virtual shared memory. The virtual shared memory on a  distributed memory 
parallel computer is provided by the  compiler and runtime support using a message-passing 
mechanism. This support manages the dynamic demands for interprocess communication. 
The programmer is alleviated from the responsibility for any message-passing specification 
by using a communication library Parallel Automated Runtime Toolkit at ICASE (PARTI) 
. The programmer provides a  FORTRAN 77 program and adds da ta  distribution informa­
tion. The compiler adds the data  communication code necessary to  execute the program on 
a IvUMD-DM computer. The runtime analysis of the code (performed during the inspector 
loop), inspects the potential work and schedules the necessary efficient communication to 
satisfy any off-processor da ta  dependencies, either as input or ou tpu t data. The runtime 
system then executes (during the executor loop) the input communication phase, the com­
putation phase, and the output communication phase. The da ta  arrays are distributed 
among the processors. The data does not necessarily reside on the processor on which it 
is updated. Each processor has a  hash-table data cache which holds temporary data. The 
hashing is used to remove duplicate data  items. Due to the sparse nature of the computa­
tion, the data, although distributed, may be stored in an irregular pa tte rn  on the processors. 
The location for each datum  is stored in a  distributed translation table.
C E D A R  F O R T R A N  CEDAR FORTRAN [48] provides a  programming model for ex­
pressing parallelism on the CEDAR shared memory multiprocessor. The programming 
model provided by CEDAR FORTRAN is tightly coupled to the CEDAR hierarchical shared
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memory multiprocessor. Although providing a general parallel programming model is not 
a goal of the CEDAR FORTRAN development, the language’s semantics are an interesting 
attem pt to exploit different grains of parallelism on a  hierarchical shared memory multipro­
cessor. The processors of the CEDAR multiprocessor are configured as four eight-processor 
clusters. For the Cedar-1 multiprocessor, a  cluster is an Alliant FX /8 multiprocessor. The 
shared memory of the CEDAR multiprocessor is hierarchical. The processors of a  clus­
ter share cluster memory. In  addition, all processors may access global memory which is 
distinct from the cluster memories. CEDAR FORTRAN is composed of FORTRAN 77 
w ith parallel language extensions. The primitive units of computation are the data  types of 
FORTRAN 77 and associated operators and the array data type and array operators. Some 
computation structures are the array and vector extensions to FORTRAN 77 (i.e., triplet 
notation, FORALL vector loop statem ent and the WHERE vector conditional statement). 
Another computation structure is the microtasking provided by the concurrent loop state­
ments DOALL and DOACROSS. Both of these statements have variants which are specific 
to a  level of the hierarchical memory hierarchy. The processors which perform the itera­
tions of a  CDOALL or CDOACROSS statem ent must reside within a  common cluster. The 
iterations of a SDOALL or SDOACROSS statem ent may be executed by processors across 
cluster boundaries. The XDOALL and XDOACROSS statements use all of the processors 
of the CEDAR multiprocessor. Another set of computation structures use the macrotask- 
ing library which allows the programmer to manage a  larger grain of parallelism than  the 
microtasking concurrent loops. A program’s macrotask performs the work described in  a 
subroutine using the processors allocated to it during the macrotask’s invocation. The ad­
dress space of a  process may access either cluster shared memory or global memory. Each
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datum  of a  program may be declared as CLUSTER or GLOBAL, defining a datum ’s initial 
location. For macrotask execution, the FORTRAN 77 COMMON block is a ttribu ted  as 
either a  plain COMMON, where a  unique c o m m o n  is created for each macrotask in the 
program, or a  PROCESS, where only one COMMON block is created for a  program. The 
modes of synchronization for parallel execution include synchronization a t several levels of 
parallelism. These modes are determined by the use of either micro- or macrotasking. Syn­
chronization for DOACROSS loops is specified by the ADVANCE and AWAIT statements. 
The medium grain lock and event synchronization primitives are used by processes owned 
by separate macrotasks. For processes within a  macrotask, the W ITH statem ent provides 
a  critical section synchronization mechanism. The modes of communication which allow 
information to  be shared between processes’ address spaces are based on direct access to 
the cluster shared memory and global shared memory.
2.1 .1 .2  M IM D -D istributed  M em ory P rogram m in g M odels
The MIMD-DM programming model provides a  distributed memory abstraction for the 
MIMD parallel computation model. Information stored in memory by a  processor is private 
and cannot be accessed by another processor. Unlike the MIMD-SM programming model, 
explicit communication instructions are required to move data from the private memory of 
one processor to the memory of another processor in the MIMD-DM programming model. 
One instantiation of the MIMD-DM parallel programming model is Hoaxe’s Communicat­
ing Sequential Processes (CSP) [53]. Hoare’s CSP model incorporates Dijkstra’s nondeter- 
ministic guarded command, D ijkstra’s PARBEGIN command for concurrent execution of 
sequential commands, and process-blocking interprocess communication commands. One
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instantiation of Hoare’s CSP on a parallel computer is the Occam 2 language which ex­
ecutes on a  mesh of INMOS Transputers. The European computer science community is 
currently discussing the adoption of CSP as a  general purpose parallel programming model 
for all parallel computers. Zenith contends th a t this adoption is inappropriate for efficiency 
reasons, particularly for MIMD-SM parallel computers [91].
In te l  H y p e rc u b e  M essag e-P assin g  F O R T R A N  For the Intel iPSC/2 hypercube par­
allel computer, the MIMD-DM programming model is supported by an extended procedural 
language [35]. For the extended FORTRAN 77 language [34], the primitive computation 
units are the data  types and operations of FORTRAN 77. The computation units are the 
processes which are instances of program executions. These instances may be organized in 
a  Single Program  Multiple Data (SPMD) configuration or as concurrent executions. The 
address space of a program is its private memory. There is no shared memory. The modes 
for synchronization may explicitly synchronize processes using the BARRIER-like WAIT- 
ALL () and WAITONE() system calls. Implicit synchronization is incorporated into the one 
of the communication modes. Message passing between processes provides the only way 
to share d a ta  between processes. The synchronous communication instructions CSEND0 
and CRECV0 cause the process to block until the message has been sent or received, re­
spectively. The asynchronous communication instructions ISEND() and IRECV() do not 
block and contain no implicit synchronization. A third communication mode allows message 
passing calls HSEND() and HRECV() to be used as interrupt handlers, defining a  function 
to be executed when the message has been successfully sent or received, respectively. Each 
send instruction instance is parameterized by a programmer-defined message type, a  pointer
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to the location of the message to be sent, the message size (in bytes), the destination pro­
cessor id, and destination process id. Each receive instruction instance is parameterized 
by a  programmer-defined message type, a  pointer to a  location for the incoming message, 
and the message size (in bytes). The programmer is responsible for insuring tha t deadlock 
will not occur. The support for these communication modes is provided by the Intel NX 
operating system which manages the message buffers. The monitoring and flushing of these 
buffers is under the programmer’s control. At a higher level of abstraction, global operation 
instructions are provided which use distributed data and provide each participating process 
with the result. This programming model is supported by FORTRAN and C extensions 
which are specific to the iPSC/2 hypcrcubc computer.
2 .1 .2  S in g le  In s tru c t io n  M u ltip le  D a ta
The Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) parallel computation model [4] is almost 
identical to the MIMD parallel computation model. Unlike the MIMD parallel computa­
tion model, each SIMD processor executes an instruction stream  which is identical to the 
other SIMD processors. Like the MIMD parallel computation model, each SIMD processor 
operates on a  processor-specific data stream. The next subsections provide several SIMD 
programming model implementations.
2.1.2.1 D A P  FO R T R A N
The vendor-specific SIMD programming model used to program the Active Memory Tech­
nology (AMT) DAP parallel computer [1, 54] is incorporated in DAP FORTRAN-Plus [23]. 
This extended version of FORTRAN 77 provides a  programming model which allows the
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programmer to m anipulate vectors and matrices on the DAP. The DAP is a  32 x 32 array of 
single bit processors. The data object manipulations are specified using vector and matrix 
notations. Intrinsic m anipulation functions (e.g., vector maximum) also operate on these 
data  objects. The prim itive units of computation are vectors, matrices, and their associ­
ated operators. The rules for turning the primitive units of computation into computation 
structures is based on the SIMD execution method (i.e., lock step). T he modes of syn­
chronization for parallel execution axe implicit in the SIMD lockstep execution technique. 
The modes of communication between computation structures and their address space are 
limited to accessing a processor’s four nearest processors with wraparound at the edges of
I 1 T> i ▼>
tu e  JL/AT.
2.1.2.2 Paragon
Reeves’s Paragon programming environment addresses the problem of developing efficient 
and portable scientific software for a  variety of multicomputers [73]. Reeve’s previous re­
search concerned a  parallel version of Pascal [72] which was developed for the NASA MPP 
(a SIMD computer which predates the Connection Machine) [4]. The Paragon environment 
includes a  compiler and  a  runtime system. The language semantics are designed to support 
scientific processing on a  wide range of multicomputers. The targeted range of computers is 
shared and distributed memory multicomputers and algorithmically appropriate vector and 
SIMD array computers. Reeves’s approach is to focus on task management. The program­
mer must provide some hardware-independent task information and the run-time system 
will manage the tasks. The Paragon language is based on the SIMD programming model. 
The first data  structure tha t the author considers is the array. The Paragon language syn­
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tax  is C w ith extensions. Intrinsic functions for array manipulation are provided. These 
functions are similar to those in  Parallel Pascal [72]. Reeves separates the declaration of the 
type of the data  structure w ith the declaration of the shape of the structure. This informa­
tion is used to distribute the data  on the parallel computer and is used by the task manager. 
Reeves also introduces communication structures. These are data structures which serve 
as pointers used to specify how elements of a  data structure are mapped to  another da ta  
structure. D ata locking is an alternative to communication structures when only several 
elements of a  data structure are required for a  computation. The Paragon language has 
been implemented for any uniprocessor which has a  C + +  compiler and implemented on 
two homogeneous multicomputers: an Intel iPSC/2 hypercube with a  Unix operating sys­
tem  and a network of transputers with Trollius operating system [28]. The autom atic task 
allocation required by the distributed memory computers uniformly distributes the array 
data  structure as contiguous blocks. The runtime system will dynamically redistribute the 
da ta  array based on load balancing concerns.
2 .1 .3  L in d a  a n d  T u p le  S p a ce
Gelernter developed a parallel programming model composed of a  sequential base program­
ming model (e.g., C or FORTRAN) and the Linda memory model [21]. The Linda memory 
is called tuple space. One extended sequential language which supports the Linda paral­
lel programming model is Linda-FORTRAN. The base language is FORTRAN 77 and the 
extensions are tuple space operations. The primitive units of computation are data  types 
and operators of the base language and the tuple types and tuple operators. There are 
two types of tuples: data  tuples and process tuples. A data tuple is a  passive object and
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a process tuple is under active evaluation. Tuples are m anipulated with, four fundamental 
tuple operations: O U T(tl), IN(t2), RD(t2), and EVAL(tl) where t l  is a  tuple and t2 is 
a  tuple template. OUT(t) evaluates a  tuple and places the resulting tuple in tuple space. 
IN(t) finds a  tuple in tuple space which matches the tuple tem plate t, assigns formal argu­
ments to actuals, and withdraws the matching tuple from tuple space. RD(t) finds a  tuple 
in tuple space which matches the tuple template t, assigns formal arguments to actuals, 
and leaves the matching tuple in tuple space. EVAL(t) is the reverse of OUT(t) in tha t 
the tuple is placed in tuple space where the tuple becomes a process tuple and is evaluated. 
The result of the evaluation causes the process tuple to become a  data tuple which con­
tains the result. W ith the process tuple, the Linda model provides for process creation and 
coordination. INP(t) and RDP(t) are predicate versions of IN(t) and RD(t), respectively. 
If a  tuple match is not immediately found for the IN P(t) or RDP(t) tuple operator, then 
a  tuple-match failure indicator is returned. The computation units axe the control struc­
tures of the base language which use the tuple operators. The address space in which the 
complex computation structures executes is tuple space. The modes of synchronization for 
parallel execution are based on the execution blocking semantics of the IN(t) and RD(t) 
tuple operators. Execution of either operator requires th a t a tuple be found in tuple space 
which matches the tuple template t. Both operators will block until a  tuple in tuple space 
is found. The modes of communication between computation structures and their address 
space are via the RDQ, IN(), and OUTQ tuple operators.
There are concerns about the effectiveness of Linda programs [75] and concerns about 
the insidious demands placed upon the programmer by the Linda compiler optimization 
techniques [91].
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2 .1 .4  U N IT Y
Misra’s and Chandy’s UNITY programming model is expressed in four parts. The two 
formal parts are the abstract program and a  program proof. The two informal parts are 
the mapping and the architecture descriptions [26].
A UNITY program is a  computer-independent specification which is expressed with 
a  notation composed of four constructs: a  DECLARE section, an ALWAYS section, an 
INITIALLY section, and an  ASSIGN section [24]. A DECLARE section contains a  variable’s 
name and type declaration. The ALWAYS section contains the functional relationship 
between variables. The INITIALLY section allows the assignment of an initial value to a 
variable. The ASSIGN section contains a  set o f assignment statements.
The program proof system is based on Hoare axiomatic system [52]. Two UNITY 
extensions are guarantee and goal which are conditional terms which facilitate the program 
proof by compartmentalizing the information [24].
Due to the computer-independence of the UNITY program, a mapping of the program 
to a parallel computer is required. Thus the simplicity of specifying a UNITY program due 
to its computer-independence is balanced by the cost of specifying a  mapping. Unlike the 
formal specification of a UNITY program, the description of a mapping of a UNITY program 
to a  parallel computer and the description of the  parallel computer remain informal. The 
programmer describes the mapping as a distribution of program statements, variables, and 
control flow for each processor.
Chandy indicates tha t compilers are being w ritten for SIMD and MIMD computers.
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2.2 S tandardization  Efforts
The focus of several language standardization efforts has been to  provide programmers 
of FORTRAN 77 [16] w ith access to the high performance of parallel computers. Karp 
proposed the need for parallel language standardization as a  response to the questionable 
health of the software engineering aspects of parallel programming:
The state of the art of parallel programming and what a sorry s ta te  it is in [57].
Karp discussed the different types of parallel computers and the hardware-specific tools for 
expressing parallelism. He focused upon scientific programming on MIMD processors using 
FORTRAN dialects. He concluded that the parallel programming community needed a 
set of appropriate extensions to FORTRAN. These extensions would allow programmers to 
express the parallelism of their problems at a  medium parallelism grain. These programs 
would attain  the speed desired by the programmers. Several efforts to standardize these 
extensions for FORTRAN have begun. FORTRAN 90 incorporates a  concise array syn­
tax  and semantics which aids vectorization for supercomputers [64]. A DO loop parallel 
programming feature was removed from the FORTRAN 90 standard  ju s t prior to the stan­
dard’s release [47]. Two different standards of parallel FORTRAN dialects were begun by 
the Parallel Computing Forum [77] and by the High Performance FORTRAN Forum.
2 .2 .1  X 3 H 5
The effort to standardize a  parallel FORTRAN dialect, which was begun by the Parallel 
Computing Forum, became an effort of the American National Standards Institu te  (ANSI)- 
accredited technical committee X3H5 committee. The ANSI X3H5 model document [20]
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describes a  language-independent programming model with, the following purpose:
our intent is to  standardize current practice through the definition of parallel 
constructs which are portable and language independent. They are intended to 
be implemented for procedural, imperative languages such as FORTRAN 77, 
FORTRAN 90, Pascal, and  C.
The primitive units of com putation are the data  types and operators of a  procedural, im­
perative language like FORTRAN 77 or C. The computation structures are the parallel 
constructs. The process is a  com putation structure, but is managed implicitly during the 
execution of a  parallel construct. A program begins with one process and proceeds sequen­
tially until a parallel construct is executed. W ithin a parallel construct, all processes of the 
team  execute the same instructions until a  work sharing construct is encountered, then each 
process of the team is assigned the work specified in the work sharing construct. A barrier 
is formed a t the end of work sharing construct and at the end of the parallel construct. A 
process’s data may be explicitly categorized as private to a  process or shared among more 
than  one process. Synchronization is provided to communicate values of shared objects, 
control the access to shared objects, and provide control synchronization. All shared vari­
ables modified during a  construct must be updated before the constructs barrier is crossed 
(i.e., implicit synchronization). Explicit synchronization is available in the form of locks, 
events, and sequences. The information which is to be shared between processes relies upon 
accessing shared memory. No message passing between processes is allowed for this model. 
The process management is abstracted. The model is based on a  shared memory computer 
bu t may be bound to languages which target distributed memory computers. This stan­
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dardization effort is incomplete and this programming model has not been implemented 
on any parallel computer. One restriction is th a t all programs for this model must be 
executable on a single processor.
The X3H5 FORTRAN 77 language binding document [33] defines a binding to the afore­
mentioned model document [20]. This binding is an extended version of FORTRAN 77 
whose design was originated by the Parallel Computing Forum [77]. The parallelism which 
this language exploits is thread-based unlike the array-based extended FORTRAN 77 di­
alects (e.g., DAP FORTRAN-Plus [23], High Performance FORTRAN (HPF), and the 
Connection Machine’s CM FORTRAN [87]). The language is being designed to
provide simple, intuitive constructs which allowed users to introduce parallelism 
into an existing application with minimal changes and also to code new parallel 
programs.
As the design of the programming model and the binding of the extended FORTRAN 77 
language have evolved, the committee opined tha t this language may also be a  target 
language for a  compiler in addition to a  high level programming language for a  human 
programmer.
The primitive units of computation are the data  types and operators of FORTRAN 77. 
The computation structures are the PARALLEL DO and PARALLEL SECTION con­
structs.
The PARALLEL DO construct is used to specify parallelism among the iter­
ations of a  block of code. The PARALLEL SECTIONS construct is used to 
specify parallelism among sections of code.
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The address space for the computation, structures is a  v irtual shared memory, thus this lan­
guage’s implementation targets are shared memory and distributed memory parallel com­
puters. The model provides implicit and explicit modes of synchronization. The implicit 
synchronization is provided in the PARALLEL DO and PARALLEL SECTIONS constructs. 
Specifically, synchronization of the processes is implicitly established at the end of the par­
allel constructs and the  end of the work sharing constructs. The explicit synchronization 
is built upon the synchronizer type declarations: GATE, EVENT, and SEQUENCE. Vari­
ables of the GATE type are used in the unstructured synchronization statem ents LOCK and 
UNLOCK. Variables of this type are also used in the structured synchronization statement
n o m n  a  t  o i p o t ' t a m  i L «  TTTrnw rnn j. ___ ______ j  i i . .  * . -------- 1------------ .v x u x i u n u  v c u x a m c o  o x  la ic  xu v xi/iN x  t y p e  c u e  u d e u  w ila a  la ic  e v e n t  o jr iiv L iiu iL iZ c i-
tion statements: CLEAR, POST, POSTED, and WAIT. Variables of the SEQUENCE type 
are used with the sequence synchronization statements: SET, PO ST, POSTED, and WAIT. 
The modes of communication between computation structures and their address space are 
via direct assignment of shared variables. Message passing is not a  feature of this language. 
This extended FORTRAN 77 language binding has not been implemented on any parallel 
computer.
2 .2 .2  H ig h  P e r fo r m a n c e  F O R T R A N  Forum
The first meeting of the  High Performance FORTRAN Forum (HPFF) was January 27- 
28, 1992. The formation of H PFF is in  negative response to the emerging PC F standard. 
The High Performance FORTRAN Forum is a working group convened by Ken Kennedy 
and Geoffrey Fox to create an informal standard for FORTRAN extensions aimed at data 
parallel computation. H PF will be strongly influenced by FORTRAN D [43], Vienna FOR-
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TRAN [27], Kadi FORTRAN 1 [63], DEC’s HPF proposal [59], and the Cray Research 
M PP FORTRAN programming model [70]. Agreement has been reached tha t an array- 
based programming model will be more effective in a timely m anner th an  the thread-based 
PC F programming model. FORTRAN D is the basis for the standard  being discussed and 
is described below.
The FORTRAN D language [43] provides a programming model for writing data paral­
lel programs which are portable across parallel computers. FORTRAN D is a  data-parallel 
version of FORTRAN 77. The programmer specifies a problem mapping using the DE­
COMPOSE and ALIGN statem ents and a computer mapping using the DISTRIBUTE 
statem ent. Irregular distributions are specified with a  ALIGN M AP W ITH statement for 
an array of pointers. A FORALL statem ent is used for specifying a  parallel DO loop where 
loop instances are independent. Some reduction operations on arrays axe included. For the 
assignment of specific work to a  processor, the ON clause of Kali is included. This language 
is aimed toward the scientific da ta  parallel problems. These commands require the expres­
sion of the problem in terms of a  one or more arrays. The target computers for FORTRAN D 
axe shared and distributed memory parallel computers. The primitive units of computation 
axe the data  types and operators of FORTRAN 77. The rules for turning the primitive 
units of computation into computation structures axe specified by the definitions of the 
FORTRAN 77 extensions (i.e., FORALL statement) and managed by the compiler. The 
rules for constructing address spaces in which the complex com putation structures execute 
axe implicit in the definition of the DECOMPOSE, ALIGN, and DISTRIBUTE statements. 
The modes of synchronization for parallel execution are implicit as specified by the defi­
nitions of the FORALL instruction. The modes of communication between computation
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2.3 D om ain-Specific Libraries
Dongarra et al. [6] have provided a domain-specific programming model via a  portable 
library Linear Algebra Package (LAPACK). This package is an  extension to the EISPACK 
and LINPACK libraries. All of these computer-optimized libraries are based on the Basic 
Linear Algebra Subroutines (BLAS). The purpose of LAPACK is to
provide routines for solving systems of simultaneous linear equations, find­
ing least-squares solutions of overdetermined systems of equations, and solving 
eigenvalue problems.
LAPACK uses the BLAS which are categorized as Levels 1, 2, and 3 BLAS. Currently, 
computer-specific optimizations are limited to the BLAS. Level 1 BLAS are vector-vector 
operations. Dongarra contends tha t
the Level 1 BLAS permit efficient implementation on scalar machines, but the 
granularity is too low for effective use on most vector or parallel machines.
Level 2 BLAS are matrix-vector operations and Level 3 BLAS are m atrix-m atrix operations. 
These upper levels offer larger granularity than Level 1 BLAS and allow the programmer 
to design algorithms which reduce memory traffic on the memory hierarchies of the newer 
sequential and parallel computers. In  particular, a  programmer exploits the Level 3 BLAS 
by expressing algorithms in terms of submatrices operations (versus vector or scalar oper­
ations). However, research is continuing to  define the optimal or near optimal submatrix
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sizes for differing computers. The target computers for LAPACK axe fast scalar, vector, 
and large-scale, general purpose MIMD-SM computers. Current portability is provided for 
CRAY-2, Cray X-MP, Cray Y-MP, Fujitsu VP, IBM  3090/VF, NEC SX, Hitachi S-820, Al- 
liant FX/80, Convex C -l, Convex C-2, Stardent, Sequent Symmetry, Encore M ultimax, and 
BBN Butterfly. One of the proposed extensions to LAPACK [7] is a  distributed-memory 
version. Current research for the MIMD-DM implementations suggests tha t introducing 
parallelism at the top-level algorithmic level will be more beneficial than a t the BLAS 
level. Current implementations of LAPACK are expressed in FORTRAN 77 with lim ited 
computer-specific extensions. A list of bugs in a  preliminary version of LAPACK and some 
timing data for LAPACK after the BLAS routines were partially performance-timed are 
also provided [8].
2.4 D esign  M odels
Design models have been previously proposed as solutions to developing and transporting 
software for parallel computers. These design models are hampered by the lack of parallel 
programming models which cover dissimilar parallel computers and which lead to efficiently 
executing parallel software. The current design models must deal with computer-specific 
details which are not abstracted by the parallel programming model. If these details are 
not considered, then performance is likely sacrificed.
The following design models are discussed below: the transformational design methodol­
ogy of Gelernter’s design model, Darlington’s parallel-execution-efficiency-enhancing trans­
formation methodology, and the proof system associated with Chandy’s design methodology.
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Huang’s research is an example of a  parallel detailed design methodology which is closely 
linked a parallel programming model to  achieve the desired performance.
2 .4 .1  G e le rn ter ’s D e s ig n  M e th o d o lo g y
G elem ter’s design methodology [21] focuses upon frameworks of parallelism and techniques 
used to  translate a solution from one framework to  another framework. Such a translation is 
usually motivated by a desire for increased efficiency. Gelernter categorizes parallelism using 
three frameworks and associates a  programming method with each framework. For each 
pair of frameworks, techniques are presented which allow conversion between frameworks.
Thp parallelism w l i i d i  is ishsrsn t in e l  problem t s  visv/sd firom tiirsc perspectives, or 
w ithin three frameworks: result, agenda, and specialist parallelism. The three frameworks 
are described in terms of a problem which exhibits parallelism and m any workers to perform 
the necessary work. For result parallelism, the result is partitioned into quanta of work. 
This partitioning is not based on functional lines, instead it is a  b ru te  force partitioning. 
Each worker produces a  piece of the result and the workers are working in parallel. For 
agenda parallelism, the result is described as a  sequential agenda of activities which must 
be completed. All of the workers, viewed as generalists, cooperatively tackle and complete 
a  given agenda item before beginning the next agenda item. For specialist parallelism, the 
result is defined along functional lines. Ail of the workers are specialists and each worker 
applies his specialty as needed.
Result parallelism focuses on the shape of the finished product; specialist paral­
lelism focuses on the makeup of the work crew; and agenda parallelism focuses 
on the list of tasks to be performed.
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The three programming methods for translating these concepts into working programs 
are live data  structures, distributed da ta  structures, and  message passing.
The live data  structures axe associated w ith result parallelism. The designer views the 
result as a  da ta  structure. The designer, exploiting result parallelism, partitions the  result 
into pieces (i.e., the data structure, which represents the result, is partitioned into data 
elements). A process is implicitly associated w ith each data  element, thus each element is 
considered live. When a  live data element computes its value, it communicates its value to 
other live data  elements by becoming th a t da ta  object. Processes implicitly communicate 
by referring to other data structure elements.
The message-passing approach is associated w ith the specialist parallelism. A process is 
explicitly created by the programmer and explicitly associated with a specialist. A specialist 
explicitly communicates its value as often as necessary to other specialists.
While the  message-passing and live data  structures have data structures distributed 
among processes, the distributed-data-structure approach is composed of a  group of pro­
cesses and a  group of data structures. The distributed data  structures approach is associ­
ated w ith agenda parallelism. Process coordination and communication is via shared data 
structures.
The techniques of abstraction/specialization, explicit/implicit and clumping/declumping 
axe used to translate a solution from one framework to  another.
Abstraction is used to translate from a result or specialist parallelism framework to an 
agenda parallelism framework. Abstraction is applied to a  live data structure (result par­
allelism) or a  group of specialists (specialist parallelism). Their processes are cleaved from 
their data, and the data is centralized into a shared distributed-data-structure (agenda par­
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allelism). The opposite of abstraction is specialization, where the distributed data  structure 
is partitioned and distributed to the processes of a live data  structure or the specialists.
Explicit communication, and optionally clumping, are used to translate from a result 
parallelism framework to a  specialist parallelism framework. The designer can translate 
from a live data structure (result parallelism) to the message passing of the specialist (spe­
cialist parallelism) by making process communication explicit. Optionally, the processes of 
the live data structure may also be clumped (i.e., composing the processes) for a  coarser par­
allelism grain. Alternatively, implicit communication and optionally, declumping axe used 
to translate from a specialist parallelism framework to a result parallelism framework. The 
designer can translate from the message passing of the specialist (specialist parallelism) to a 
live data structure (result parallelism) by making process communication implicit. Option­
ally, the processes of the message passing specialists may be declumped (i.e., decomposing 
to many processes) for a finer parallelism grain.
2 .4 .2  U N I T Y  D e s ig n  M e th o d o lo g y
The four components of Chandy’s and Misra’s UNITY program development methodology 
are: a  specification notation, a  programming notation, a  proof system, and design heuris­
tics. The design specification notation, which is a computer-independent programming 
notation, is discussed in a  previous section. UNITY encourages the design strategy of rapid 
prototyping followed by stepwise refinement to provide adequate performance efficiency. A 
majority of the computer-specific details are considered during the later stepwise refinement 
steps where the mapping is developed. Program efficiency is considered mostly during the 
mapping development. The programmer is encouraged to develop small programs, combine
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the small programs for increased functionality, and apply heuristics to refine the program to 
meet performance requirements. T he respecification is proved correct for each refinement.
2 .4 .3  D a r lin g to n ’s  D e s ig n  M e th o d o lo g y
The Hope-f- declarative language is part of a  transformation system used to develop computer- 
specific programs [38]. Darlington et al. present a development philosophy for parallel ar­
chitectures and declarative languages. The sound mathematical basis and amenability to  
formal manipulation of declarative languages makes them  attractive for being transformed 
from a higher-level specification using meaning-preserving rewrites to an efficient program. 
Program fragmov.isy ?/rittsn in iiigiisr-Isvsl specification Imigtmgc7 cltc rcplnccd frs-g- 
ments having the same denotational semantics but more efficient operational semantics. The 
m ajor operational inefficiency is a ttribu ted  to the load-sharing imbalance among processors. 
The responsibility for load sharing is taken away from the programmer and hardware and 
given to the program transform ation techniques. Simple performance prediction is consid­
ered during the application of transformations to the original program. Execution statistics 
are used to validate the performance prediction equations.
2 .4 .4  H u a n g ’s D e s ig n  M e th o d o lo g y
Huang and Fencl provide a methodology for designing parallel versions of sequential algo­
rithm s [41]. These designs are sensitive to the processor interconnection network. Huang 
and Fencl focus upon loop sequential programs. A sequential algorithm is characterized by 
a  set of operations and their sequential execution order. Based on the  data  dependence of 
the operations, a relaxed operation execution order is expressed with semantic relations. A
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parallel algorithm is completely specified as an operation set (set of work quanta), a par­
allel scheduling function (when a  quanta of work is performed), an  operation distribution 
function (where a quanta of work is performed), a data  distribution function (where data 
resides as a  source), and a  d a ta  movement function (how data  is communicated between 
processors). The designer of the  parallel scheduling function m ust maintain consistency 
with the operation’s semantic relations. Huang and Fencl focus upon the parallelization 
of a  doubly nested-loop com putation as it would be expressed in a  sequential, imperative 
language (i.e., specifically an  iterative sequential algorithm). Huang and Fencl acknowledge 
the need to provide a m ethod of deriving the specification of the operation set and accompa­
nying four functions. This is indeed a weakness of their approach. Huang and Fencl provide 
a  methodology which synthesizes an  executable parallel program from their parallel algo­
rithm  design [42]. An extended Pascal program is synthesized from the design. The main 
extension is FORALL p W HERE c DO s where p is the set of processors, c is a condition 
evaluated for each work quanta and  s is the set of work quanta. This command activates a 
set of processors p tha t satisfy condition c. These processors simultaneously begin perform­
ing their respective quanta of s. The other extensions are a  nonblocking destination-specific 
SEND command and blocking source-specific RECV command. Huang and Fencl explore 
the synthesis of computer-specific programs from processor-interconnection-network-specific 
designs. A methodology for the  synthesis of programs for synchronous execution model ar­
chitectures with static or dynam ic data  distribution is provided. A similar methodology 
is provided for the synthesis of programs for asynchronous execution model architectures 
which require synchronization via a  variable switch for shared memory (a variable lock) and 
message passing for distributed memory.
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2.5 CASE Tools
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The maturity of the CASE tools are limited by the m aturity of the underlying software 
development models which they support. Due to the immaturity of the  parallel software 
development models, CASE tools tend to be specific to one parallel computer, or to one 
parallel language on a parallel computer. Chang and Smith [31] classify programming tools 
which develop software for parallel computers. The variables for classifying the tools are: 
tool type, language type, computational model, language features, environmental features, 
hardware platform, operating system(s), language support, graphics interface, design phi­
losophy, application, developing status, and author. A paragraph evaluating each of the 19 
tools is provided, along with a  47-entry bibliography. Their report is a  stepping stone to 
many tools.
One trio of software development tools (BUILD, SCHEDULE, and HeNCE) was spon­
sored by the Department of Energy’s Argonne National Laboratory. BUILD [17] is a graph­
ical tool to construct execution dependency graphs where each node is a  problem expressed 
as FORTRAN subroutine. The library SCHEDULE [39] contains FORTRAN subroutines 
used to 1) specify the parallelism of the problem and 2) incorporate a  queued task execu­
tion model. The SCHEDULE programs axe executed on a variety of sequential computers 
and shared memory parallel computers (e.g., VAX 11/780, Alliant FX /8, Sequent Bal­
ance 21000, Encore Multi-Max, Cray-2, Cray-XMP, Cray-YMP, IBM 3090, and Flex 32). 
HeNCE [14] extends the SCHEDULE/BUILD capabilities to dynamic scheduling of the 
tasks in a  network-based heterogeneous computing environment.
Several of the report’s parallelizing compilers axe discussed in the next section (i.e.,
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PED, PTOOL, PFC, PTRAN, and Parafrase).
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2.6 Parallelizing C om pilers
The goal of a parallelizing compiler is to  automatically restructure sequential programs to 
execute efficiently on a parallel computer. Many compilers rely upon program execution 
profile information in order to choose the appropriate restructuring technique. The com­
plexity of some sequential software requires human interaction. The research in  this area 
remains computer-specific due to the im m aturity of parallel programming models.
2 .6 .1  F E D , P T O O L , an d  P F C
Kennedy et al. developed the Parascope EDitor (PED) [10] to interactively parallelize se­
quential software. PED is the combination of several automatic parallelizing tools. The Par­
allel FORTRAN Converter (PFC) began as an automatic FORTRAN 77 vectorizer which 
performs data dependence analysis, interprocedural side effect analysis, and interprocedu­
ral constant propagation. The dependence analysis categorizes the relationships between 
statement execution instances as true, anti-, or output dependence and loop-independent 
or loop-carried dependencies. Loop-carried dependencies constrain the order of execution 
of the iterations of a DO loop. PFC was subsequently reconfigured as a conservative paral- 
lelization tool. The output of PFC is
a statement dependence graph th a t specifies a partial ordering on the statem ents 
which must be maintained to ensure the sequential semantics of the program  do 
not change due to parallelization.
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PFC ’s main weakness was indicating spurious race conditions in large, complex loops, thus 
thwarting parallelization. An interactive browser PTOOL was developed to  debug programs 
which had been parallelized by PFC. PTO O L used PF C ’s statement dependence graph, but 
applied a  dependence filtering mechanism to  evaluate and automatically remove many of 
the spurious race conditions. PTOOL incorporated improved data  dependence analysis. To 
further facilitate parallelization, PTOOL applied another technique to determine whether a 
variable is private to a  loop iteration (i.e., a  private variable cannot inhib it parallelization) or 
shared between the loop body and either the pre-loop code or post-loop code. PED extended 
the capabilities of PTOOL by allowing the programmer to interact during the program ’s 
parallelization. Operationally, PED performs data  dependency analysis a t the statem ent 
level and then queries the user interactively concerning the desired code transformation. The 
code transformations which the user can interactively apply are similar to those described 
by Padua and Wolfe [67]. PED provides a  programmer w ith a low level profitability estimate 
for a potential transformation. PED generates parallelized code for shared memory parallel 
computers. Currently, PED generates IBM parallel FORTRAN and parallel FORTRAN for 
the Sequent Symmetry.
2 .6 .2  P T R A N
Parallel TRANslator (PTRAN) [3] is a  research compiler which searches for parallelism in 
a  sequential FORTRAN program. This tool relies upon studying the control dependence 
of a sequential program to determine its parallelism [37]. The control dependence informa­
tion is stored in a control flow graph, where a  node can be a  FORTRAN statem ent or a  
FORTRAN condition (i.e., IF condition). PTRAN inserts additional nodes into the control
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flow graph to identify the loop structures w ithin the sequential code. The new nodes of the 
resulting augmented control flow graph contain information from da ta  dependence analysis, 
constant propagation analysis, and alias analysis. To simplify the partitioning analysis of 
the augmented control flow graph, the  forward control flow graph, a  subgraph of the aug­
mented control flow graph, is formed by making the augmented control flow graph acyclic. 
To generate IBM parallel FORTRAN constructs (e.g., PARALLEL LOOP and PARALLEL 
CASE), the forward control flow graph is traversed in depth-first order. Profiling informa­
tion is associated with each augmented node of the augmented control flow graph and is 
considered during parallel task partitioning decisions.
2 .6 .3  P ara fra se
Polychronopoulos et al. [71] contend tha t functions traditionally performed by the oper­
ating system may be more effectively performed by the compiler for a  parallel computer. 
Polychronopoulos et al. are developing Parafrase-2, a  source-to-source restructuring com­
piler. A preprocessor converts a C or FORTRAN program to P-2 interm ediate code and 
this code is manipulated to execute on a  parallel computer. The data  dependence analysis is 
based on determining the IN and OUT sets (i.e., da ta  used and data modified, respectively). 
Scalar and indexed statements are considered and the order of execution between two state­
ments is determined. The statem ent dependencies are categorized as flow, anti-, and output 
dependence. The data dependence graph is constructed from the evaluation of the data  de­
pendence distance (i.e., nesting levels) and the true distance (i.e., the  number of iterations 
between a  variable instance’s access). Graph transformations axe performed to  extract the 
parallelism of the problem (e.g., loop-parallelization, loop-vectorization, loop-distribution,
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and loop-interchanging). When the classical dependence tests (e.g., gcd, Bannerjee’s bounds 
test and exact tests) fail to decipher the dependencies, then the relatively expensive symbolic 
tests are performed. Another facet of the Parafrase-2 compiler is the Static Performance 
Analyzer (SPA) which estimates a  program’s execution time using 3 performance models. 
These estimates are used by the compiler to choose the appropriate performance-enhancing 
program transformations (e.g., vectorization or parallelization). Interprocedural analysis 
is performed to gather general information concerning da ta  object reference, aliasing, and 
execution contexts (i.e., when data values can define data  dependence relationships). While 
insufficient data  dependence information may lead, a lesser compiler to abandon an  opti­
mization approach or apply a  conservative optimization, Parafrase-2 will generate multiple 
versions of the code where a  runtime decision will guide the choice of versions. The final 
feature of the compiler is auto-scheduling which partitions and dynamically schedules tasks, 
normally an operating system responsibility.
2 .6 .4  B r o w n e ’s E S P
Browne et al. [78] developed an interactive programmer-assisted sequential FORTRAN 
program parallelizer. It is based on the research of Kennedy (PTOOL), Allen (PTRAN), 
and Polychronopoulos et al. (Parafrase). It is also based on vendor-supplied parallelizing 
compilers which, for limited cases, find DO loop parallelism in sequential code and insert 
vendor-specific parallel DO loops into the software. Browne’s distinctive thesis is th a t
successful attainment of large scale parallelism will require both macro-level 
parallelism created by human analysts and micro-level parallelism recognized 
and implemented by automated analysis.
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The parallel structure of the code is represented in a  hierarchical dependence graph. The 
level of graph resolution becomes as fine as the statement level. Complete dependence 
information, which determined from data  dependence and intraprocedural analysis a t all 
levels of the hierarchy, is stored in a database. Profiling data from the execution of the 
sequential code is also stored in  the data base. This data  base is a  resource for the  paral­
lel computer simulator which can guide the programmer’s parallelization choice of severed 
parallel constructs for a block of sequential code. Developed by Scientific and  Engineering 
Software, Inc. under a  contract from Concurrent Computer Corporation, the tool was even­
tually named ESP. Although the original intent of the tool was to simulate several parallel 
computers, only the simulation of the Concurrent Computer Corporation 3200 MPS shared 
memory multiprocessor was completed [89]. The environment allows the programmer to 
specify the execution measurements to gather performance data for the parallel code.
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C hapter 3
E R B E  Nonscanner Sim ulation
Information and Control Systems, Inc. (I.C.S.) developed eight simulations for the National 
Aeronautics and Space A dm inistration (NASA) Langley Research Center (LaRC) Atmo­
spheric Sciences Division. The E arth  Radiation Budget Experim ent (ERBE) Instrument 
Validation Team used these simulations to understand the ground calibration and in-flight 
measurements of ERBE scanning radiometers, non-scanning radiometers, and solar mon­
itors. We pose a  hypothetical situation that requires incorporating the simulations into 
the NASA LaRC ERBE Data Management System. We choose one of the simulations and 
study it for its inherent parallelizability to improve performance of the hypothetical version 
of the NASA LaRC ERBE D ata Management System.
Specifically, we parallelize, on paper, a hypothetically-incorporated ERBE nonscanner 
simulation. We predict a  sequential speedup of 17 for the fastest sequential version of the 
simulation relative to the research version of the simulation. We predict a  disappointing 
parallel speedup of 0.77 (i.e., a slowdown) for the parallel version of the simulation for 
twelve processors.
We describe the problem in the  first section. We describe the algorithms employed to 
solve the problem in the second section. Also in this section, we describe the performance
38
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improving transformations tha t I.C.S. applied to  the sequential version of the simulation. 
We describe the modeling of possible approaches to parallelize the simulation in the third 
section. We discuss the limits to exploitable parallelism that we uncovered w ith the mod­
eling effort in the fourth and final section.
3.1 T he Problem
The problem is to incorporate a  simulation of an  ERBE nonscanning radiometric sensor into 
the NASA LaRC ERBE Data Management System. We begin with eight sensor models tha t 
were developed by Information and Control Systems, Inc. (I.C.S.) under contract number 
NASI-16130 to NASA Langley Research Center. I.C.S. incorporated each sensor model into 
a computer simulation which models the response of a radiometric sensor to a  modeled 
radiation source [50]. Our problem uses this research version, hypothetically incorporating 
it into the NASA LaRC ERBE D ata Management System.
First, we introduce the research project and the nonscanning radiometer. Then we 
describe the sensor model. Finally, we describe the hypothetical incorporation of the simu­
lation into the NASA LaRC ERBE D ata  Management System.
3 .1 .1  T h e  P ro jec t
NASA funds the ERBE mission for measuring tem poral and spatial variations in the E arth  
radiative energy budget. These measurements provide for the advancement of climatic 
prediction methods for both scientific and economic benefit. A major scientific benefit is 
the understanding of the dynamics of the E arth ’s atmospheric system and its effect on cli­
mate. An economic benefit from improved climate prediction is the improved managing and
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planning  of domestic and international food supplies and natural resource utilization [1 2 ].
3 .1 .2  T h e  N o n sc a n n in g  R a d io m eter
The ERBE mission is the first multi-satellite system designed to provide measurement of 
the E arth’s global energy budget. The Sim’s radiation tha t is reflected from the E a rth ’s 
surface and atmosphere contributes to these measurements. The longwave radiation th a t is 
emitted by the E arth ’s surface and atmosphere also contributes to these measurements [12]. 
One of the radiometric instruments on board each of three satellites is a four sensor Earth- 
viewing nonscanning radiometer. Each sensor is distinguished by its spatial resolution and 
spectral sensitivity. The wide field-of-view (WFOV) sensors measure radiation from limb- 
to-limb (Earth appears as a  disk) while the medium field-of-view (MFOV) sensors measure 
a footstep on the E arth  of 1000 kilometers in diameter. The total wavelength sensors (T) 
are sensitive to all wavelengths while the short wavelength sensors (SW) are sensitive to 
radiation from 0.2 microns to 5.0 microns [60]. O f the four sensors (MFOV-T, W FOV-T, 
MFOV-SW, and WFOV-SW), we have chosen the simulation of the medium field-of-view 
total sensor (MFOV-T) for this study.
3.1 .3  T h e  S en so r  M o d e l
In their design of the model for the MFOV-T sensor, I.C.S. geometrically partitioned the 
sensor into eight therm al nodes (see Figure 3.1). This partitioning generally adhered to the 
structure of the sensor and the anticipated paths for heat flow. In addition, three electronic 
nodes model the active cavity cone heater control system and one electronic node models 
the heat sink heater control system.
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Figure 3.1: Side View of the ERBE Nonscanner MFOV-T Sensor [50]
As an active cavity radiometer, the sensor measures radiation by very accurately deter­
mining the electrical power required to keep the temperature of the active cavity (node 1 ) 
constant with respect to the  reference cavity (node 3). The outside of the active cavity 
is wrapped with an electrical cone heater wire. As more radiation falls on the cavity, less 
electrical power must be dissipated in the cone heater wire to maintain a  constant temper­
ature difference between cavities. The active cavity cone heater control system determines 
the temperature difference between the active and reference cavities using a  wheatstone 
bridge where two of the four resistors are the two cones wrapped with sensor wires. This
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monitored difference feeds into the active cavity cone heater control system  and also serves 
as the  sensor’s response to input radiation (units are “counts” ). To m aintain a  constant 
tem perature as a  reference for the active cavity, the heat sink heater control system which 
envelops the copper heat sink (node 2) maintains the reference cavity (node 3) and copper 
heat sink (node 2 ) at a constant tem perature.
Thermally operated instruments are very sensitive to heat flow w ithin the instrument. 
The active cavity responds to all of the  energy th a t enters its cone, not ju s t the energy 
received directly from the radiation source. Energy from the radiation source impinges 
on the field-of-view limiter (node 6 ), base plate (node 5), and precision aperture (node 8 ). 
Because these nodes axe either in physical contact with or in partial view of the active cavity, 
the active cavity response is adversely influenced by the energy received indirectly from the 
radiation source. As an attem pt to algebraically remove these nodes’ contribution from 
the sensor’s response, three tem perature probes me mounted within the  sensor (designated 
with a  “P ” in Figure 3.1).
Note tha t these temperature probes are not part of the heater control systems. These 
tem perature measurements along with the sensor’s active cavity response comprise the set 
of independent variables for the experiment.
The active cavity response is also adversely influenced by the energy lost to the envi­
ronment. Although heavily insulated, energy is lost to the satellite at the  sensor-to-satellite 
attachm ent point (the box beam). As an  attem pt to  algebraically compensate for this loss, 
along with other second-order losses, a  constant-temperature box beam  node is modeled as 
am offset in the equation for the therm al node to which the box beam  is attached (node 5 , 
the base plate).
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3 .1 .4  T h e  N A S A  L aR C  E R B E  D a ta  M a n a g em en t S y s te m
In  very general terms [81],
processing of the ERBE data  a t LaRC consists of assimilating data  from several 
sources, performing conversions and analyses, producing validationjia ta  prod­
ucts for the Science Team analysis, and generating archival data  products for 
use by the science community.
The sources include several governmental agencies, contractors, universities, and several 
satellites. The processing is performed by the NASA LaRC ERBE D ata Management Sys­
tem. The sensor model is not part of the system: however, its results are incorporated into 
the system as follows. Prior to sensor flight, the sensor model is created and calibrated 
using ground calibration data. The coefficients of the sensor model are algebraically rear­
ranged to form the count conversion coefficients. These coefficients are input da ta  for the 
count conversion equations, the core of the NASA LaRC ERBE Data Management System. 
The NASA LaRC ERBE Data Management Subsystem that contains the count conversion 
equations processes 24 hours of one satellite’s measured data (i.e., one da ta  tape). This 
tape comprises 5400 ERBE RECMAT data  records. Each data record spans 16 seconds 
and contains 20 measurements per sensor. There are 4 nonscanning sensors per satellite; 
therefore, the simulation would be used to simulate the response of each of the 4 nonscanner 
sensors for each data measurement (i.e., 432,000 measurements per da ta  day)[81].
The NASA LaRC ERBE Data Management System comprises over 124,000 lines of 
executable FORTRAN 77 code. W hen source comments and JCL scripts are considered, 
to ta l lines of code is over 320,000[58].
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Because seven of the eight sensor models axe very similar, any understanding th a t we 
gain from this study can be multiplied sevenfold. In addition, each sensor model has three 
instantiations, one for each satellite (i.e., ERBS, NOAA-9, and NOAA-IO).
3 .1 .5  H y p o th e t ic a l In c o rp o ra tio n
The following text proposes a  reasonable scenario for the operation of the NASA LaRC 
ERBE D ata Management System w ith the incorporated simulation. The satellites tha t 
carry the sensors are launched. The orbiting sensors begin taking measurements which are 
telemetered to the ground stations and forwarded to NASA Langley Research Center for 
data processing. The Merge Subsystem of the ERBE Data Management System uses the 
nonscanner sensor’s temperatures (i.e., copper heat sink (node 2 ), the precision aperture 
(node 8 ) and field-of-view limiter (node 6 )) and radiative measurements (units axe counts) 
as input. The count conversion equations axe evaluated and produce estimates of E p o v  
(energy radiating through the field-of-view limiter) viewed by the sensor.
The following scenario is the hypothetical portion of ERBE Data Management System. 
Execution of the subsystem continues as these estimates axe input to the sensor model 
where the sensor model simulates the sensor’s thermal and electronic behavior. Differences 
between the measured and simulated tem peratures (i.e., T2 (copper heat sink), T$(field-of- 
view limiter), and T%(precision aperture)) or between the measured and simulated counts 
axe, in an off-line fashion, further analyzed.
The following scenario resumes the actual process of analyzing the ERBE data. One 
significant outcome of the data  analysis is th a t analysts modify the sensor coefficients so 
th a t the sensor model’s therm al and electronic behavior more closely mirrors the in-flight
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behavior of the sensor. Note tha t, originally, I.C.S. developed software th a t uses node geom­
etry data, node surface specularity data, node surface therm al resistance data  and surface 
radiative exchange factors to  compute coefficients which model the  conductive and radiative 
interactions between nodes. Then the sensor model is tuned using ground calibration and 
in-flight calibration data  [36] [69]. If new sensor model coefficients are adopted, then new 
count conversion coefficients are computed from the sensor model coefficients. The new 
count conversion coefficients are used to recompute E p o v  estimates. Thus completes the 
first cycle of a convergence, hopefully, to an acceptable tolerance of the behaviors of the 
in-flight sensor and the sensor model.
Note that the incorporated simulation is useful for the two viewing modes of the non­
scanning radiometer: measuring E arth  or a calibration source. T he sensor measures count 
and tem perature data  during both  viewing modes. And the E p o v  estimates, which are 
required by the model, are provided by the ERBE D ata M anagement System for both 
viewing modes. The sensor operates on a two week period. During 99.6% of the 2-week 
cycle, the sensor measures the  Earth. For the E arth  viewing case, the E p o v  estimates of 
E arth  radiation are provided by the count conversion equations as described above. Dur­
ing the remainder of the cycle, a sensor calibration is performed. During this calibration, 
the sensor observes temperature-controlled calibration sources and astronomical calibration 
sources: space and the sun. For the calibration sources, the estim ates for E p o v  can be 
computed two ways:
•  using models of the source by relying on the knowledge of the  source (i.e., the sun and 
space) or measured d a ta  associated with the source (e.g., the  tem perature and volt-
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age data from the on-board calibration sources: black bodies and shortwave internal 
calibration source (SWICS)), or
• using the sensor’s measured temperatures and counts and evaluating the the count 
conversion equations.
We propose using the count conversion equation estimates for the E p o v  estimates from the 
calibration source [29].
3.2 T he A lgorith m s
We provide a mathematical description of the sequential algorithm in the first subsection. 
We provide the implementation of the mathematics in the software in the second subsec­
tion. In the third and final subsection, we discuss three sequential performance improving 
transformations and discuss modeled sequential performance results.
3 .2 .1  A lg o r ith m s: M a th e m a tic a l D e sc r ip tio n
I.C.S. represents the computer simulation of the MFOV-T sensor with 12 equations. Each 
equation is categorized as either thermal or electronic. It is the sequential execution of 
these twelve equations th a t is discussed in this section. In the simulation, these differential 
equations are passed to an  ordinary differential equations integration routine where they 
are evaluated to a user-desired tolerance.
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The detailed therm al equations are as follows:
47
Ti =  A l>1Tl + A i t2 T2 + D l'lT£ + D lfiT $ + D l,3 l $  + D 1AT t  + D h5 T£ + D lfiT£ +  
D\,&T% +  B ijSWEFOVsw +  B itiwEFOViw +  C\tAVi(Xz) +
C ^b M T u Ts ) (3 .1 )
T2 =  A2 .1 T! -F A2 ,2 T2  +  A2 ,3T3  +  A2 ,4 T4  +  A-zjTj +  D 2At £  +  .D2 ,2 T2  +  D 2 jT z  +
D2AT t  +  D 2j T j + C2,a S 2(X 4,T 2) (3 .2 )
T3  =  A3 .2 T2  +  A3 .3 T3  + D S 'i l f  +  £>3 ,2 T24  +  .D3 .3 T3  +  Dz jTj -F
Cz,a Jz{Ti ,T z) (3 .3 )
T 4  =  A 4 .2 T 2  +  A 4 .4 T 1 +  A 4 .5 7 5  +  A a $ T z  +  D ^ i T *  +  Z?4 .2 T ^  +  D 4 .4 T 4  4 -
C4,a S4(X 4 ,T 2) (3 .4 )
T5 =  A $ a T4 +  A 5.5T5 +  A s ^ T q +  A $ j T j  +  Z?5)i ^  +  -^ 5,5Tg +  D s fiT ^  -F D s#T %  -F
B$'SWE F 0 V SW +  B$yiwEFOViw +  bboxbeamJLoaa (3 .5 )
Tfe =  Ae.sTg +  AzfiTs +  DqAT^  + Ds$Ts -F D q^ T q +  D e filt  +  BztSWE F O V sw -F
B6,lwEFOVlw (3 .6 )
T7 =  A j t2T 2 -F A7.5T5 +  A r j T j  +  D 7)2T 24 +  D r tzT£  +  D j j T j  +
C7,a S j {X 4,T2) (3 .7 )
T8 =  A 8,4 r4 +  Ag.gTg +  D8AT? +  £>8l5T54 +  T)8i6T64 +  Dg.gTg4 +  B8,swEFOVsw +
B z j , w E F O V i w  (3 .8 )
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where:
R g c t  
( R a c t  +  R refY *
/ i CTi ,T 3) =  7 ^ -----— Tj- (3.9)
M T " T3) = T t d r k t f  <3-10>
R a c t  =  A 1 + B 1T 1 + C 1T 1 (3 -1 1 )
R r e f  =  A 3 +  B 3 T 3 + C3T i  (3 .1 2 )
V i(x 3) =  X i  (3 .1 3 )
S 2 ( X 4 ,T 2) =  ( X 4 + C 2,b T2 +  C 2,c ) 2 (3 .1 4 )
5 4 ( X 4 ,T 2 ) =  ( X 4 +  a 4,BT2 + C '4,c )2 (3 .1 5 )
S 7 ( X 4 ,T 2) =  ( X 4 +  C7,b T2 + C7 ,c ) 2 (3 -1 6 )
The new temperature for each therm al node i is extrapolated by
Ti — T{ +  TiTi ( 3 .1 7 )
where r* is the time constant for node i.
Terms of the form A k jT j  model the conductive heat flow between thermal node k  and 
therm al node j .  Terms of the form D k jT j  model the radiative energy transfer between the 
exposed surfaces of thermal node k  and  therm al node j .  Terms of the  form Jjt(T i,T3), VJt, 
and S k iX ^ T z )  model the energy transfer from the electronics systems to a therm al node 
k (i.e., cavity sensor wire’s joule heating, active cavity cone heating, and heat sink heater, 
respectively). Terms of the form Bk,SwEFOVsw(t) + Bk,iwEFO Viw(t) model the radiative 
transfer from the radiation source (e.g., E arth  or on-boaxd calibration source) to a therm al 
node k.
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Four differential equations model the behavior of the electronic nodes. The three equa­
tions 3.18, 3.19, and 3.20 represent the  active cavity cone heater control system. The fourth 
equation 3.21 represents the heat sink heater control system.
The detailed electronic equations axe as follows:
X x =  K XR Z{TUTZ) + fa  (3.18)
X 2  =  K 2 ,AX l + K 2 ,BX 2  +
K 2 ,c R 3 (Tu T3) + fa  (3.19)
X 3 = KZ'AX i +  K z,b X 2 -I- K ztcX z  +
K z,d R z(Tu Tz) +  fa  (3.20)
X 4  = K ^T 2  +  fa  (3.21)
where:
R z(T 1 ,T 3) =  (3.22)
The new electronic estimate for each electronic node i is extrapolated by
X{ =  X{ +  X{Ti (3.23)
where r t- is the time constant for electronic node i.
We provide some node-specific characteristics to explain the sparseness of the matrix 
equations. The aluminum heat sink (node 4), field-of-view limiter (node 6 ), and aluminum 
heat sink (node 7) are in contact w ith the base plate (node 5); thus, the A ^ T s  term is
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included in their equations. The active cavity (node 1) and copper heat sink (node 2) can 
“see” the aluminum heat sink (node 4); thus, the D ^ T ^  term  is included in  their equa­
tions. The field-of-view limiter (node 6 ), base plate (node 5), precision aperture (node 8 ), 
and active cavity (node 1 ) are exposed to radiation from the source; consequently, the 
{BitSWE F O V sw + B itiwEFO Viw) term  is included in their equations. The copper heat 
sink (node 2), aluminum heat sink (node 4), and aluminum heat sink (node 7) receive 
heat from the heat sink heater control system (described by X 4 ) ; consequently, the  term  
C2 ,aS i(X 4 , T i)\i =  2,4,7] is included in their equations. The nodes of the active cavity cone 
heater control system (described by X \ ,  X%, and X 3 ) contribute heat to the active cavity 
as it maintains the same tem perature with the reference cavity (node 3). Thus the term  
Ci'AViIXz) is included in the active cavity’s equation (node 1). Sensor wires are wrapped 
around the cones of the active and reference cavities. Joule heating in the sensor wires 
contributes energy to the active cavity (node 1) and reference cavity (node 3); thus, the 
term  Ci,BJi(Ti,Tz)\i =  1,3] is included in their equations.
3 .2 .2  A lg o r ith m s: Im p le m e n ta t io n  D e sc r ip tio n
In  this subsection, we describe I.C .S.’s implementation of the algorithms and discuss its 
hypothetical incorporation into the NASA LaRC ERBE D ata Management System. We 
begin with a version of the nonscanner software which was developed by I.C.S. for sensor 
research. Its design accommodates eight unique sensor designs. One goal for I.C.S. is 
to implement a general equation for all of the sensor models. Fast execution time of the 
simulation is important, bu t not a  prim ary goal. A second goal for I.C.S. is determining 
an appropriate partitioning of the sensor model. The issue influences the choice to  keep
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the software flexible enough to easily change the number of therm al and  electronic nodes 
per sensor. By combining the therm al equations 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.9 and the 
electronic equations 3.18, 3.19, 3.20, and 3.21 in matrix form, I.C.S. implements a general 
equation:
N  N  iV
Tk(t) = J 2 (AkjT j( t) )  +  +  ^ ( H k j Q j i t ) )  +
j =l j'=i j=i
Bk,swEFOVsw(t) +  B hjwEFOViw(t) + bk (3.24)
where iVn=12.
The 12-element T  vector comprises the eight thermal states followed by the 4 electronic 
states.
The 12-element T  vector comprises the eight thermal rates-of-change followed by the 4 
electronic rates-of-change.
The thermal subm atrix of A represents the conduction between therm al nodes. A second 
submatrix of A represents the active cavity cone heater control system and expresses the 
interaction between the control system states. A third submatrix of A represents the heat 
sink heater control system and expresses the control system’s monitoring of the copper heat 
sink (node 2 ) temperature.
The thermal subm atrix of D represents the radiative transfer between the therm al nodes. 
The electronic submatrix of D is zero-valued.
The Q vector contains the  terms for the joule heating from the active and reference cav­
ities’ sensor wires (i.e., Ji{T\.,Tz) and Jz(T i,T z), respectively), the heat sink heater control 
system for the copper heat sinks (nodes 4 and 7) and aluminum heat sink (node 2 )(i.e.,
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S 2 (X 4 ,T2), S4 (X 4 ,T 2), and S 7 (X 4 , r 2),), and the active cavity cone heater control system 
(i.e., input: R 3 (T i,T 3), and output: VKX3 )):
(  M T u T 3 ) \  
S 2 (X 4 ,T 2) 
M T U T3)
0
0
0
0
0
R 3 (TUT3)
0
V i(X 3)
V 0
T h e  thermal subm atrix of B represents the thermal nodes’ direct exposure to E p o v -
The electronic subm atrix of B is zero-valued.
The b vector contains the thermal and electronic node-specific offsets.
The pseudocode in  Figures B .l, B.2, and B.3 represents the FORTRAN 77 program. 
Note that I.C.S. applies a few performance improving transform ations to a straight trans­
lation of equation 3.25 to create the research version which is represented in the three 
figures. The Q  vector and E f o v  computations are loop-invariant and, per a  code-motion
transformation, are moved outside the outermost loop. I.C.S. applied common subexpres­
sion elimination to the computation of equations 3.9 and  3.10 for the subexpressions of 
equations 3.11 and 3.12. Using a reduction-in-strength transform ation, I.C.S. replaced the 
fourth-power exponentiation operator in equation 3.25 by two multiplications. The A, D, 
and H matrices are placed in memory so as to take advantage of the column-major m atrix  
organization of FORTRAN 77 (i.e., the m atrix a  in the pseudocode in memory is actually
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the transpose of m atrix A). The same relationship holds for the following matricies:
d = D t
h = h t
Qdot = Q
tdot = T
t = T
bs = B sw
bl Biw
Our performance modeling considers the effect of the first three performance improving 
transformations, but not the fourth optimization.
Not having found a  closed form solution (i.e., a continuous function) for the system of 
thermal and electronic equations, I.C.S. uses discrete variable methods. The simulation 
calls VOASED, a  NASA mathematical library subroutine [22], to integrate the aforemen­
tioned system of equations (i.e., the therm al equations 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.9 
and the electronic equations 3.18, 3.19, 3.20, and 3.21). The user-supplied first-derivative 
subroutine contains these equations. VOASED performs the new-estimate computations 
(i.e., equations 3.17 and 3.23). VOASED uses Sedgwick’s variable-order, variable interval 
Adams discrete variable m ethod [76] for integrating a set of non-stiff first order differential 
equations. The method is a  multistep method.
The execution of VOASED is parameterized by several options. The effective time 
constant of the electronic nodes and the active cavity (node 1) dictate the maximum step
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size. To ease graphical analysis, I.C.S. chose to have VOASED return answers at user- 
specified intervals. This method is twice as expensive as allowing the software to  choose the 
times for returning estimates because specific interval bounds must be reached exactly [2 2 ]. 
However, for our hypothetical incorporation, the sensor data is time-stamped (i.e., one 
measurement every 800 milliseconds). These time stamps specify the user-specified intervals. 
VOASED simulates from measurement to measurement, thus a  simulation interval of 800 
simulated milliseconds is required. The subroutine must simulate exactly to the tim e stamp 
of the measurement. If a  step size of 800 simulated milliseconds is successfully integrated 
within the error tolerance, this scenario provides reasonable performance. Efficiency is 
diixiiinsheu if the error tolerance is not met.
This method is adaptive and varies the stepsize and order of the method. For each inte­
gration step, the largest possible step size is computed based on the user-specified tolerance 
and the error between the predicted and corrected estimates. Then the order is chosen. 
The order varies from two to twelve. No attem pt is made to maintain a constant step 
size [76]. However, constant step size would be beneficial in our case of the aforementioned 
user-defined intervals.
The research version of the nonscanner simulation reads the sensor model coefficients 
and the initial conditions for each node (Tt-(fo) or Xi(to)). Then Tj(ti) or X { ( i i ) can be 
computed for each node. This integration continues until the end time is reached.
Besides the T{ input variables, a  unique set of input values must also be computed 
prior to each evaluation of nodes 1, 5, 6 , and 8 . These estimates represent the radiation 
sources tha t the sensor measures and are designated as E p o v(L W )  and E p o v (S W )  (i.e., 
the longwave and shortwave components of the radiation source tha t enters through the
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sensor’s opening defined by the field-of-view limiter). In the research version of the software, 
a  plethora of radiation sources are modeled for multiple behaviors of calibration sources. 
Their estimates are computed during the  evaluation of the first-derivative subroutine.
However, we are incorporating the simulation into the NASA LaRC ERBE D ata M an­
agement System. These radiation sources are not modeled in the data  management system 
because measurements of E arth  and onboard calibration sources are available. The mea­
surement rate for each sensor is 2 0  measurements/16 seconds or a  measurement every 800 
milliseconds. These measured E fo v  estimates are converted from counts to The
D ata Management System’s Merge Subsystem performs the conversion; so there is no cost 
to the simulation code for E f o v  estimates at the measurement times. If the integration 
routine integrates the system at an integration point torrent between two measurements 
and U+1 , then the simulation must provide E f o v  estimates at the integration point tcurrent- 
For the E fo v  estimates between measurements, the computation cost is small relative to 
tha t for a thermal node bu t not trivial. We propose a linear interpolation as follows
HFOv(LW )tcurrent =  (E F O v(LW ) ti+ 1 — E f o v  (L W )ti) P arent + E Fo v (L W )ti (3.25) 
E F O v { S W ) tcurrcnt =  { E Fo v { S W ) u+l — E f o v ( S W ) u ) P aren t -I- E Fo v ( S W ) ti (3.26)
where Pyurrent = i f  current i^)> ti ^  tcurrent ^  and t  current and tj+x are in.
the same record (i.e., no record look-ahead required). We combine the linear interpolation 
cost with the evaluation of therm al and electronic nodes, allowing the interpolation to be 
performed during the execution of the first-derivative subroutine.
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Number Computation
E f o v o f Steps Cost
Type per 800 ms Probability (a.-secs)
Sample 1 0.0125 0
Interpolated 79 0.9875 1 2
Table 3.1: EFOV Type PDF and Ideal Assumptions
Thus the computation cost is parameterized by whether or not interpolated E p o v  val­
ues are needed. To evaluate the cost of the research cost, we assume the stepsize of 10 
milliseconds that I.C.S. used. Every 800 milliseconds, the sensor makes a  measurement, 
and the Data Management System’s Merge Subsystem computes E f o v  values using the 
measurement; therefore, the cost is zero. For the 79 time steps un til the next measure­
ment, E f o v  values Eire interpolated and the E f o v  computation cost is 12 a-seconds (see 
Table 3.1).
3 .2 .3  M o d e led  S e q u e n tia l P e r fo r m a n c e
I.C.S. implements the research version using equation 3.25. The research version is expressed 
as pseudocode in Figures B .l, B.2, and B.3. We previously described several performance 
improving transformations tha t I.C.S. applied to the research version. We speculate that, to 
further enhance performance, the ERBE D ata Management team  would apply the following 
performance improving transformations to produce code for the  ERBE D ata Management 
System: non-matrix-form re-expression, time constant performance improving transforma­
tions, and common subexpression elimination. We describe several sequential performance 
metrics in the next subsection. We describe the sequential performance improving trans­
formations in the subsequent subsection. We discuss some modeled performance results in
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the final subsection.
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3.2.3.1 Sequential M etrics
For our analysis, the following metrics are used to assess the performance of our problem 
on a  sequential computer and as it processes file / .
To begin the floating point operations counting, we consider the number of operations 
performed on the sequential processor to evaluate each sensor model node for each integra­
tion step for each ERBE RECMAT data record of each file. The com putation cost to evalu­
ate the sensor model node *:(1 < i <  N n) portion of integration step j : (  1 <  j  < steps (k, f )  
) of ERBE RECMAT data record k:( 1 <  k < records(f) ) of file /  is
C n s ii t j ik ,/ )  = N ns (i,j, k, f ) C 0 (3.27)
where:
•  N ns( i , j , k , f )  is the number of operations performed on the sequential processor to 
evaluate the sensor model node i:( l  <  i  <  N n) portion of integration step j:(  1 <  j  < 
steps(k, f )  ) of ERBE RECMAT data record k:( 1  <  k < records(f) ) of file f .
• C0 is the operation cost, the cost of performing one arithmetic operation (i.e., addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, or division). We define C0 to be 1  a-second where an a- 
second is an abstract machine-specific value. We do not distinguish between the 
different arithmetic operations.
• N n is the number of therm al and electronic nodes (i.e., lVn=12).
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• The variable steps{k, f )  is the  number of integration steps th a t are required to com­
pute the computation cost o f  ERBE data record k  of file / .
• The variable records(f)  is the  number of ERBE RECMAT d a ta  records of file /  where 
( 1 <  records ( / )  <  5400 ).
Originally, an ERBE da ta  file was physically a magnetic tape. T he file partitions 24 hours 
of data into 5400 da ta  records. An ERBE data record contains 16 seconds of measured data  
(i.e., 16,000 milliseconds) where the  sensor is sampled once every 800 milliseconds. It also 
includes other data (e.g., housekeeping temperatures and satellite a ttitude  data) [82].
For a sequential processor, th e  computation cost to evaluate integration step j : (  1 <  
j  < steps(k, / )  ) of ERBE RECMAT data record k:( 1 < k  < records(f)  ) of file /  is
The cost for the abstract sequential machine to evaluate an ERBE RECMAT data record
(3.28)
t=i
k  of file /  is
steps(k,f)
Cr3 ( k J ) =  £  Css( j , k , f ) (3.29)
3 = 1
The cost for the abstract sequential machine to evaluate an ERBE data  file /  is
records(f)
C fs U)  =  £  Crs{k, f) (3.30)
k=  1
A metric for measuring the effect of these performance improving transformations is the
sequential speedup s as follows:
C rs ,op tim ized (.k , f )
(3.31)
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3.2.3.2 S e q u e n tia l P e rfo rm a n c e  Im p ro v in g  T ra n s fo rm a tio n s
We applied the following sequential performance improving transformations to the research 
version: non-matrix-form re-expression optimization, tim e constant performance improving 
transformations, and common subexpression elimination. T he cumulatively-applied perfor­
mance improving transformations significantly improve the sequential performance.
N o n -m a tr ix - fo rm  R e -ex p re ss io n  O p tim iza tio n  The execution of the equations in 
matrix form exhibits the unproductive computation of a  zero-valued coefficient times a 
independent variable for non-interacting nodes (e.g., therm al nodes 6  and 7 do not touch, 
so their therm al conduction (i.e.. ,47 ^) is zero). These unproductive computations are part 
of the sparse m atrix  problem. We apply this optimization to  remove those terms of the 
equations tha t contain a  zero-valued coefficient. For a  production system like the ERBE 
Data Management System, such optimization is common.
T im e C o n s ta n t  O p tim iz a tio n  The time constant performance improving transforma­
tions take advantage of the physical properties of the nodes [9] [45]. These performance 
improving transform ations are applied after the non-matrix-form re-expression optimiza­
tion. Due to th e  node’s physical properties or environment, certain nodes would not be 
expected to have changed their temperature or voltage during At .  In  the research version, 
I.C.S. did not perform  time-constant optimization. Instead, all nodes are integrated as 
if their time constants were the same as the electronic nodes’s for the active cavity cone 
heater control system  (i.e., an  effective time constant of 10 milliseconds). This translates 
into each therm al and electronic node being updated for each integration step. However,
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some therm al nodes change very little  during 800 simulated milliseconds. Effective model­
ing allows tha t therm al node estim ates can be updated after many integration steps have 
occurred. In order to avoid unnecessary calculations, a  determination of an effective time 
constant for each node t* is performed. We discuss the determination of a node’s effective 
time constant. Then we discuss the categorization of integration step types based on a 
categorization of effective time constants. Then we present two time-constant performance 
improving transformations: node- and term-computation removal.
Thermal
Normalized
Thermal
Effective 
Time Constant 
n
fr > - * )
T1 5.1 1 0
T2 895.2 1 0 0
T3 5.1 1 0 0
T4 1 2 1 1 . 6 800
T5 2079.7 1 0 0
T 6 2678.8 1 0 0
T7 725.7 800
T 8 1 . 0 1 0
Table 3.2: Effective Time Constants for Thermal Nodes
Electronic
Node
Effective 
Time Constant 
n
(millisecs)
XI 1 0
X2 1 0
X3 1 0
X4 1 0 0
EFOVLW 1 0
EFOVSW 1 0
Table 3.3: Effective Time Constants for Electronic Nodes and EFOV Estimates
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We begin w ith the  electronic nodes (see Table 3.3). The time constant r  for the elec­
tronic nodes is known to be greater than 1 0  milliseconds so the active cavity cone heater 
control system (i.e., X i ,  X 2 , and X 3 ) are recomputed every 10 simulated milliseconds. The 
electronic nodes define the lower bound for time constants. An exception exists for the 
heat sink heater control system (i.e., electronic node X 4 ). Its value depends only on the 
temperature of copper heat sink (node 2 ); therefore, we set its effective time constant equal 
to copper heat sink (node 2 ).
The effective tim e constants for the thermal nodes are determined by considering the 
following factors: the normalized thermal mass for each thermal node, the proximity of a 
given node to the heat sink heater or radiation source, and the relationship of a given thermal 
node to the electronic nodes. In consultation with an author of the model [30], we normalized 
the thermal mass of each node to thermal node 8 , the node with the smallest thermal mass. 
Then we categorized the effective time constant of each node (see Table 3.2). I.C.S. used 
the 1 0  millisecond tim e constant and the thermal node thermal mass data in the simulation, 
the results of which were favorably compared with the ground calibration results [50]. For 
example, the aluminum heat sink (node 7) has a relatively large thermal mass, its neighbors 
are of similar tem perature, and it is in contact w ith the heat sink heater. Consequently, 
its temperature will change relatively slowly and T7  need not be computed more often 
than once every 800 simulated milliseconds. This therm al node defines the upper bound 
for effective time constants. The field of view limiter (node 6 ) also has a relatively large 
thermal mass; however, energy from the radiation source E p o v  impinges upon this node. 
This impinging radiation engenders the greatest range of temperature among the nodes 
(2-4 degrees Centigrade during an orbit) for the field-of-view limiter (node 6)[51]. Both the
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magnitude and rate of magnitude change of this energy requires Tq to be computed once 
every 100 milliseconds. This thermal node defines the  middle category of time constants. 
The active cavity (node 1) is computed once every 10 milliseconds because of i t ’s relatively 
small thermal mass, i t ’s exposure to the radiation source, and i t ’s attachment to the active 
cavity radiometer control system. The reference cavity (node 3) has the same thermal 
mass as the active cavity (node 1 ); however, its proximity to  the heat sink heater and its 
insulation from the radiation source, by design, results in a  more controlled temperature. 
Thus the effective time constant for the reference cavity is greater than  th a t for the active 
cavity. Similar reasoning is used to categorize the com putation frequency for the other 
thermal nodes.
In addition to  the therm al and electronic nodes, the estimates of E p o v  must also be 
considered (see Table 3.3). Because the sensor is very sensitive to the radiation source, the 
estimates of E p o v  are recomputed a t a rate equal to th a t of the fastest nodes (i.e., active 
cavity thermal node and the active cavity radiometer control system electronic nodes).
After the thermal and electronic nodes have been categorized, each integration step can 
be characterized by its com putation cost. An integration step is characterized as one of 
three types: the low-computation-cost step where only nodes w ith 1 0  millisecond effective 
time constants have their estimates updated, a  medium-computation-cost step where nodes 
with 1 0  or 1 0 0  millisecond effective time constants have their estimates updated, or a high- 
computation-cost step where nodes with 1 0 , 1 0 0 , or 800 millisecond effective time constants 
have their estimates updated (see Table 3.4).
Having characterized the integration step type, effective modeling of the simulation 
workload requires an understanding of the integration step types’ frequency of occurrence.
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Integration
Step
Type
Participating
Nodes
(millisecs)
High
Medium
Low
10,100,800
1 0 , 1 0 0
1 0
Table 3.4: Integration Step Type Definition
The probability density function (PDF) for the population of integration steps during the 
execution of the simulation is unknown. W ithout the simulation software and inpu t data, 
the PD F is difficult to predict. We make some best case assumptions and continue the 
discussion. For an ideal assumption, we assume tha t the error associated w ith the new 
estimates is less than  the user-specified error tolerance. We also assume the integration 
subroutine VOASED is using the user-defined maximum integration step size of 10 sim­
ulated milliseconds. W ith these assumptions, and knowing that the time between sensor 
measurements is 800 simulated milliseconds, the integration subroutine VOASED evaluates 
the  first-derivative function 160 times (i.e., two evaluations per integration step [76]). W ith 
respect to the performance metrics, these assumptions imply that Crs( f , k )  is a  constant 
for all records k  and for all files / .  In this case, the random discrete variable X is the  the 
type of the integration step (see Table 3.4). The PD F would be 0.89 probability of the 
low-computation-cost integration step (i.e., 1 0  millisecond nodes), 0 . 1  probability of the 
medium-computation-cost integration step (i.e., 1 0  and 1 0 0  millisecond nodes), and 0 . 0 1  
probability of the high-computation-cost integration step (i.e., 1 0 , 1 0 0 , and 800 millisecond 
nodes) (see Table 3.5). The most likely value, the mode, of the discrete random variable is 
the low-computation-cost integration step.
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Integration
Step
Type
Number of 
Steps per
800 ms Probability
High
Medium
Low
1 0.0125 
7 0.0875 
72 0.9000
Table 3.5: Integration Step Type PDF and Ideal Assumptions
Such assumptions are met where 1) the radiation source profile is modeling a constant 
magnitude for shortwave and longwave radiation and 2 ) the sensor is thermally stable. 
Neither of the ideal assumptions has held during the lifetime of the sensors. Certainly, 
the Earth’s radiation profile is not constant. And the sensors remained under the thermal 
control of the heat sink heater control system, exceeding the mission criteria. The four 
sensors on the ERBE Radiation Budget Satellite continue to collect data after fourteen 
years. The four sensors on the NOAA-IO satellite collected data for eight years before 
being turned off for other reasons. However, in 1994, the NOAA-9 nonscanner sensor’s 
heat sink heater control system failed after nine years and the heat sink temperature varied 
by several centigrade degrees per orbit. These conditions continued for three years until 
the nonscanner sensors were turned off. For this more complex case, the simulation would 
exceed error tolerance, integration steps would be retried w ith smaller integration step sizes, 
and the probability of low-computation-cost integration steps would be increased while the 
probability of medium- and high-computation-cost step would be decreased.
For this analysis, the ideal assumptions PDF is used. Taking advantage of the three 
types of integration steps, two time constant performance improving transformations are 
applied to reduce the number of computations required to generate new thermal or electronic
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node estimates and radiation estimates.
The first tim e constant optimization is node-focused. It removes the computation cost 
of updating:
• a  1 0 0  or 800 millisecond node during a  low-computation-cost integration step, and
• a 800 millisecond node during a medium-computation-cost integration step.
For example, during a medium-computation-cost integration step, the equations for 
thermal nodes 4 and 7 are not evaluated.
The second tim e constant optimization removes the computation cost of unnecessarily 
computing a right-hand-side term for which its value has not changed from the previous 
integration step. For example, consider the com putation of thermal node T1 during the 
low-computation-cost integration step. T1 is in contact w ith T2 and can “see” T2, T3, T4, 
T5, and T 6 . However, the estimates for the following nodes will not have changed from 
the previous low-computation-cost integration step: therm al nodes T2, T3, T4, T5, T 6 , T7 
and electronic node X4. Thus, we realize savings by not recomputing the the sum of the 
following terms: A h2T2, D h2 T$, D u3 T$, D h4 T£, D u5 Tg, and £>i,6 T64.
C om m on S u b ex p re ss io n  E lim in a tio n  We apply common subexpression elimination [2] 
to integration-step-type-specific basic blocks. A block contains computations for each node 
whose value is updated during the integration step. T his performance improving transfor­
mation removes the computation cost of evaluating a  subexpression that, for a  given integra­
tion step, is required by two or more nodes. For example, during a high-computation-cost 
integration step, the term T f  is required to update therm al nodes T l, T5, T 6 , and T 8 . 
T5  is a  new, not-yet-used estimate, so T5  must be computed. By reusing the estim ate of
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Tg that is computed for T l ,  the cost to redundantly recompute Tg for T5, T 6 , and T 8  is 
saved. This is equivalent to precomputing T f  for all nodes. Simila r precomputations are 
performed for (X* +  C2 ,bT2  +  C2 yc )2, R a c t, R re f- ,  (R a c t +  R r e f ) ,  and (Rad + R r e f ) 2 -
3.2.3.3 M odeled  Sequ en tia l O ptim ization R esu lts
Under the ideal assumptions described above, we analyzed the optimized research version 
(i.e., Case 1) and compared its cost to tha t of the research version. F irst, we provide results 
a t the integration-step abstraction level. Then we provide results a t the ERBE-data-record 
abstraction level.
In Table 3.6, we analyzed the performance improving transformations a t the integration- 
step abstraction level. The ‘research’ optimization concerns the research version as described 
in the pseudocode (see Figures B .l, B.2, and B.3). Case 1 is defined by the following
Version
Predicted Computation Cost Css 
by Integration Step Type (a-secs) 
High Medium Low
Research 
Case 1
1235 1247 1247 
194 154 62
Table 3.6: Predicted Sequential Performance for One Integration Step and Ideal Assumptions
performance improving transformations:
• non-matrix-form re-expression optimization,
• time constant performance improving transformations: time-constant node-computation 
removal and time-constant term-computation removal, and
• common subexpression elimination.
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The resulting pseudocode is expressed in Figures B.4, B.5, B.6, B.7, B.8, B.9, B.10, B .ll, 
B.12, and B.13.
Based on our chosen abstraction level of the integration step, we predict the computation 
cost Css (see equation 3.28). Because the time constant optimization distinguishes costs 
by effective tim e constant, we further delineate the com putation cost Css by step type (see 
Table 3.6). The results suggest th a t significant com putation cost savings can be achieved 
with respect to the research version for all integration-step types.
In  Table 3.7, we analyzed the performance improving transformations at the ERBE- 
data-record abstraction level. The cases in Table 3.7 axe identical to the cases of Table 3.6 
with respect to the performance improving transformations applied. Using the integration- 
step data in Table 3.6 (i.e., ideal assumptions) and our PD F assumptions in Table 3.5, 
we compute the computation cost Crs (see equation 3.29) for the research version and the 
optimized case. Using equation 3.29, steps(k,f)=1600 integration steps/record. For the ideal 
assumptions, steps(k,f) is a  constant for all records k for all files f. We compute Crs(k, f )  
and not C /S( f )  because the ideal assumptions lead to a repeating computation-cost pattern 
every 800 milliseconds (i.e., repeats 20 times every ERBE d a ta  record). This result implies 
th a t Crs( k , f ) is constant for all records k  and for all files / .  However, records(f) is not a 
constant, so C fs{ f)  is file-specific.
Note tha t the I.C.S. research version is not considered ‘w ithout performance improving 
transformations’. I.C.S. applied several performance improving transformations during the 
coding phase to produce the  research version. Remembering tha t flexibility for sensor simu­
lation was the prim ary goal, the research version is the result of applying a few performance 
improving transformations to a  straight translation of equation 3.25 as described earlier.
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Predicted
Computation
Cost Crs Sequential
Version fa-secs) Speedup
Research 1994960 1.0
Case 1 114720 17.4
Table 3.7: Predicted Sequential Performance for One ERBE Data Record and Ideal Assumptions
From the sequential speedup data  in Table 3.7, the model predicts that the optimized 
case will execute more than  seventeen times faster than  the research version. This significant 
performance enhancement is prior to any parallelization.
3.3 W here P arallelism  M ight Be: P o ten tia l Parallelism
Using the research version of the simulation, we exploit its inherent parallelism by employing 
a parallelization strategy. We discuss our level of granularity in the first subsection. We 
describe our abstract parallel machine in the second subsection. We provide some parallel 
metrics in the third subsection. We estimate the performance of the parallelized algorithms 
in the fourth subsection.
3 .3 .1  L evels o f  G ra n u la r ity
From the previous section, I.C.S. models the sensor a t a level of granularity based on the 
thermal or electronic node (i.e., a physical basis). We explore potential levels of granularity 
to exploit from I.C.S.’s physical granularity.
We consider a  lower level of granularity with a physical basis. Decomposing the sensor 
model’s thermal node requires partitioning the sensor model to more-numerous and smaller
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thermal or electronic nodes. I.C.S. considered such a  re-partitioning as unnecessary, even 
counter productive [49].
We consider a  higher level of granularity with a physical basis. Levels of abstraction at 
a granularity greater than the node are plentiful. We aggregate the  nodes into systems. We 
represent each sensor as two systems: thermal and electronic. This 2-parallelism would not 
allow for much performance enhancement. We aggregated the nodes into sensors. W ith four 
nonscanner sensors per satellite, such an aggregation provides for 4-parallelism. Because 
the sensors axe independent, the parallelization at this level of abstraction is trivial. We 
aggregated the nodes into satellites. W ith three satellites for the  ERBE mission (i.e., ERBS, 
NOA A-9-. and NO.AA-1Q) such an aggregation provides for 3-parcllclism. The satellite level 
of abstraction is not appropriate because the NASA LaRC ERBE D ata Management System 
data  streams are satellite-specific and processed in separate executions.
We also considered non-physical abstractions. If we aggregated the nodes by time, then 
such an aggregation would provide a very rewarding 5400-parallelism if the ERBE RECMAT 
data record was the granularity level. However, the integration routines’ dependency on 
previous values serializes the computation and disallows this aggregation. Interestingly, 
this data record abstraction level is explored in two other chapters of this thesis (see the 
“ERBE Parallelization Feasibility” and “Cloud Retrieval Algorithm” chapters) where it 
leads to disappointing and encouraging results, respectively.
3 .3 .2  A b str a c t M a ch in e
For the abstract parallel machine, we chose the Multiple Instruction Multiple Data-Distributed 
Memory (MIMD-DM) model. For a  parallel programming model for the parallel software,
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we chose the Multiple Program  Multiple D ata model.
For our abstract parallel machine’s interprocessor communication, we choose a  lock-step 
broadcast communication model. For example, the successful communication of an estim ate 
from node 1 to all of the nodes th a t require the estimate of node 1 proceeds as:
1. processor w ith the estim ate of the tem perature of node 1 transm its the estim ate to 
the communication link. The other processors are idle during this period.
2. processors th a t need this estimate capture the estim ate from the communication link, 
processor containing node 1 and those processors th a t do not require the estim ate 
remain idle.
In summary, the execution of the parallel version of the simulation is similar to th a t 
of the sequential version. The parallel version of the first-derivative routine is invoked by 
the integrating routine. Each processor executes a  two-phase program. In parallel, each 
processor evaluates its respective therm al or electronic node equation. Then the processors, 
mediated by a  barrier synchronization, exchange their results. Then the results are returned 
to the invoking integration routine.
3 .3 .3  P a ra lle l M e tr ic s
For our analysis, the following metrics are used to assess the performance of our problem 
as allocated on the abstract parallel computer and as it processes file / .
To begin the floating point operations counting, we consider the number of operations 
performed on each processor to evaluate each sensor model node for each integration step 
of each ERBE RECMAT data  record of each file. The com putation cost for the Processor
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l:( 1 <   ^<  Np) to evaluate the sensor model node i:( l  < i  < N n) portion of integration step 
j : (  1 <  j  <  steps(k, f )  ) of ERBE RECMAT data  record A;:( 1 < k  <  records(f) ) of file /  
is
C’npi'iili ji  k, f )  —N np(i, l , j ,  k, f ) C 0 (3.32)
where:
•  N np(i, l , j ,  k, f )  is the number of operations performed on Processor l:[ 1 <  I < N p 
) to evaluate the sensor modei node i:( l <  i < N n) portion of integration step j-.{ 
1 ^  J <  s tep s (k ,f)  ) of ERBE RECMAT data record k:( 1 <  k < records{f) ) of file 
/ .  We allocate a  node i  to Processor K  in total, thus
Anp(i, l , j ,  k, f )  = |  =  K  ^  k  ^^  z (3.33)
• N n is the number of therm al and electronic nodes (i.e., N n= 12).
•  N p is the number of processors on the abstract parallel machine.
•  C0 is the operation cost, the cost of performing one arithm etic operation (i.e., ad­
dition, subtraction, multiplication, or division). We do not distinguish between the 
different arithmetic operations. Because our abstract parallel computer is composed 
of homogeneous processors, C0 is not processor-specific.
For Processor / : ( ! < ! <  N p ), the computation cost to  evaluate integration step j:(
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1 <  j  <  steps(k, f )  ) of ERBE RECMAT data record k:( 1 <  k  < records(f) ) of file /  is
Nn
Cpp(l, j ,  k, f ) =   ^Cnp(i, I, j, k , / )  (3.34)
:=1
The communication cost during integration step j:{ 1 <  j  < steps(k, f )  ) of ERBE 
RECMAT data  record fc:( 1 <  k < records(f) ) of file f  is
C com m  ( j , k , f ) = N b( j ,k , f ) C b (3.35)
where:
•  Cb is the broadcast cost, the cost of one processor transm itting its estimate(s) to
the communication link and the other processors capturing the estimate(s) from the
communication link. We do not distinguish between transmitting one or multiple 
estimates.
• N b( j , k , f )  is the number of broadcasts performed to evaluate integration step j:{  
1 <  J <  steps(fc, / )  ) of ERBE RECMAT data record fc:( 1 <  k <  records{f) of file 
/ ) •
For the abstract parallel machine which uses broadcast communication, we assume the 
following relationship between the broadcast and operation costs:
Cb =  10 x C0 (3.36)
where C 0 is 1 a-second.
For the abstract parallel machine, the computation cost to evaluate integration step j:{ 
1 <  j  <  steps(k, f )  ) of ERBE RECMAT data record fc:( 1 <  k < records(f) ) of file /  is
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Csp(j, k, f )  =  max.(.CPP(l,j , k, / ) )  + C'comm  (.3 , k , f ) (3.37)
for (1 <  / <  N p). The cost for the abstract parallel machine to evaluate an ERBE RECMAT 
data record k  of file /  is
s tep s(k ,f)
Crp(k, f )  =  '  C sp ( j ,k ,f )  (3.38)
J=1
The cost for the abstract parallel machine to evaluate an  ERBE data  file /  is
reccrrds(f'\
C'/p ( / ) =  £  ° r p (k , f )  (3.39)
Jt=i
Based on our ideal assumption, parallel speedup sp is as follows:
- - C W 4 ’ / )  r , , m
’ ~  Crp( k , f ) (3'40>
EflSciency e is as follows:
—  i  (3.41)
3 .3 .4  M o d e le d  P a r a lle l P erfo rm a n ce
We discuss the physically-focused one-node-per-processor partitioning strategy. We describe 
how the work is m apped to the abstract parallel processor, describe the performance im­
proving transformations tha t we applied, and then provide the results for the cases tha t we 
analyzed.
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We allocate the work of updating a node to an individual processor. Twelve processors 
are required for the parallelized sensor simulation: 8 processors to  manage the therm al 
nodes and 4 processors to manage the  electronic nodes.
We considered using two additional processors. The cost of computing E p o v  is unique, 
in th a t it is the only input variable th a t must be computed prior to the  evaluation of cer­
tain  therm al nodes for every integration step. The processors tha t require current values 
of E f o v  are T l, T5, T6, and T8. We investigated distributing the cost of computing the 
longwave and shortwave components of E p o v  to separate processors. However, the com­
munication costs of distributing the E p o v  results from the -EfoV'-component processors to 
the therm al node processors exceeded the savings from distributing the  com putation costs. 
We combined the cost to compute E p o v  with the cost to compute the needy therm al nodes 
(i.e., therm al nodes T l , T5, T6, and  T8), having their processors redundantly compute the 
E f o v  estimates.
W ith  the nodal work distributed to the processors, we apply the sequential performance 
improving transformations to each processor’s nodal algorithm. Prom the optimization 
standpoint, each processor is treated as a  sequential processor. For the one-node-to-one- 
processor strategy, the non-matrix-form re-expression optimization and  the tim e constant 
performance improving transformations provide performance benefits [44].
However, the common subexpression elimination provides no performance benefit. For 
this parallelization strategy, each processor is responsible for one and only one sensor model 
node. Because the common subexpression elimination removes the com putation cost of 
evaluating a subexpression that, for a  given integration step, is required by two or more 
nodes, then there are no redundant computations on the same processor.
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We considered applying the optim ization by considering all processors as a  single pro­
cessor. Satisfying the numerous interprocessor data-dependencies significantly complicated 
the code. And a costly intermediate broadcast is required. Because the com putation cost to 
evaluate a  subexpression is small relative to  the communication cost (i.e., sum of the cost to 
transm it the estimated subexpression and the cost to capture the estim ated subexpression), 
we did not apply the optimization to a cluster of processors.
Because we allocate one node to each processor (e.g., node I is allocated to  Processor 
K), then
CpP{ K J ,k , f )  = C np( I ,K , j , k , f )
For each case, we characterize it by the applied performance improving transformations 
and by the sequential case used to compute speedup. Then we provide the case-specific 
interprocessor dependencies and the case’s modeled results. Finally, we compare the cases’ 
results.
3.3 .4 .1  C ase 10
This case is a parallelization of the sequential research version (i.e., Case 5). This paral­
lelization is described in Figure B.14. Each processor performs one loop of the Do-Parallel 
loop. For this case, we apply no performance improving transformations to each processor’s 
nodal algorithm, so by definition, Case 10’s similarly-optimized sequential analog is Case 5.
Table 3.8 contains the interprocessor dependencies that result from partitioning the 
workload by Do-Parallel loop. This table lists the data  transmissions th a t axe required 
to satisfy a  processor’s data dependencies. For the Case 10 dependencies, each processor
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produces am estimate needed by ail o ther processors (AOP). Thus a  complete 12-point star 
graph represents the interprocessor dependencies. The number of processors th a t participate 
in each broadcast is N n [i.e., Nf,(j, k, f )  =  N p for every integration step j : (  1 <  j  < 
steps(k, f )  ) of every ERBE RECMAT da ta  record fc:( 1 <  k  < records(f)) for every file 
/ ] .  Therefore, from equation 3.35,
Ccomm (j, k, f ) =  NpCb =  120Co =  120a -  secs
for every integration step j:(  1 <  j  <  steps(k, f )  ) of every ERBE RECMAT data  record 
k:( 1 <  k < records(f)) for every file / .
From the results of the optimization in Table 3.9, the predicted com putation costs Cpp 
are identical for all processors. Thus the model predicts a balanced workload.
Comparing the computation costs C pp  in  Table 3.9 with the aforementioned commu­
nication cost Ccomm, the magnitude of the communication cost is the same order as the 
magnitudes of the computation costs. Thus the  model predicts a significant performance 
penalty as the processors communicate.
Based on the predicted performance results in  Table 3.10, we achieved significant speedup 
and efficiency with respect to the research version of the sequential algorithm. These results 
validated our previously-computed back-of-the-envelope results which we used as a  feasi­
bility indication for this research. We com pute the speedup righteously, using the fastest 
sequential version. The model predicts th a t Case 10 will execute almost three times slower 
than  the fastest sequential version. The disappointing estimated speedup and efficiency are 
a  consequence of Case 10’s lack of com putational performance improving transformations 
and the high communication cost Ccomm relative to the computation costs Crp.
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3 .3 .4 .2  Case 8
We apply a  non-matrix-form re-expression optimization, the tim e constant performance 
improving transformations, and  a broadcast communication optimization to Case 10.
Tables 3.11, 3.12, and 3.13 contain the interprocessor dependencies th a t result from the 
applied computational performance improving transformations. Several processors have in­
terprocessor dependencies for the high-computation-cost integration steps but do not have 
dependencies in the medium- and low-computation-cost integration steps. As an enhance­
ment to the communication phase, we remove any unnecessary broadcasts as follows. For 
the high-computation-cost integration step, each processor produces an estimate needed by 
a t least one other processor. Thus the number of processors th a t participate in each broad­
cast is N n [i.e., Nb(j, k, f )  =  N p for every high-computation-cost integration step from the 
set of integration steps j : (  1 <  j  < steps (k, f )  ) of every ERBE RECMAT data record k:( 
1 <  k < records(f)) for every file / ] .  Therefore, from equation 3.35,
O’comm {.]■> fci f ) =  NpCh — 120Co =  120a secs
for every high-computation-cost integration step from the set of integration steps j:{ 1 <  
j  < s tep s{k ,f)  ) of every ERBE RECMAT data record k:( 1 <  k  < records(f)) for every 
file / .  For the medium-computation-cost integration step, only ten  of the twelve processors 
produce an estimate needed by a t least one other processor. Therefore, the number of 
processors that participate in  each broadcast is 10 [i.e., A^(y, fc, / )  =  10 for every medium- 
computation-cost integration step from the set of integration steps j:(  1 <  j  < steps(k, f ) ) 
of every ERBE RECMAT d a ta  record k:( 1 <  k  < records(f)) for every file /] . Therefore,
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from equation 3.35,
78
a com m {h k, f )  =  10C& =  100Co =  100a: — secs
for every medium-computation-cost integration step from the set of integration steps j:(  
1 <  j  <  steps (k, f )  ) of every ERBE RECMAT data record fc:( 1 <  k  < records(f)) for 
every file / .  We reduced the communication cost Ccomm during a  medium-computation-cost 
integration step by 17 % relative to high-computation-cost integration step. For the low- 
computation-cost integration step, only five of the twelve processors produce an estimate 
needed by at least one other processor. The number of processors th a t participate in each 
broadcast is 5 [i.e., Nf,(j, k , f ) = 5  for every low-computation-cost integration step from the 
set of integration steps j:(  1 <  j  < s te p s (k ,f) ) of every ERBE RECMAT data  record k:( 
1 <  k < records(f)) for every file /] . Therefore, from equation 3.35,
for every low-computation-cost integration step from the set of integration steps j:(  1 <  
j  < s te p s (k ,f) ) of every ERBE RECMAT data record k:{ 1 <  k  < records(f)) for 
every file / .  We reduced the communication cost Ccomm during a low-computation-cost 
integration step by 58 % relative to high-computation-cost integration step. Thus the model
cost integration step types.
From the results of the optimization in Table 3.9, the predicted com putation costs Cpp 
indicate an unbalanced workload. Comparing the computation cost C pp in Table 3.9 with
CcomTn(.ji / )  — 5Cb — SOCp — 50o? secs'comm
predicts reductions in communication cost C('comm for the medium- and low-computation-
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the aforementioned communication cost Ccomm> the magnitude of the communication cost 
remains the same order as or greater order than the magnitudes of the computation costs 
for all integration-step types.
Table 3.10 contains the predicted parallel performance data. We reduced the predicted 
computation cost Crp by 64 % from Case 10 to Case 8. We compute the speedup righteously, 
using the fastest sequential version. The model predicts that Case 8 will execute about 
22 % slower than the fastest sequential version. The disappointing estim ated speedup 
and efficiency are a  consequence of the imbalanced workload, the high communication cost 
relative to the computation cost, and the third computation optimization which benefits 
the sequential version, but which is unavailable for the paraiiei version.
3.4 W here Parallelism  W asn’t: T he Lim its
Many characteristics of our problem limit the performance benefits of parallelism: unbal­
anced workload among processors, high cost of communication relative to computation, 
and significant quantity of dependencies between nodes. Examples of each type, the basis 
for their existence, existing solutions, and performance consequences are discussed for each 
limit found for this problem.
The unbalanced workload is due to the importance of thermal node 1 of the radiometric 
sensor as indicated by its frequent interaction with most thermal nodes and the active cavity 
heater control system. Updating its value requires more computations than updating most 
nodes because it must consider most of the other nodes’ values. This imbalance towards 
one node is detrimental to parallelization at the node level of granularity- We attem pt
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to  remove this imbalance by redistributing the T1 work to three processors. The result 
provides a  more balanced workload, b u t requires an intermediate communication broadcast 
whose costs offset the com putational cost gains.
The high cost of communication relative to the cost of computation is another limit for 
this problem. The situation is probably worse than  we indicate. Our model assumes th a t the 
communication cost is ten  times greater than  the computation cost. For the Intel iPSC/2 
parallel computer, the communication cost is over 600 times greater than  the computation 
cost [15]. There is insufficient com putational work a t the node level of granularity to exploit 
node-parallelism.
The frequent broadcasts of da ta  are due to the numerous node-specific da ta  depen­
dencies. While we decrease the frequency of broadcasts by applying the time-constant 
optimization, the dependencies rem ain a  limit to the parallel performance.
There axe other considerations tha t we did not explore. The system of equations (3.1, 
3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.9, 3.18, 3.19, 3.20, and 3.21) axe probably not stiff in the region 
of interest. A non-stiff method was successfully used w ith the research version (i.e., Adams 
Sedgwick incorporated in subroutine VOASED). However, a sequential optimization th a t we 
employed took advantage of the large range of effective time constants. The large differences 
in magnitude of the time constants is a  characteristic of a  stiff equation. There axe methods 
for integrating a system of stiff first order ODEs. These methods tend to provide faster 
execution times than methods for non-stiff equations. Being a  hypothetical incorporation, 
it is likely tha t one of these methods would have been chosen instead of incorporating 
the choice of VOASED. W ith the use of one of the other methods, the optim ization is 
unnecessary as the savings is in the “integration subroutine ” work and not in the  evaluation
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of the equation work. Thus, our assum ption of the incorporation of use of VOASED in the 
data management system is debatable.
The ERBE nonscanner simulation is not representative of the massively-parallel struc­
tured and unstructured grid problems. The nonscanner is modeled w ith  only twelve thermal 
or electronic nodes. Another ERBE nonscanner model uses an unstructured grid technique 
with an order of magnitude more nodes than  the I.C.S. model. It does not model the 
observed data as well as the solution tha t we study. The ERBE nonscanner simulation 
represents the class of problems w ith limited parallelism and multiple da ta  dependencies.
3 .5  C hapter S u m m a r y
In summary, we conclude tha t parallelizing the hypothetically-incorporated NASA ERBE 
nonscanner simulation is infeasible. The limited choices of granularity, the limited number 
of thermal and electronic nodes, the numerous node-specific data dependencies, the greatly 
unbalanced workload between processors, and the limited computational work tha t is avail­
able for parallelization characterize a  problem where execution time can not be decreased 
by exploiting parallelism.
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Processor
Name
P
Equations
Evaluated
Processors) 
Requiring 
Estimates 
From 
Processor P
Processor(s)
Providing
Estimates
To
Processor P
T1 equation 3.25[k=l]; 3.9, 3.10, 3.13, 
3.14, 3.15, 3.16, 3.22, 3.25, 3.26
AOP AOP
T2 equation 3.25[k=2]; 3.9, 3.10, 3.13, 
3.14, 3.15, 3.16, 3.22, 3.25, 3.26
AOP AOP
T3 equation 3.25[k=3]; 3.9, 3.10, 3.13, 
3.14, 3.15, 3.16, 3.22, 3.25, 3.26
AOP AOP
rn / o  o c n ---- 41. o n  o  i n^ \ | u a i ; i u u  --- t j j  0 * 9 ]  O .IU ]  0 > iO )
3.14, 3.15, 3.16, 3.22, 3.25, 3.26
• T% AOP
T5 equation 3.25[k=5]; 3.9, 3.10, 3.13, 
3.14, 3.15, 3.16, 3.22, 3.25, 3.26
AOP AOP
T6 equation 3.25[k=6]; 3.9, 3.10, 3.13, 
3.14, 3.15, 3.16, 3.22, 3.25, 3.26
AOP AOP
n equation 3.25[k=7]; 3.9, 3.10, 3.13, 
3.14, 3.15, 3.16, 3.22, 3.25, 3.26
AOP AOP
T8 equation 3.25[k=8]; 3.9, 3.10, 3.13, 
3.14, 3.15, 3.16, 3.22, 3.25, 3.26
AOP AOP
X I equation 3.25[k=9]; 3.9, 3.10, 3.13, 
3.14, 3.15, 3.16, 3.22, 3.25, 3.26
AOP AOP
X2 equation 3.25[k=10]; 3.9, 3.10, 3.13, 
3.14, 3.15, 3.16, 3.22, 3.25, 3.26
AOP AOP
X3 equation 3.25[k=ll]; 3.9, 3.10, 3.13, 
3.14, 3.15, 3.16, 3.22, 3.25, 3.26
AOP AOP
X4 equation 3.25[k=12]; 3.9, 3.10, 3.13, 
3.14, 3.15, 3.16, 3.22, 3.25, 3.26
AOP AOP
Table 3.8: Interprocessor Dependencies for 12 Processors (Case 10)
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Processor
Name
P
Predicted Computation Cost Cpp  
(  a-secs)
Case 10 Case 8  
Sample Interpolation High Medium Low
T1 124 136 56 58 35
T2 124 136 35 24 0
T3 124 136 34 31 0
T4 124 136 25 0 0
T5 124 136 31 33 0
T 6 124 136 26 31 0
T7 124 136 23 0 0
T8 124 136 26 30 22
X I 124 136 14 14 9
X2 124 136 18 18 13
X3 124 136 20 20 15
X4 124 136 2 2 0
Table 3.9: Predicted Computation Cost for One Integration Step and Ideal Assumptions
Version
Predicted 
Computation 
Cost Cj?p 
(a-secs)
Research Sequential 
(Case 5) 
Speedup Efficiency
Fastest Sequential 
(Case 1 )  
Speedup Efficiency
Case 10 
Case 8
409360
148040
4.87 0.41 0.28 0.02 
0.77 0.06
Table 3.10: Predicted Parallel Performance for One ERBE Data Record, Twelve Processors, and 
Ideal Assumptions
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Processor
Name
P
Equations
Evaluated
High
Processor(s) Processor(s) 
Requiring Providing 
Estimate(s) From Estimate(s) To 
Processor P  Processor P
T1 3.1, 3.9, 3.13, T2,T3,T4,T5,T6, T2,T3,T4,T5,T6,
3.25, 3.26 T8,X1,X2,X3 T8,X3
T2 3.2, 3.14 T1,T3,T4,T7,X4 T1,T3,T4,T7,X4
T3 3.3, 3.10 T1,T2,T7,X1,X2,X3 T1,T2,T7
T4 3.4, 3.15 T1,T2,T5,T8 T1,T2,T5,T8,X4
T5 3.5, 3.25, 3.26 T1,T4,T6,T7,T8 T1,T4,T6,T7,T8
T6 3.6, 3.25, 3.26 T1,T5,T8 T1,T5,T8
T7 3.7, 3.16 T2,T3,T5 T2,T3,T5,X4
T8 3.9, 3.25, 3.26 T1,T4,T5,T6 T1,T4,T5,T6
X I 3.18, 3.22 X2,X3 T1,T3
X2 3.19, 3.22 X3 T1,T3,X1
X3 3.20, 3.22 T1 T1,T3,X1,X2
X 4 3.21 T2,T4,T7 T2
Table 3.11: Interprocessor Dependencies for 12 Processors (Case 8 High-Computation-Cost Inte­
gration Step)
Processor
Name
P
Equations
Evaluated
Medium
Processor(s) Processor(s) 
Requiring Providing 
Estimate(s) From Estimate(s) To 
Processor P  Processor P
T1 3.1, 3.9, 3.13, T2,T3,T5,T6, T2,T3,T5,T6,
3.25, 3.26 T8,X1,X2,X3 T8,X3
T2 3.2, 3.14 T1,T3,X4 T1,T3,X4
T3 3.3, 3.10 T1,T2,X1,X2,X3 T1,T2
T5 3.5, 3.25, 3.26 T1,T6,T8 T1,T6,T8
T6 3.6, 3.25, 3.26 T1,T5,T8 T1,T5,T8
T8 3.9, 3.25, 3.26 T1,T5,T6 T1,T5,T6
X I 3.18, 3.22 X2,X3 T1,T3
X2 3.19, 3.22 X3 T1,T3,X1
X3 3.20, 3.22 T1 T1,T3,X1,X2
X4 3.21 T2 T2
Table 3.12: Interprocessor Dependencies for 12 Processors (Case 8 Medium-Computation-Cost 
Integration Step)
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Processor
Name
P
Equations
Evaluated
Low
Processor(s) 
Requiring 
Estimate(s) From 
Processor P
Processor(s) 
Providing 
Estimate(s) To 
Processor P
T1 3.1, 3.9, 3.13, 3.25, 3.26 X1,X2,X3 T8,X3
T 8 3.9, 3.25, 3.26 T1 T1
X I 3.18, 3.22 X2JC3 T1
X2 3.19, 3.22 X3 T1,X1
X3 3.20, 3.22 T1 T1,X1,X2
Table 3.13: Interprocessor Dependencies for 12 Processors (Case 8 Low-Computation-Cost Inte­
gration Step)
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Chapter 4
ER BE Parallelization Feasibility
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Langley Research Center 
(LaRC) developed a  d a ta  processing system as part of the Earth Radiation Budget Experi­
ment (ERBE) [12]. The ERBE B ata  Ivlanagemen!, Team created this FORTRAN V system 
for sequential Control D ata Corporation Cyber Series computers. As part of NASA grant 
NAG-1-995, we study the feasibility of exploiting the system’s parallelism. We focus our 
study on the ERBE Telemetry Subsystem.
Porting a subset of the Telemetry Subsystem from a FORTRAN V environment with 
60-bit data to a FORTRAN 77 environment with 32-bit or 64-bit data requires meticu­
lous analysis of syntactically-correct but less-than-portable source code. Using observed 
sequential performance results from the Intel iPSC/2 parallel computer, our most reason­
able parallel performance model predicts tha t our subset of the ERBE Telemetry Subsystem 
will process a  data tape with a  speedup of 3.2 and an efficiency of 0.20 on sixteen processors. 
The processors have too few computations for the time required to read the Telemetry Input 
D ata File’s records and to write the Telemetry Output Data File’s records. Our selective 
data dependency analysis indicates tha t the parallel performance will be even worse than 
our modeled results.
86
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We describe several problems concerning the Telemetry Subsystem in the first section. 
We describe the algorithms of our subset of the  Telemetry Subsystem in the second section. 
We describe our modeling of an approach to  parallelize a subset of the Telemetry Subsystem 
in the th ird  section. We describe some of the  limits to exploitable parallelism in  th e  fourth 
section. We provide a  brief chapter sum m ary in the fifth and final section.
4.1 T h e  P rob lem
The problem is to process NASA ERBE satellite-based measurements and produce the 
ERBE Science Team’s designed output products. The ERBE Data M anagement Team 
which was resident a t the NASA Langley Research Center developed a data  processing 
system as part of the ERBE mission to produce the data  products. Because o f the size 
of the ERBE Data Processing System (approximately 320,000 lines of code), we use the 
ERBE D ata Management Team’s copious high level documentation [81, 82, 83] and the 
Team veterans’ consultation in selecting the Telemetry Subsystem for our parallelization 
feasibility study. This subsystem is one of seven subsystems of the ERBE D ata Processing 
System.
At the time of our study, the ERBE D ata Management System is in a maintenance 
phase of software development. NASA’s post-ERBE research mission, in the proposal and 
planning stages a t the time of our study, is the Clouds and the Earth’s R adiant Energy 
System (CERES), part of the Mission to Planet E arth ’s Earth  Observing System. The 
CERES D ata Management Team Leaders are planning the development of the CERES Data 
Management System, including its assimilation of the ERBE Data Management System.
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Unlike the ERBE mission, the CERES mission does not include nonscanning and solar 
monitor radiometers, instead utilizing only a  redesigned ERBE scanning radiometer for 
scientific measurements [40]. Per NASA’s preference, we focus our parallelization feasibility 
study upon a subset of the  Telemetry Subsystem that is specific to  the ERBE scanning 
radiometer, hereafter referred to  as program TELEM.
In preparation for measuring the sequential performance of program TELEM  on the 
Intel iPSC/2 parallel computer, we do extensive analysis and rewriting to port sections of 
the ERBE D ata Management System from the Control D ata Corporation (CDC) Cyber 
Series computers and their FORTRAN V compiler to an Intel iPSC /2 hypercube computer
_ _  j  u r v n n n T )  a t m  »t m .  ;  _  —. .  • . * , •  . .dun. i 1 1 uum.pii a .  iiiia  wui&. piuviutss an mcrociuctioii co potential paxauel
programming abstractions from which to exploit parallelism. We provide the CERES Data 
Management Team with valuable lessons [65] as they prepare to port the ERBE Data 
Management System from a CDC Cyber 860 Series computer w ith a FORTRAN V compiler 
to a  32-bit-based processor with a  FORTRAN 77 or FORTRAN 90 compiler.
4.2 T he A lgorithm s
We describe the algorithms of our subset of the Telemetry Subsystem of the ERBE Data 
Management System [81]. We provide a mathematical description of the algorithms in 
the first subsection. We describe our FORTRAN 77 implementation of the algorithms 
for a  sequential computer in the second subsection. We provide the observed sequential 
performance of program TELEM  in the third and final subsection.
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4 .2 .1  A lg o r ith m s: M a th e m a tica l D e sc r ip t io n
We provide a  brief description of the Telemetry Subsystem’s primary input and output 
da ta  products. Then we briefly discuss the types of the subsystem’s algorithmic operations. 
The Telemetry Subsystem [83] is responsible for processing the raw observed telemetry 
da ta  which is provided by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). 
This subsystem reformats, converts, and edits the ERBE Telemetry Prim ary Input D ata 
records, hereafter the input records. The resulting radiometer and spacecraft housekeeping 
measurements, along w ith much of the raw data, are stored in the ERBE Telemetry Prim ary 
O utput D ata records, hereafter the output records. These output records serve as input 
for the Merge Subsystem [82]. Additionally, the Telemetry Subsystem produces processing 
quality control reports which provide statistical characterization of the edited and unedited 
data  and produces record-level error reports [85]. There axe also additional input data  files, 
but our discussion focuses on the time-ordered input records and output records.
The Telemetry Subsystem validates and processes the input records one record a t a time. 
Each input record contains sixteen seconds of radiometric and spacecraft housekeeping 
measurements. Each Telemetry Input Data tape (or file) contains twenty-four hours of 
measurements or 5400 input records. After reading the processing control parameters during 
program initialization, the Subsystem reads an input record, stores it in the Current Record 
Buffer, and performs input record validation. The record validation includes:
• performing bit flag manipulation upon the record to ascertain the quality of the data, 
and
• performing logical operations to test the consistency and continuity of the record’s
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time stamps.
After the first record is validated, the Subsystem reads a second record, stores it in the 
Lookahead Buffer, and performs record validation. Then the Subsystem processes the first 
record. The record processing includes:
• performing numerical operations (e.g., linear and quadratic equations) to convert 
housekeeping data (e.g., counts) to engineering units (e.g., degrees Centigrade or 
volts),
• performing logical operations to perform magnitude checks and  rate-of-change tests
<4 » » w  #■% J  »A«
UUbU CUibUlgj
• performing bit flag manipulation to store the results of the  data  quality tests and 
error status for the data,
•  performing logical operations and bit flag manipulation to ascertain the operational 
mode status of the radiometer, and
• performing arithmetic computations to compute the viewing vectors of the radiome­
ter (to provide the sensor’s observation direction with respect to  the spacecraft axis 
system).
The processing of the first record is completed by combining most of the input data  with 
the record processing results to  form the output record. The Subsystem writes the output 
record to the output tape (or file). Then the Telemetry Subsystem moves the second input 
record from the Lookahead Buffer to the Current Record Buffer. The subsystem repeats
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the steps of: reading of record i  +  1, validation of record i  +  1, processing of record i, and 
output of record i for subsequent records on the tape.
4 .2 .2  A lg o r ith m s: I m p le m e n ta t io n  E x p r e sse d  in  F O R T R A N
From the lines of executable code, comments, and program scripts of the ER B E D ata Man­
agement System, the ERBE D ata Management Team’s Telemetry Subsystem is expressed 
in 20,000 lines of executable code and comments [58]. This subsystem is nam ed program 
TLMTRY [84] and consists of 13,000 executable lines of code tha t are organized into 150 
subroutines and functions.
Beginning with the ERBE D ata Management Team’s program TLMTRY, we create 
a subset of the Telemetry Subsystem which is specific to the ERBE scanning radiometer. 
This subset is named program TELEM. Program  TELEM differs from the ERBE Telemetry 
Subsystem in the following ways. Program  TELEM  reads a Telemetry Subsystem Input 
D ata tape (or file) that was reformatted on the CDC Cyber Series com puter for use on 
32-bit processors. Program TELEM produces an uniquely formatted ou tpu t data tape 
(or file). The input records remain form atted for the scanning, non-scanning, and solar 
monitor radiometers’ data. We modify program TELEM’s FORTRAN READQ statem ent 
to store the ERBE Telemetry Input D ata th a t are specific to the nonscanning and solar 
monitor radiometers in dummy variables. These dummy variables are never referenced 
thereafter. We modify the FORTRAN W RITE() statement to exclude references to the 
ERBE Telemetry Output D ata tha t are specific to the nonscanning and solax monitor 
radiometers. We remove from the Telemetry Subsystem the record validation and record 
processing software that are specific to the nonscanning and solar monitor radiometers.
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We convert program TELEM  from FORTRAN V [86] to FORTRAN 77 [16] for the Sun 
W orkstation (i.e., Sun FORTRAN [79]) and subsequently for the Intel iPSC /2 computer 
(i.e., FORTRAN-386 [46]). The required modifications include
• replacing FORTRAN V NAMELIST declaration statements and associated NAMELIST 
1 /O statements with code of sim ilar functionality, including the splitting of the NAMELIST 
file into separate files,
• replacing b it manipulation operations (i.e., logical functions) for 60-bit variables with 
bit manipulation, operations for 32-bit integers and 64-bit real variables,
• changing the FORTRAN V DATA statem ent syntax for initializing vectors,
• changing the FORTRAN V syntax for initializing hexadecimal constants,
• replacing the FORTRAN V BU FFER IN record input statement and the BUFFER 
OUT record output statem ent w ith a READ() statement and a W RITE() statement, 
respectively and with a  FORTRAN EQUIVALENCE statement tha t uses data  types 
REAL*8 and IN T E G E R S,
• replacing FORTRAN V bit manipulation function calls (e.g., AND() and OR()) which 
allow multiple-arguments with binary-argument bit manipulation function calls,
• removing b it manipulation function calls from PARAMETER statements and making 
them  executable statements,
• replacing FORTRAN V two-way shift function SHIFT with 32-bit one-way shift func­
tions LSHTFT and RSHIFT,
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• replacing very large or very small constants for a  60-bit value to appropriate 32-bit 
or 64-bit values,
• removing multiple initializations using DATA statements for variables that are in a 
COMMON BLOCK,
• replacing compiler-specific DATE and TIM E functions,
• removing all function calls to CDC NOS operating system and the CDC NOS Record 
Manager,
• replacing compiler-specific character manipulation function calls, and
• replacing FORTRAN V compiler-specific directives with C-preprocessor directives.
4 .2 .3  O b serv ed  S eq u en tia l P er fo rm a n ce  o f  T E L E M
We measure the sequential performance for the program  TELEM. The program executes on 
Processor 0 of the Intel iPSC/2 (see Appendix). Each sample represents observed results 
for one execution of the program. During each execution, program TELEM reads and 
validates 99 input records, processes 98 input records, and writes 98 output records. We 
collect performance data  for nine sections of the code by inserting system clock invocations 
and by accumulating the section-specific costs E x -  We provide a profile for one execution 
of program TELEM where 99 records axe read (see Table 4.1). In most cases, a section 
represents a subroutine call from the main program; however, two of the seven sections 
represent the Inpu t/O u tpu t costs from executing a  single FORTRAN instruction. The 
READQ section represents the cost to execute the prim ary FORTRAN READQ statement
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which reads an input record. The W RITE() section represents the  cost to execute the 
prim ary FORTRAN WRITE() statem ent which writes an output record. The RDREC 
section represents the cost in the RDREC subroutine that excludes the cost to execute 
the READ() statem ent. The PROREC section represents the cost to validate an input 
record. The XTR-REF section represents the cost to process an input record (i.e., the 
execution of subroutines XTRACT, OPSTAT, CONCVT, MATT, TED IT, W D R V , and 
REFRM T). The PUTREC section represents the cost in the PU TREC  subroutine that 
excludes the cost to execute the W RITE() statement. The LOOKAHEAD section represents 
the cost to move the next input record to be processed from the Lookahead Buffer to the 
Current Record Buffer. The SETUP section represents the cost to  read bhe execution 
control parameters, to read the count conversion coefficients for the scanning radiometer 
spaceclamps and spacecraft housekeeping data, and to perform program  initialization. The 
SHUTDOWN section represents the cost to perform program term ination which includes 
closing the quality control and error files and performing statistical analysis. The ELAPSD 
section represents the cost to analyze the 99-record input tape.
To predict the sequential computation cost of program TELEM , we categorize each 
cost’s dependence upon the number of records read and validated (i.e., N rv) or the num­
ber of records processed and w ritten (i.e., ATp^ ,). We provide observed data  where each 
sample represents an execution of program TELEM (see Tables 4.2 and  4.3). The number 
of samples for the different costs axe unequal because the more restrictive cases exclude 
atypical O.S. conditions and because all costs axe not measured for all executions. The 
following costs axe independent of the number of records that axe processed: E s e t u p  and 
E s h u t d o w n  (see Table 4.2). These costs represent 10 % of the cost to  execute program
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Section X
Execution 
Time E x  
(secs)
SETUP 11.30
RDREC 0.01
READ() 14.49
PROREC 11.17
XTR-REF 96.42
PUTREC 0.90
W RITE() 26.71
LOOKAHEAD 0.47
SHUTDOWN 6.20
ELAPSD 167.67
Table 4.1: Observed Sequential Performance of TELEM for 99 Records (One Execution)
TELEM for 99 records. The following costs are ucpcuucut u^Ou the iiULuuei of input 
records that are read: E r d r e c { N t v ) ,  E r e a d ^ N ^ ) ,  and E p r o r e c ( N t v ) where N r v  is the 
number of input records read and validated. The following costs are dependent upon the 
number of records tha t are processed: E x T R - R E F ( N f E P U T r e c ( N p w ) ,  E W R I T E q ( N p w ) ,  
and E l o o k a h e a d { . N p w )  where Npw is the number of records processed and w ritten (i.e., 
Npw=Nrv — 1). From these seven costs, we provide the average costs to read, validate, 
process, and store one record in Table 4.3.
Execution Time E x
Number Standard
of Mean Deviation
Section X Samples (secs) (secs)
SETUP 11 11.043 0.206
SHUTDOWN 11 6.182 0.449
Table 4.2: Observed Sequential Multipie-Record-Independent Costs of TELEM
The predicted cost to  process a  data  tape with Nrv input records on the Intel iPSC/2
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Section X
Number
of
Samples
Average Record 
Cost C x
Standard 
Mean Deviation 
(secs) (secs)
RDREC 2 < 0.001 <  0.001
READ() 4 0.148 0.004
PROREC 11 0.113 <  0.001
XTR-REF 11 0.984 <  0.001
PUTREC 2 0.009 <  0.001
WRITE() 4 0.265 0.008
LOOKAHEAD 11 0.005 <  0.001
Table 4.3: Observed Sequential Multiple-Record-Dependent Costs of TELEM for One Record
Processor 0 is:
C s  =  E s e T U P  +  Nru(CR D R E C  +  C R E A D Q  +  C p R O R E c )  +
N p w ( C X T  R — R E  F  +  C P U T R E C  +  C w R IT E Q  +  0 L O O K  A H E A D ) +
+ - E ' s h u t d o w n  (4.1)
These observed sequential performance results are the basis of the predicted parallel 
performance results in the next section.
4.3 W h ere Parallelism  M ight Be: P o ten tia l Parallelism
Our goal is to  study the feasibility of reducing the execution time of the ERBE D ata Man­
agement System by exploiting its inherent parallelism. Specifically, we consider executing 
the Telemetry Subsystem on a distributed memory parallel computer. The input record as 
a  parallel programming abstraction provides early indications of being at a  suitable level of 
granularity for exploiting the parallelism of the algorithms. However, we perform a detailed
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investigation tha t suggests otherwise. In the first subsection, we present our parallel per­
formance metrics. In the second subsection, we describe our choice of parallel programming 
abstraction. In the th ird  subsection, we provide the modeled parallel performance results 
for our subset of the Telemetry Subsystem (i.e., program TELEM ). Note th a t we describe 
our target computer, the  Intel iPSC/2 parallel computer, in the  Appendix.
4 .3 .1  P a ra lle l M e tr ic s
Based on the metrics for the sequential execution of program TELEM, we provide the 
following metrics for its parallel execution. Utilizing the observed sequential performance 
results of Tables 4.2 and 4.3, we categorize each cost C v  as either sequential or parallel 
For our configuration of the iPSC/2 parallel computer, we model a  processor’s access to the 
System Resource M anager’s (SRM) hard disk as a sequential operation. The SRM is the 
host computer for the iP S C /2’s hypercube of processors [35]. Thus C r e a d q  and C w r i t e q  
represent sequential operations. The cost to initialize the program  E s e t u p  and the cost 
to terminate the program E s h u t d o w n  are also sequential costs. The predicted cost to 
process a data tape with N rv input records that must be performed sequentially is
C p s  =  E s e t u p  +  ^ t v C h e a d q  +  N p w C w R i T E Q  +  E s h u t d o w n  (4.2)
where C r e a d q  and C w r i t e q  3 X 6  model-specific values. We use several models in subse­
quent sections. We assume th a t the remainder of the costs in  Table 4.3 are parallel costs. 
The predicted computation cost for the parallel work to process a  data  tape with Nrv input
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records is:
W p  =  N rv{Cr d r e c  +  C p r o r e c )  +
Npw (CxTR—REF + CPUTREC +  CLOOK AHEAD) (4.3)
The predicted cost to process a  da ta  tape w ith N rv input records that may be performed 
in parallel is C pp. This cost is assumption-specific. We consider several assumptions and 
the associated values of Cpp  which are described in a  subsequent section.
The predicted computation cost to process a  data  tape with Nrv input records is:
Cp  =  C ps  +  Cpp  (4.4)
The predicted speedup is computed as :
Cs
spredicted — ~Cp (4-5)
and the efficiency is
spredicted
£predicted — »>• (.4.0 jiVp
where N p is the number of processors allocated to solving the problem.
4 .3 .2  L ev e ls  o f  G ran u larity
We consider several levels of granularity to exploit the programs inherent parallelism. Ini­
tially, we use the abundant documentation [81, 82, 83]. This documentation supports our
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hypothesis th a t the granularity at the level of the  input record is conducive to parallel pro­
cessing (i.e., each processor processes one input record and produces one ou tpu t record). 
The maximum degree of parallelism a t this level o f granularity is the number of records per 
input file (i.e., 5400 records).
However, we considered other levels of granularity. A record comprises four scans of 
measurements by the scanning radiometer. By choosing a  scan as our parallel program­
ming abstraction, we consider a  four-fold increase in the maximum degree of parallelism. 
Unfortunately, the simultaneous processing of scan-specific input data concerns less than 
25% of program HIRS RAD’s parallelizable work. The remainder of the parallel work in the 
Telemetry Subsystem is at the record level (i.e.. independent of the scan). Based on the 
observed sequential performance results, the cost to process one input record th a t may be 
performed in  parallel is too small to distribute among multiple processors. It is infeasible 
to exploit scan-parallelism.
Alternatively, we considered a coarser granularity, th a t of processing multiple ERBE 
Telemetry input tapes simultaneously. This consideration exhibits “easy” parallelism with 
a maximum degree of parallelism of the number of tapes (i.e., each processor processes one 
Telemetry Subsystem Input Tape and produces one Telemetry Subsystem O utput Tape). 
The reading from multiple input tapes and w riting to multiple output tapes is likely to 
create an I/O  bottleneck between the SRM’s hard  disk and Processor 0. It is infeasible to 
exploit tape-parallelism on the iPSC/2 parallel computer.
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4 .3 .3  M o d e le d  P a r a lle l P er fo rm a n ce  o f  T E L E M
In  this subsection, we provide our modeled parallel performance results for the program 
TELEM. In the first paragraph, we provide modeled parallel performance results when 
executing program TELEM  on the Intel iPSC/2 parallel computer. In  the second paragraph, 
we provide the modeled parallel performance results where we ignore the cost to move the 
input and output records between the SRM’s host program and the SRM’s hard disk. In 
the third and final paragraph, we discuss modeled parallel performance results and consider 
our inter-record dependency analysis.
4.3.3.1 Sim ple M odel
We provide modeled parallel performance results for a parallel version of program TELEM. 
We make the following assumptions. An instantiation of the program operates on each 
processor of our iPSC/2 parallel computer. The costs to read an input record and to write 
an output record are constant for all records. These costs are independent of the processor 
on which they are executed. The entire read or write operation (i.e., between processor and 
the SRM’s hard disk) is sequential. D ata dependencies associated w ith the validating and 
the processing of record i  and record i  +  1  do not exist.
For this model, we use the observed costs Cr e a d q  and C w r i t e q  in  Table 4.3 for the 
sequential costs C p s • We use a simple distribution where the records axe evenly distributed 
among the N p processors. The predicted computation cost for the parallel portion of the 
work is:
W P
C p p  =  (4.7)
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The simple distribution ignores the indivisibility of the parallel work to process one 
record. We use the one-processor observed performance results of Tables 4.2 and 4.3 as 
the fastest sequential performance for the speedup calculations. We provide the modeled 
results in Table 4.4. The results are disappointing. For the amount of computation work 
which we distribute to each processor, the processors axe I/O  starved. The ratio of one 
record’s parallelizable work to I/O  cost is less than 3. For this model, any configuration 
with Np > 2 will result in one processor waiting for a  read request or write request to be 
satisfied.
Number of 
Processors
N v
99 Records 
Speedup Efficiency
5400 Records 
Speedup Efficiency
1
2 1.5 0.74 1 . 6 0.79
4 2 . 0 0.49 2 . 2 0.55
8 2.3 0.29 2 . 8 0.34
16 2 . 6 0.16 3.2 0 . 2 0
5400 2 . 8 < 0 . 0 1 3.7 < 0 . 0 1
Table 4.4: Predicted Parallel Performance of TELEM for the Simple Model with 99 and 5400 
Records
4.3.3.2 D a ta  S tag in g  M odel
We provide modeled parallel results where, given the aforementioned disappointing results, 
we consider employing data-staging. In  addition to the assumptions of the first model, we 
assume that the input records are staged to the SRMs host program, such th a t a  processor’s 
READQ statement execution is replaced by a blocking send/receive mechanism between the 
processor and the SRM. Thus, we exclude the cost for the SRMs host program to read the 
input records from the SRMs hard disk. We also assume th a t the output records are
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collected by the SRMs host program  such th a t a  processor’s W RITE() statem ent execution 
is replaced by another blocking receive/send mechanism. Thus, we exclude the cost for the 
SRMs host program to write the  ou tput records to the SRMs hard disk.
For th is model, Creadq  and C w r it e q  3 x 6  interpolated values of th e  observed Processor 
0-SRM message send-reply data  [15]. These values axe parameterized by the size of an input 
record and an output record, respectively. We provide the modeled results in Table 4.5. 
These results are more encouraging than  those from the simple model when allowing for 
the more unreasonable assumptions.
Number of 
Processors
N P
99 Records 
Speedup Efficiency
5400 Records 
Speedup Efficiency
1
2 1.7 0.87 2 . 0 0.98
4 2 . 8 0.69 3.8 0.94
8 2.9 0.49 6.9 0.87
16 4.9 0.31 1 2 . 0 0.75
5400 6.3 < 0 . 0 1 45.0 < 0 . 0 1
Table 4.5: Predicted Parallel Performance of TELEM for the Data Staging Model with 99 and 
5400 Records
4.3 .3 .3  D a ta  D ependency M o d el
We consider the Data Staging model and replace the record-specific d a ta  independence 
assumption w ith results from a record-specific data dependence analysis. There exist nu­
merous inter-record data dependencies. The satisfaction of these data  dependencies require 
tha t, for the  validation and processing of record i , the validation of record i  4 - 1  and the 
processing of records i — 1  and i + 1 must be postponed. Such postponem ent leads to longer 
record execution times and more disappointing parallel performance results. We describe
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the three interprocessor record-specific dependencies and describe how their manifestation.
For statement S \  (see Figure 4.1), the validation of record t depends upon the valida­
tion of record i — 1 (i.e., S \ 5< S i)  [67]. The variables involved in this da ta  dependency are 
communicated between instantiations of the validation phase via subroutine call passed pa­
rameters, COMMON BLOCKS, the utilization of parameterized and unparameterized FOR­
TRAN SAVE statements, and FORTRAN DATA statements to initialize OWN variables. 
This dependency supports the record tim e stam p consistency and continuity tests. It also 
supports the accumulation of statistics for the tape-specific final report. The ERBE devel­
opers implement the record-specific d a ta  dependency concerning the statistics as S i S< Si; 
however, the same result can be achieved with a less restrictive Si o S H U T  D O W  N  where 
the data is collected, analyzed, and w ritten in a  final report during the termination phase 
of subsystem. The dependency concerning the time tests requires a communication from 
the processors that is validating record i — 1  to the processor that is validating record i.
PROGRAM T elem etry
DO i = l , END-OF-TAPE
S ( l ) : C a ll  VALIDATE(record(i))
S (2 ) : C a ll PROCESS(record(i))
ENDDO
CALL SHUTDOWN 
ENDPROGRAM T elem etry
Figure 4.1: Partial Pseudocode of Telemetry Subsystem 
The processing of record i  depends upon the processing of record * — 1 (i.e., S2 d< S2 ).
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The variables involved in this data  dependency are communicated between, instantiations 
of the processing phase in the  same manner as the validation phase. We find more than 
one hundred simple and complex variable data structures tha t exhibit record level data 
dependencies in the processing of a  record. These dependencies can be satisfied by a  com­
munication from the processor that is processing record i  — 1  to the processor tha t is 
processing record i.
The processing of record i  depends upon the validation of record i  4 - 1  (i.e., S \ S> S 2 ). 
The input record that is stored in the Lookahead Buffer must be validated before the input 
record that is in the Current Record Buffer can be processed. Several variables tha t are 
computed in the validation of record i +  1  are referenced during the processing of record 
i. The variable values are communicated as passed variables of the PRO REC subroutine 
call or are shared using one of subroutine PROREC’s twenty three FORTRAN COMMON 
BLOCKS. The resulting data  dependencies are one 60-Bit flag, a 160-element integer vector, 
three integers, and the th irty  two scanner spaceclamp measurements. Thus, in a parallel 
version of program TELEM, it is reasonable that this data dependency can be  satisfied with 
one passed message between processors which will not significantly increase the program 
TELEM’s execution time. However, the processor that is responsible for processing record i 
must wait for the completion of the validation of record i -I-1 on another processor. Waiting 
for the completion of the validation significantly degrades the already-disappointing parallel 
performance.
The emerging execution model for program TELEM is a  record processing pipeline 
with a synchronization point after the validation of record i — 1  and prior to validation 
of record i, a synchronization point after the processing of record i — 1  and  prior to the
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processing of record i, and a synchronization point after the validation of record i +  1  and 
prior to  processing of record L
4 .4  W here P arallelism  W a sn ’t: T he Lim its
There axe numerous limits to exploiting parallelism  to decrease the execution tim e of pro­
gram  TELEM. These limits are based on  the record-specific data dependencies, the gran­
ularity of the work, and the magnitudes of the input and output costs relative to the 
computation cost. Examples of each type, the basis for their existence, existing solutions, 
and performance consequences are discussed for each limit found for this problem.
The algorithmic limits which constrain the performance of program TELEM  concern the 
record-specific data dependencies. The first limit concerns reading and validating record 
i -I- 1 prior to processing record i. This dependency is established because the scanning ra­
diometer’s measurements axe split between two records before they axe transmitted from the 
satellite to the ground station. These measurements comprise eaxth-viewing measurements 
in record i and self-calibration space-viewing measurements in record i+ 1. The ERBE count 
conversion algorithms require both types of measurements simultaneously to convert from 
the units of counts to the units of watts p e r square meter per steradian. The ERBE Data 
Management Team satisfies the  algorithmic requirement by implementing a  Telemetry Sub­
system that hosts two input records simultaneously in core memory. This implementation 
stretches their data production core memory resources to the maximum. For our problem, 
this inter-record data dependency issue manifests itself as decreasing parallel performance 
by forcing Processor j  which is responsible for record % to wait for Processor k  to read and
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validate record i 4- 1  before Processor j  may begin processing record i. The post-ERBE mis­
sion CERES finds a solution by redesigning the scanning radiometer to  take space-viewing 
measurements before and after the earth-viewing measurements and allocating these mea­
surements to  the same record [55]. One solution for our problem is to  m itigate the severity 
of the performance degradation by extracting the space-viewing measurements very early 
in the validation of record i +  1. Processor k  communicates these values to Processor j .  
Processor j  receives the space-viewing measurements from Processor k  and assumes that 
record t +  1 is valid. Processor j  proceeds with processing record i  before validation of 
record i +  1 is complete. The ERBE processing history supports our assumption.
Many of the limits concern the record-level data dependency of processing a portion of 
record i prior to processing a  portion of record i  -I-1 . Many of these dependencies that 
are associated with accumulating statistics and errors are expressed in  the source code as 
inter-record data dependencies, bu t are really SHUTDOWN-specific d a ta  dependencies (i.e., 
accumulate for tape-specific reports th a t are created during the subsystem  SHUTDOWN 
section). For the record level time stam p continuity test, the operation is sequential and 
the contiguous inter-record data dependency exists. Many of the b it flags contain record 
level status for record i which is critical for determining record level sta tus for record t +  1 . 
Having processors send record-specific statistics directly to Processor 0 will satisfy the 
aforementioned SHUTDOWN data  dependencies. However, the ER B E processing history 
indicates th a t the status of the next record must not be blindly assumed from the previous 
record’s status, thus record status determ ination is unavoidably sequential.
Another algorithmic limit concerns the  potential grain size of the Telemetry Subsystem. 
As discussed in a previous section, we did not use a  smaller level of granularity th a t focused
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on the scanning radiometer’s scan where each scan contains four seconds of measurements 
and each record contains sixteen seconds of measurements. By definition, the Telemetry 
Subsystem allocates most o f its computations toward establishing the integrity of the record. 
W ith confidence in the data, the Merge Subsystem performs the instrum ent processing and 
science processing. The grain size of the scanning radiometer’s scan is more conducive to 
exploiting the Merge Subsystem’s inherent parallelism.
Our modeling indicates several hardware limits to exploiting parallelism. Bowman notes
algorithms that exploit the parallelism efficiently are (or were) easier to develop
for the first generation hypercubes than  for the iPSC/2 [15].
The context of his statem ent concerns the ratio of the interprocessor communication cost 
to computation cost. The ratio for the iPSC/1 parallel computer is much smaller than 
the ratio for the iPSC/2 parallel computer. The iPSC/2 communication performance is 
more rate-limiting for an application’s performance than the iPSC/1 communication per­
formance. For our problem, the large cost to access the SRM’s hard disk severely limits the 
parallel performance. One solution is provided by Intel, where an expensive parallel I/O  
configuration with parallel disks connected to more processors is available. For our problem, 
a  record-by-record partitioning of data  to the extra disks must precede their processing to 
benefit from a parallel I/O  feature. This expensive endeavor, which must be included as an 
additional execution cost, will further degrade the performance of program TELEM.
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4.5 C hapter S um m ary
In. summary, we conclude th a t parallelizing the NASA ERBE Telemetry Subsystem is in­
feasible. The limited num ber of levels of granularity, the d a ta  dependencies for the levels 
studied, and the limited com putational work tha t is available for parallelization characterize 
a problem where execution tim e can not be decreased by exploiting parallelism. However, 
our work provides lessons which the developers of the CERES D ata Management System 
may address as parallel processing gains wider commercial acceptance.
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Chapter 5
O ptim al C ontrol Boundary Value 
Problem
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Langley Research Center 
(LaRC) Spacecraft Controls and Guidance Branch has a class of boundary value problem 
algorithms in the guidance control domain. We provided an opportunity for them  to study 
their problem domain on a  distributed-memory parallel computer. They had  studied similar 
problems with vector computers and had just purchased an Alliant FX  shared memory 
parallel computer.
We parallelize an Optimized Control Boundary Value Problem (OCBVP) for an  Intel 
iPSC/2 parallel computer. The problem finds a  boat’s trajectory which is expressed at 
two resolutions. For the  minimally-modified parallelized version of the sequential program 
OCBVP, we predict a  speedup of 2.4 and measure speedups in the range of 2.2 to 2.5 for 
sixteen processors. W ith some software modifications, we predict speedups in the range of 
6.4 to 8.5 and measure speedups in the range of 4.3 to 7.6 for sixteen processors.
We describe the OCBVP problem in the first section. We describe the  algorithms that 
are employed to solve the problem in the second section. We describe our modeling of a
109
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possible approach to parallelize OCBVP in  the th ird  section. We describe the parallelism 
which we exploited in the fourth section. We describe some of the limits to  exploitable 
parallelism in the fifth section and provide a  summary in the sixth and final section.
5.1 T he Problem
The problem is to find a solution to a two-dimensional control guidance problem. We 
considered expanding to a more realistic three-dimensional problem; however, NASA has 
experience with the software which they provided and have no immediate interest in devel­
oping a  three-dimensional version for this problem.
One physical description of the problem is to guide a ship through the w ater from point 
A to point B in minimal time. The ship moves at a  constant velocity relative to  the water. 
The ship encounters varying magnitudes of the velocity of the current as it travels to its 
destination. This ship-trajectory problem is known as the Zermelo Problem. Our problem 
is a variant of the Zermelo problem as treated in [19] for ux =  —y 3  and u y =  x 3  (see 
Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2, respectively).
The equations of motion for the ship are the following first-order differential equations:
£(*) =  i?2 (Vcos(0(t)) -  h y { t)3) (5.1)
y(<) =  V 2 (V sin (6 (t)) +  / 2 «(i)3) (5.2)
where:
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-2 -1
(0 ,0)
Figure 5.1: Vector Field for Current Along the X-Axis
t}2  is the duration of the travel and used for time scaling,
Vcos(6 (t)) is the velocity of the ship at time t in the x-direction,
V sin (0 (t)) is the velocity of the ship a t time t in the y-direction,
V  is the magnitude of the velocity of the ship relative to the water and is constant,
6 {t) is the heading angle a t time t  of the ship’s axis relative to the fixed coordinate 
axes,
/ iy ( t ) 3  is the magnitude of the current at time t  in the x  direction and is position-
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(0,0)
Figure 5.2: Vector Field for Current Along the Y-Axis
dependent,
• f 2 %(t) 3 is the magnitude of the current at tim e t  in the y direction and is position- 
dependent,
• x(t) is position of the ship at time t along the x-axis,
• y(t) is position of the ship at time t  along the y-axis,
• / i  is a  user-defined problem-specifying param eter for the am plitude of the current in 
the x-direction and is constant, and
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• j i  is a  user-defined problem-specifying param eter for the amplitude of the current in 
the y-direction and is constant.
We require a solution tha t minimizes the tim e required for the ship to travel from point A 
to point B. Besides the equations of motion, the state space includes the time-minimization 
equation:
rj{t) =  0 (5.3)
with the effect of finding a minimum value rj. The minimum value of 77 is constant and 
normalizes the duration of the travel in the equations of motion. This time minimization is 
expressed as a  cost function:
J  =  772 (0 ) (5 .4 )
where the cost function is to be minimized.
The cost function, along with the equations of motion, are constrained by the following 
boundary conditions. Boundary conditions constrain the problem’s starting and term inating 
points. At the start of the ship’s journey (i.e., t  =  0), the desired location of the ship is 
( r 0 ,y0). At the end of the ship’s journey (i.e., t  =  1 ), the desired location of the ship is 
f i n a h  y f i n a l ) - Implicit in the boundary conditions, the normalized duration of travel is set 
to 1 . 0  and the range of time t  is 0  <  t  <  1 .0 .
These desired locations comprise the boundary values:
® (s (0 ) ,y (0 ) ,z ( l) ,y ( l) )  =
r ( 0 )  — x q  
y(0) -  yo
r ( l )  X  f in a l
y ( l )  y f in a l  .
=  0 (5.5)
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The optimal control problem consists of determining a  heading 8 *(t):0 <  t  <  1  and 
duration tj* 2  which, when applied to the dynamics (equations 5.1, 5.2, and  5.3) and boundary 
conditions (equation 5.5), minimize the cost function (equation 5.4) [19].
Given the problem statem ent, we axe trying to find a state solution z:
z  =
x
y
V
(5.6)
where
z  = (5.7)
is called the plant f { z , 8 ) for state z  and control variable 8 .
To find a state solution z  for this two-point boundary value problem, we minimize the 
cost function r]2 under the constraints of boundary conditions ^r(x(0 ),j/( 0 ) ,x ( l) ,y ( l) )  and 
the differential constraints z.
In the next section, we discuss the techniques tha t we employ to find a state solution.
5.2 The A lgorithm s
We describe the algorithms tha t NASA employed to solve the aforementioned OCBVP 
problem. We provide a mathem atical description of the algorithms in  the first subsection. 
We describe NASA’s FORTRAN 77 implementation of the algorithms for a sequential com­
puter in the second subsection. We provide the modeled sequential performance of program 
OCBVP in the third and final subsection.
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5 .2 .1  A lgor ith m s: M a th e m a tic a l D e sc r ip tio n
NASA sought numerical approximation to the  solution (equation 5.6) because a  closed-form 
solution is unknown. In this subsection, we briefly discuss the techniques for computing 
such an approximation.
We compute a  numerical approximation to  the solution (equation 5.6) of the first order 
differential equations (equations 5.1, 5.2, and  5.3) with a  cost function (equation 5.4) and 
boundary values (equation 5.5). NASA chooses to find a solution z  th a t converges by 
employing a Midpoint Euler equation:
a t  t f ~ .  o , \ u i  ^  n r  _  i fc on
T K  “  " « T 1  ~ K    J  \ ~ K 1  " K /  -*■ \ U ' U J
where:
• Zfc is the kth point (i.e., (x(k ),y (k )))  of the trajectory,
• M  is the number of points a t which the state is represented along the trajectory,
• A T  is the time between points (i.e., j ^ y ) ,  and
• Zjfc =  \{ zk+ \+ z k).
The variable cj>M contains the errors of location and time for both end points of the trajec­
tory. The equation compares consecutive points along the trial trajectory w ith the rate of 
change of the midpoint between the points. The goal is to find f(z k , Qk) such tha t
Myz<f>k= o
k=l
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(i.e., the error of the trajectory is very small). To find f{zk,Qk), NASA employs a  Hamil­
tonian formulation which requires three additional states, referenced to as costates [19] to 
be evaluated for every point, and  the number of states N  in  our system z  becomes six.
Program OCBVP uses a  Newton-Raphson search with step size scaling to compute the 
aforementioned trial system of M  points:
Yj+1 = Y j  — ajFj for 0 <  j  <  Imax (5.9)
where:
• Yi is the traiectorv of M  Doints comrmted durinp- the i tfl iteration,^ •» •» * - • — o  •/ t
• Yj is the current trajectory and Yy+i is the trial trajectory,
• ccj is the step size scaling param eter which is attem pted during the j th iteration such
that (OCmin ^  Otj ^  flmai)i
• ctmin and ctmax are user-supplied minimum and maximum step sizes, respectively,
• Fj is the step direction to create the trial trajectory Yj+1 , and
• the variable Imax is a  user-defined threshold which represents the maximum number 
of iterations of the finite difference method to achieve convergence.
Program OCBVP employs a  coarse line search by choosing a  crudely as described in Task 2 
below.
We present the algorithms which contribute to the evaluation of equation 5.9 as seven 
tasks. The tasks form the framework for our performance assessment of the NASA software
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and our exploitation of its inherent parallelism. A control flow diagram of the  tasks is shown 
in Figure 5.3.
T ask  1: S y s te m  E rro r
Given a trial system Yj+\, equation 5.8 is evaluated for M  points of the trajectory to 
compute the error associated w ith  the trial system of points:
M
Jfc=l
The initial trial system of points Yq is read from a file. Subsequent iterations use the trial 
system of points which are com puted during Task 7. At the completion of this task, Task 2 
is initiated.
T ask  2 : Im p r o v e m en t T e s t
The error associated w ith the trial system of points e{Yj+x) is compared to the error 
associated with the current system  of points e(Yj). If e(Yy+i) <  e(Yy), then the trial system 
of points is accepted as a  new current system of points, the step size scaling factor a  is 
increased for the next iteration while not exceeding a max (i.e., acj+i =  ctstpup&j) and Task 3 
is initiated. If e(YJ+i) > e{Yj)i then  the step size is decreased (i.e., a j  =  a stpdnOcj). If the 
new step size is less than  a  user-defined minimum step size a miri, then the  search for a trial 
system of points halts. Otherwise Task 7 is initiated.
T ask  3 : C o n v erg en ce  T e s t
As a convergence test, if the  error associated with the current system of points e(Yj+i) is 
less than a user-defined convergence threshold, then the current system of points is accepted 
as the problem’s solution z  and execution halts. Otherwise, the step size is increased and 
Task 4 is initiated.
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T ask  4: S o lv e  Z erm elo
The first portion of work to  compute the step direction T for Yj is performed. Then 
Task 5 is initiated.
T ask  5 ; B o u n d a ry  C o n d it io n s
The initial and final boundary conditions are imposed upon the M th point’s step direc­
tion T for Yj. Then Task 6  is initiated.
T ask  6 : B ack  S u b s t itu t io n
The next step direction T for each point is computed using a back substitution. The 
step directions are computed in the order: point M  — 1 , point M  — 2, . . .  point 1. At the
i .  . 1. « i  . . .  r n .  j  w  r .  .  jlA J l l ip iC b lU l l  U i L illi) LCL&K., 1X16X1 JLcUjK. ( IS X lllb lcL ieU .
T ask  7 : N e w  S y s te m
By evaluating equation 5.9, a trial system of points is computed. At the completion of 
this task, then Task 1 is initiated.
5 .2 .2  A lgorith m s: I m p le m e n ta t io n  E x p ressed  in  F O R T R A N  77
The uniprocessor version of the program OCBVP [6 6 ] comprises a  main program and 15 
subroutines which are expressed in 714 lines of FORTRAN 77 source code and 214 comment 
lines. For our problem, the test case is characterized by the following initial conditions:
•  The end points for the trajectory are (xo,yo) = (—1.0,—2.0) and { x f i nai , y f i n a l )  =  
(0 .0 , 0.0),
• the velocity V  =  3.0,
• the current amplitudes are / i  =  f i  =  0 .1 ,
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•  initial =  1-0,
•  &min — 1-0 X 10 ®,
•  a m ax ~  1-0,
• the step size reduction multiplier a stpdn — 0.5,
•  the step size increase multiplier a stPup =  2 .0 ,
• the convergence threshold is 1 . 0  x 1 0 ~8,
• the maximum number of iterations Imax =  1 0 0 ,
• the initial system Yo =  1 .0 , and
• the variable M  represents the number of points of the system. Its value is a compro­
mise. A larger value of M  provides more freedom for the algorithm  to find a solution
th a t converges for the given boundary conditions and cost function. A smaller value 
of M  requires fewer computations and avoids numerical consistency. NASA restricted 
M  to a maximum of 500.
Prom an execution of the software, the output (see Figure 5.4) shows the convergence 
algorithm iterating through trajectories Yq, . . .  , Yg with the error of the current system of 
points diminishing with each iteration (i.e., e(Yo) >  e(Yi) >  ...e (Y g )). The convergence 
algorithm halts when one of the following happens:
• the error of the initial system is too high,
• convergence of the system of points z  is achieved,
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• a required step size is smaller than allowed, or
• the number of attem pted  iterations exceeds a user-defined maximum.
5 .2 .3  M o d e led  S e q u e n tia l P erfo rm a n ce  o f  O C B V P
We analyze program OCBVP to predict the com putation costs for its execution on a se­
quential processor. To b e tte r understand the problem ’s mathematics and its implementa­
tion using the loop construct, we study the task-specific predicted computation costs. After 
defining our metrics, we provide general expressions in  terms of N  states and M  points for 
the predicted com putation costs.
5.2.3.1 Sequential M etrics
For our analysis, the following metrics are used to assess the performance of our problem 
on a  sequential computer.
To begin the floating point operations counting, we consider the number of operations 
performed on the sequential processor to compute a  system of points (i.e. a  trajectory) 
from point A to point B for each subroutine and function in the program OCBVP. The 
predicted computation cost for each execution of a  subroutine i in the program OCBVP is:
Cx (i) =  N x(i)C 0  (5.10)
where:
• Nx(i) is the number of floating point operations performed on the sequential processor 
for each execution of a subroutine i  : (1 <  i < N s ) in the program OCBVP.
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• C0 is the operation cost, the cost of performing one floating point arithm etic operation 
(i.e., addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division). We define C0  to be 1 a- 
second where an a-second is an  abstract machine-specific value. We do not distinguish 
between the different floating point arithmetic operations.
• N 3 is the number o f subroutines in the program OCBVP.
For our abstract sequential processor, the predicted computation cost for each execution of 
Task i:( 1 <  i < N t ) in the program OCBVP is:
M (0 \
W P (i) =  £  Cx( S ( j , i ) ) \  + N y(i)Co (5.11)
where:
•  N c(i) is the number of subroutine calls ;nvoked during each execution of Task i : (1 < 
* <  N t).
• Nt is the number of tasks in the program. For our problem, Nt =  7.
• S (j,i)  is a pointer vector which identifies the j th subroutine called by Task i.
• N y{i) is the number of floating point operations performed during .each execution of 
Task i on the sequential processor tha t axe independent of the aforementioned called 
subroutines.
During a typical execution of program OCBVP, numerous iterations of the main loop 
are performed with each typical iteration producing a system of points from point A to 
point B. For each typical iteration, each task is performed once and in order 1, 2, . . . ,  Nt.
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The cost of each typical iteration is nearly identical. For our abstract sequential processor, 
the predicted computation cost to  compute a  system of points from point A  to point B of 
program OCBVP is:
N t
C s = ^ 2 w p(i) (5-12)
i =i
5.2.3.2 M odeled  S e q u e n tia l P e rfo rm a n ce
We provide the general expression in terms of N  states and M  points for the  predicted 
computation cost CX(M ,N )  for each subroutine (see Table 5.1).
From the general expressions for the Library and Low Level subroutines, we derive the 
general expression for the predicted computation cost Cx for each Mid Level and  High Level 
subroutine.
For our abstract sequential processor, the predicted computation cost to compute a 
system of points from point A to point B is:
(14 22 \y jV 3 + 6 N 2 +  yAT 4- 292 J M  - A N 3 -  3 N 2 - 3  N -  284 (5.13)
This predicted computation cost is the result of the execution of one typical iteration of the 
main loop in program OCBVP. This loop controls the convergent-solution computations. 
Each iteration of this loop requires nearly identical work; however, the num ber of iterations 
is input-data dependent (i.e., a  function of problem-specific data  such as boat velocity, 
velocities of current components, end points, initial trajectory, and algorithm-specific data 
such as step-size characteristics and convergence threshold). We model the performance of 
one iteration of the loop.
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Routine Routine Predicted Computation Cost
Group N am e (  CX(M , N )(a-secs)
Library D A P ID N
D D D IF (N  x  1 , N  x 1 ) N
D D D IF (N  x N, IV x  N) N 2
DD EQ 0
D D M LT (N  x 1 , IV x 1 ) 2 N 2
D D M L T (N  x N, N  x N) 21V3
D D SU M (N  x  1, N x  1) N
DM SCL N 2
Low Level B K SU B 2M N 2 -  2N '2
F D JA C N 2 +  2N  + 1
LU B K SB 2 N 2 - N
LU D CM P f  N 3 +  l N -  1
M X B C (21V3 +  2N 2)M  -  21V3 -  N 2
PH ASU B 1
Mid Level DETRM E(kphas=0) N  +  93
n  77»'T»r> i  <rm / i  _ i  ^ > JLSl^ X K p ftU tf— - !  J 3
DETRM S(kphas=0) N 2  +  21V +  197
D ETRM S(kphas=-l) 0
LU SU B(N, N) |1V3 +  21V2 +  |1V -  1
LU SU B(N, 2N) f IV3 -F  N 2 +  |lV  — 1
High Level E R C A L C (21V +  95)M  -  IV -  89
S O L V (^1V3 +  61V2 +  1§-N +  197)M
—41V3 -  31V2 - 2 IV -  197
Table 5.1: General Predicted Computation Cost for One Execution of Each Subroutine
Table 5.2 provides the predicted computation costs Cx for each subroutine in the pro­
gram OCBVP for our six-state problem. We study our problem for instantiations where the 
number of points M  =  100 and M  ~  500. Table 5.3 provides the predicted computation 
cost Cs  for one iteration for the main loop in the program OCBVP. This cost is almost 
directly proportional to M for M:( 100 <  M <  500 ).
Lastly, we derived the  general expression in terms of N  states and M  points for the pre­
dicted computation cost W p(M , N )  for each task to understand the problem’s mathematics 
and its implementation using the loop structures of program OCBVP (see Table 5.4). The
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Routine
Group
Routine
Name
Predicted 
Computation 
Cost Cx 
(a-secs) 
(100) (500)
Library D APID 6 6
D D D IF(N  x  1 , N x  1) 6 6
D D D IF(N  x  N, N x  N) 36 36
DDEQ 0 0
D D M LT(N  x  1 , N x  1) 72 72
D D M LT(N  x  N, N x  N) 432 432
D D SU M (N  x  1 , N x  1) 6 6
DM SCL 36 36
Low Level BK SU B 7128 35928
FD JA C 49 49
LU BK SB 66 66
LUDCM P 157 157
M X B C 49932 251532
PH ASU B 1 1
Mid Level DETRM E(kphas=0) 99 99
D ETRM E(kphas= -l) 3 3
DETRM S(kphas=0) 245 245
D ETRM S(kphas=-l) 0 0
LUSUB(N, N) 223 223
LUSUB(N, 2N) 619 619
High Level E R C A LC 10605 53405
SO LV 142919 719319
Table 5.2: Predicted Computation Cost for One Execution of Each Subroutine (N=6, M=100, 500)
presence of the point-specific multiplicative terms in the general expressions for the tasks 
(i.e., (M  — 1) for Tasks 1, 4, 5, and  6 and M  for Task 7) provides a  s tarting  point for finding 
exploitable data parallelism. We discuss this analysis in the next section.
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Name
Predicted Computation 
Cost Cs (ct-secs) 
(100) (500)
Program OCBVP 154726 778726
Table 5.3: Predicted Computation Cost for One Iteration of OCBVP (N=6, M=100, 500)
Task Description
Predicted Computation 
Cost Wp{M, N ) (a-secs)
1 System Error
2 Improvement Test
3 Convergence Test
4 Solve Zermelo
5 Boundary Conditions
6 Back Substitution
7 New System
(21V +  95)(M — 1) +  N  4- 6 
0 
2
(flV3 +  2N 2 4  f lV  4- 197)(M  -  1) +  1 
(21V3 4- 2N 2)(M  — 1) 4- N 2 
21V2(M  -  1) 4- flV3 +  21V2 4- fIV -  1 
2 N M
Table 5.4: Task-Specific Sequential Costs
5.3 W here Parallelism  M ight Be: P otentia l P arallelism
Our goal is to study the feasibility of decreasing the program OCBVP’s execution time using 
our available parallel computer. We also wanted to avoid rewriting the program  to achieve 
our goal. W ith the parallel programming model tha t is supported on our Intel iPSC/2 
multiprocessor computer (see Appendix) and, given the NASA-provided software, we choose 
the point of a trajectory as our parallel programming abstraction. In the first subsection, 
we present our parallel performance metrics. In the next subsection, we elaborate upon our 
abstraction choice, and its influence upon the partitioning of the work. Then we provide 
the modeled performance results for several distributions of the work to the processors.
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5 .3 .1  P a r a l le l  M e tr ic s
Building upon the metrics used for modeling the sequential execution of program OCBVP, 
we provide the following metrics for the parallel execution of program OCBVP.
For our abstract parallel computer, the predicted computation cost for the parallel work 
of Task i  is:
Nq(i)
Ctv{i) =  N z (i,j)C q{i,j)  (5.14)
j = i
where:
• N-(%\ is the number of dissimilar parallel quantum costs for Task i  : (1 z JVj). As 
described in forthcoming sections, ( 0 <  Nq(i) < 2 ).
•  N z( i ,j )  is the number of points with a predicted computation cost tha t is equal to 
the j t h  parallel quantum of Task i. Note that if a Task i contains parallel work (i.e., 
N q(i) > 0), then
w,(i)
(5.15)
i= i
• Cq(i, j )  is the predicted com putation cost for the j th  dissimilar parallel quantum of 
Task i.
For our abstract parallel computer, the  predicted computation cost for the parallel work to 
compute a  trajectory from point A to  point B is:
Ah
W P = J 2 c tPU) (5.16)
i= i
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The predicted com putation cost to compute a trajectory from point A to point B that must 
be performed sequentially is:
Nt
CpS = ^ 2 C ts(i) (5.17)
i=l
where Cts is the predicted, computation cost for the sequential work of Task i.
The predicted com putation cost to compute a  trajectory from point A to point B th a t 
may be performed in parallel is Cpp  (i.e., the rate-lim iting cost of the parallel portion of 
work). This cost is distribution-specific. We consider several distributions of the partitioned 
work and the associated equations for Cpp which are described in a  subsequent section.
For our abstract parallel computer, the predicted com putation cost to compute a tra ­
jectory from point A to point B (i.e., one iteration of the main loop of program OCBVP)
is:
Cp =  C ps  +  Cpp (5.18)
The predicted speedup is computed as:
$predicted (5.19)
and the efficiency is:
£predicted —
s predicted (5.20)
where Np is the number o f processors allocated to solving the problem.
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5 .3 .2  L evels  o f  G ra n u la r ity
Per our goal of studying the feasibility of exploiting the problem’s inherent parallelism to 
increase performance, we also want to retain as much of the sequential code as possible, at 
least for this feasibility study. This goal suggests executing in a  Single Program, Multiple 
D ata (SPMD) manner where data  parallelism is employed. First, we discuss the potential 
parallel programming abstractions, then we provide modeled results.
We study several levels of granularity from which to exploit the problem’s inherent 
parallelism to increase performance.
The most obvious choice for the level of granularity is the optimal control boundary 
value problem’s point. The presence of point-specific multiplicative terms in the general 
expressions for the task’s predicted computation cost motivate this choice (see Table 5.4 
from the previous section). We analyze the program for inherent parallelism and produce 
Table 5.5. To clarify the inherent parallelism in Task 1, we divide the task into Tasks 1A 
and IB. Note tha t Nt (i.e., number of tasks) in equation 5.11 increases from seven to eight. 
Tasks 1A, 4, 5, and 6  operate on (M  — 1) points with identical predicted computation costs 
and operate on the M th point with a  lower predicted computation cost. Task IB operates 
on M  points with identical computation costs. In further analysis, we determine tha t the 
work associated with the M points for Tasks 1A and 4 can be performed in parallel with a 
maximum degree of parallelism of M . Task IB operates on M  points in parallel to compute 
processor-specific partial sums with a maximum degree of parallelism of M , then operates 
on Np partial sums in partial-parallel to compute a  system error. Task 5 operates on the M  
points sequentially. Task 5 can be expressed in a more parallel form, but its implementation
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requires substantial software modifications. For our first parallel implementation of program 
OCBVP, we do not rewrite Task 5. Task 6  is a  back-substitution, an inherently sequential 
process at the point-abstraction level. Task 7 operates on M  points with identical predicted 
computation cost. The work associated with this task can be performed in parallel w ith a 
maximum degree of parallelism of M . For Np > 1, a sequential cost is incurred to  avoid 
Np — 1 communications as will be subsequently described. We eventually choose th is level 
of granularity, although we consider other possibilities which are described below.
Task
Predicted Computation Cost(N,M) 
C t3  Cq 
fn-secs) fct-secs)
Number
of Maximum  
Quanta Degree of
AT Prrwvi 11 nln
1 A 3 iV +  95 
0 3
M -l M 
1
IB Log2 {Np) N M M
2 0  0 0  0
3 2  0
—
i
oo
4 1  |  N '6 +  2  N 2
+ f N  + 197
1  0
M -l M 
1
5 (2 Wa +  2 W2 ) ( M - 1 ) 0  
+ N 2
0  0
6 2N 2{M  -  1) 0 
+ |iV 3  +  2 AT2  +  f  AT -  1
0  0
7 0 if N p =  1 2 N  
2 N  if Np > 1
M M
Table 5.5: Task-Specific Potential Parallelization
We consider a finer level of granularity. Each point comprises N  states. For our problem, 
N  =  6 . Choosing the state  of a  point as the parallel programming abstraction increases our 
maximum degree of parallelism by N  (i.e., almost an order of magnitude) for the tasks tha t 
currently exhibit a maximum degree of parallelism = M  (i.e., Tasks 1A, IB, 4, and 7). For
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Task 6 , some of the work which is considered sequential a t the  point abstraction level can 
be performed with a  maximum degree of parallelism of N  a t th e  state abstraction level. For 
the more parallel form of Task 5, the benefits concerning the parallel portion of Task 5 are 
similar to those for Tasks 1A, IB, 4, and 7. The benefits concerning the sequential portion 
of Task 5 are similar to those for Task 6 . There axe several reasons for not considering 
the state level of granularity. We have access to an iPSC /2 w ith  the maximum number of 
processors equal to sixteen. A first feasibility assessment indicates tha t the cost to evaluate 
point i is constant for all bu t the last point (i.e., i =  M ). NASA personnel consider a 
trajectory as reasonable if it can be expressed in M  points for ( 100 <  M  <  500 ). For
<■> 1 w i /"X /<»»i «rx f> 1 A m  a  lt» » l 1 » J  * — •• —
v i i i b  u u u ^ o b  u u u i u g u u c u u d  w t / i A  u u  c l  i w p i u u c a o u i  ^ a i c u i c i  o u m p u b c i )  b u c  p i a u  o x  u i a b i i u u t m ^
3000 states among the processors does not substantially improve the load balancing with 
respect to the distributing 500 points among the processors. Additionally, if the state level 
of granularity is chosen, then substantial software modifications are required.
We consider several coarser levels of granularity. We consider and quickly reject the 
iteration level of granularity. The program iterates and computes trajectories; however, 
these trajectories converge toward a  trajectory with tolerable error. This convergence is a 
sequential process, thus each iteration must be computed sequentially.
We consider the trajectory level of granularity. Com puting input-parameter-specific 
trajectories in parallel may be useful, bu t it is outside the scope of this project and is not 
desired by NASA personnel.
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5 .3 .3  M o d e led  P a r a lle l P e r fo rm a n ce  o f  O C B V P
In this section, we provide modeled results for three parallel work distribution models: 
simple, incorporated, and balanced.
5.3.3.1 Sim ple D istr ib u tion
Using the predicted computation costs in Table 5.5, we compute the predicted speedup 
and efficiency for a  100-point trajectory from point A to  point B for multiple processors 
(see Table 5.6). We use a simple distribution where the parallel portion of the work W p  is 
equally distributed among the N p processors. To compute C pp, the predicted computation
Number Parallel Sequential
of Cost Cost
Processors Cpp Cps
N p (a-secs) (a-secs) Speedup Efficiency
1 97437.0 57289 — —
2 48718.5 57290 1.5 0.73
4 24359.2 57291 1.9 0.47
8 12179.6 57292 2 . 2 0.28
16 6089.8 57293 2.4 0.15
Table 5.6: Predicted Parallel Performance of OCBVP for 100 Points and the Simple Distribution 
cost for the parallel portion of the work is:
C pp  =  (5.21)
We perform a  similar analysis for a  500-point trajectory in  Table 5.7. The almost direct 
proportion of C s , C ps, and C pp  to M produces almost identical speedup and efficiency 
values for M  =  100 and M  =  500 cases for a  given number of processors. Our simple
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distribution of the partitioned work ignores the indivisibility of a  parallel quanta and the 
heterogeneity of the cost of the  quanta.
Number Parallel Sequential
of Cost Cost
Processors C pp Cp s
(a-secsj (a-secs) Speedup Efficiency
1 4 9 1 0 3 7 .0 28 7 6 8 9 — —
2 2 4 5 5 1 8 .5 2 8 7 6 9 0 1.5 0 .7 3
4 1 2 2 7 5 9 .2 28 7 6 9 1 1.9 0 .4 7
8 6 1 3 7 9 .6 2 8 7 6 9 2 2 .2 0 .2 8
16 3 0 6 8 9 .8 2 8 7 6 9 3 2 .5 0 .1 5
Table 5.7: Predicted Parallel Performance of OCBVP for 500 Points and the Simple Distribution
5.3 .3 .2  Incorporated D istribu tion
In Tables 5.8 and 5.9, we provide modeled parallel performance results tha t use a more 
realistic work distribution. We consider the indivisibility of a parallel quantum  and the 
heterogeneity of the point-specific costs. Table 5.5 indicates th a t Tasks 1A and 4 are 
characterized by heterogeneous-costed points. Viewed from a point perspective, only the 
M th point possesses a cost which is different from the other M  — 1 points. The predicted 
computation cost of the parallel portion of the work to compute a  point is:
Q (ft  -  /  ^1=15,2,3,5,6,7 Cq{l, 1) +  Z)t=lA,4 (*• 2) if fc =  Af
A  )  ~  I  c,(« , 1 ) if 1  <  k  <  (M  -  1 ) (5'22)
For our problem, the M*11 point has the least expensive predicted computation cost:
Cd{M) < Cd{i) for all i  : 1  <  i < (M  — 1 ) (5.23)
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And aH non-M£/l points have identical costs:
133
Cd{ 1 ) =  Cd(i) for aH i : 2 <  i < (M  -  1 ) (5.24)
For the more realistic work distribution, the predicted computation cost for the parallel 
portion of the work is:
r  -  /  W l for 1VP =  1
° pp  \  max( W i, . . .  , Wjvp)) for Np =  2 ,4 ,8 ,16
where W{ is the predicted computation cost of the work distributed to  Processor i. For the 
uniprocessor case (i.e.. N- =  lbt' *
W x = { p -  l ) Q ( l )  +  Cd(M ) (5.26)
where p is the number of points allocated to the processor. For the  multiprocessor case 
(i.e., 2 < N P < M):
W- = I  if  1 <  * <  (N p 1 ) . .
1 \ ( ( M -  1) -  ((Np -  l)p))C d(l)  +  Cd(M ) i i i  = N p [b-27)
where p is the number of points allocated to Processor * : ! < * <  (A^ p — 1):
- [ a (5.28)
We discuss the implicit mapping of equation 5.27 in the next section. From Tables 5.8 and 
5.9, the resulting speedup and efficiency differ only slightly from their simple distribution
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counterpart because the  heterogeneity of the point-specific costs is slight and the  ratio of 
the number of points to the number of processors is large. The almost direct proportion of 
C s, Cps, and C pp  to M  produces almost identical speedup and efficiency values for the 
M  = 100 and M  =  500 cases for a given number of processors. However, this modeling 
predicts disappointing speedups and efficiencies.
This distribution is more realistic than  the simple distribution, but this d istribution is 
not optimally balanced for all values of Np. For N p =  2 and  4, the work among processors 
is optimally balanced:
W ■ — I  ^  if 2 <  * <  (Np 1) , .
v* * 1 TTr r* ( i \  f  * r \  :r  ; _  *r
^ r r  I  — j  - r  j  u  i  —  xvp
For these two cases, we allocate p  points to Processor N p. Note that
| ^ i  - W t f p\ =  10,(1) -  Cd(M )\ < 0 ,(1 )
. For Np = 8  and 16, the work among processors is not optimally balanced:
W- =  /  ^  if 2 <  i <  (Np — 1) 2 Q.
\ W i +  3Cd(l)  +  Cd(M ) if i =  N p
For these two cases, we allocate p -1-4 points to Processor N p. Note that
\W X - W Np\ =  I—30/(1) -  Cd(M )\ »  0,(1)
Thus, Processor N p is allocated an  unequal and unnecessarily disproportionate am ount of
work. Clearly, we should allocate the excessive 0 *(l)-costed points to other processors.
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The resulting distribution would be better balanced and provide for a shorter execution 
time. We provide the incorporated distribution modeled results because we incorporated 
this distribution into the  parallelized program. In the next paragraph, we model a balanced 
distribution.
Number Parallel Sequential
o f Cost Cost
Processors Cpp Cps
N p (a-secs) (a-secs) Speedup Efficiency
1 97437 57289 — —
2 49200 57302 1.5 0.73
4 24600 57303 1.9 0.47
8 14781 57304 2 . 2 0.27
16 8877 57305 2.3 0.15
Table 5.8: Predicted Parallel Performance of OCu vt* for 1 UU t'oints and the Incorporated Distri­
bution
Number
o f
Processors
N p
Parallel
Cost
C pp
(a-secs)
Sequential
Cost
Cp s
(a-secs) Speedup Efficiency
1 491037 287689 — —
2 246000 287702 1.5 0.73
4 123000 287703 1.9 0.47
8 63981 287704 2 . 2 0.28
16 33477 287705 2.4 0.15
Table 5.9: Predicted Parallel Performance of OCBVP for 500 Points and the Incorporated Distri­
bution
5 .3 .3 .3  B alanced D istr ib u tion
In  Tables 5.10 and 5.11, we provide modeled parallel performance results tha t correct a  
work imbalance in the  incorporated distribution. The result is a distribution where the
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work associated with the  final points is more evenly distributed among the processors.
Based on the equations 5.22-5.25, we provide Wi (i.e., the predicted computation cost 
of the work distributed to Processor t); however, we redefine it. For the uniprocessor case
W p = 1 ):
W x = ih C d{ l)+ C d{M) (5.31)
For the multiprocessor case (2 <  Np <  M):
r =  f ^ iC d(l)
1 I  TpNpCd(l) + Cd(M) if i  = Np
if 1  <  i < (Np -  1) (5.32)
where ipi is the number of higher-cost points (i.e., C^-costed) allocated to Processor i : 1 <
i < Np:
ifi =
Wufi)
W u l i ) - l N v - l ) C j W - C A M )
Pr.-
if 1  <  i < CNp -  1 )
if i =  N„
(5.33)
(i.e., we allocate the M th point to Processor Np and one non-M th point to each remaining 
processor to ensure the proper allocation of the M th point before we determine the number 
of higher cost points to  allocate to Processor Np). Wu{i) is the sum of the predicted com­
putation costs for the work tha t has not been allocated to any processor prior to allocating 
work to Processor i (i.e., the unallocated work):
Wu(i) = WP -  Wa(i) (5.34)
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The set of processors to which work has been allocated prior to allocating work to Processors 
i are Processors 1 ,2 ,...  , and i. Pn  is the number of processors to which work has not been 
allocated prior to allocating work to  Processor i :
Pri =  i (5.35)
Wa(i) is the sum of the predicted com putation costs for the work tha t has been allocated 
to any processor prior to allocating work to Processor i:
Np
w a(i) = Wj  (5.36)
j=i+l
The set of processors to which work has not been allocated prior to allocating work to 
Processors i are Processors i+ 1 , i-(-2 ,... , and Np. Initially, Wa(Np) =  0 and WU(NP) =  Wp.
From Tables 5.10 and 5.11, the resulting speedup and efficiency differ slightly from  their 
incorporated distribution counterpart. The influence of the imbalanced work upon the 
parallel performance is much smaller than  other influences that we address in a  subsequent 
section. This modeling predicts disappointing speedups and efficiencies. In  the next section, 
we produce observed results for the distribution tha t we incorporated into the software: the 
incorporated distribution.
5.4 E xploited  P arallelism
Based on the previous section’s modeling, we describe a parallel implementation in this 
section. We discuss the implementation and provide the implementation’s observed per­
formance in the first subsection. From the observed results, we conclude tha t the  model
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Number Parallel Sequential
of Cost Cost
Processors C pp C ps
N p (a-secs) (a-secs) Speedup Efficiency
1 97437 57289 — —
2 49200 57302 1.5 0.73
4 24600 57303 1.9 0.47
8 12792 57304 2 . 2 0.28
16 6 8 8 8 57305 2.4 0.15
Table 5.10: Predicted Parallel Performance of OCBVP for 100 Points and the Balanced Distribution
Number Parallel Sequential
of Cost Cost
Processors Cpp Ops
Np _ _ (a-secs) (a-secs) Speedup Efficiency
i /lOinQT~X«/ J. w  < 007COA 1 \so«s --- -- -
2 246000 287702 1.5 0.73
4 123000 287703 1.9 0.47
8 61992 287704 2 . 2 0.28
16 31488 287705 2.4 0.15
Table 5.11: Predicted Parallel Performance of OCBVP for 500 Points and the Balanced Distribution
reasonably predicts the observed performance. Regardless, the observed speedup and effi­
ciency results are disappointing.
We provide NASA’s prelim inary performance analysis using an Alliant FX multiproces­
sor in the second subsection. Spurred by our disappointing modeled and observed results, 
we discuss the inherent parallelism of Task 5 in the th ird  subsection. As a first step, we 
model the sequential performance of a  parallelized version of Task 5 in the fourth subsection. 
We model the parallel performance of a parallelized version of Task 5 in the fifth subsection. 
In  the sixth subsection, we partially parallelize Task 5 and  measure the performance of the 
version of program OCBVP tha t includes the parallelized Task 5 (i.e., denoted henceforth
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as program OCBVP(Factored)). From the observed results, we conclude th a t the model 
with the newly parallelized algorithm is less capable of predicting the observed results. The 
observed speedup and efficiency results o f program OCBVP (Factored) are an improvement 
upon the observed parallel performance of program OCBVP.
5 .4 .1  O b served  P a r a lle l P e r fo r m a n c e  o f  O C B V P
We implemented the parallelism as expressed in the incorporated distribution in the previous 
section. We measured the performance of this implementation. We describe the data 
dependencies influence upon the mapping of the data to the processors. Then we describe 
the implementation of the synchronization. Then we describe the implementation of the 
performance monitoring. Then we discuss the observed performance.
5.4.1.1 M apping th e D a ta  to  th e  Processors
W ith the work partitioned with respect to the point abstraction, we distribute the point- 
specific work and the point-specific da ta  among the processors. We choose the distribution 
of the point-specific work and point-specific data with our parallelization goal to decrease the 
parallelized program’s execution time while limiting the modifications to the uniprocessor 
program. We distribute the points contiguously among the processors. The justification for 
this contiguous distribution follows.
Initially, we make two decisions: the  choice of assigning to the processor the responsibil­
ity for the work associated with point i  and the choice of assigning to a  processor the data 
associated with point i. We place the point-specific data  for point i on the processor tha t is 
responsible for the point-specific work for point i. There is no reason to do otherwise and
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Task
Point-Specific 
Data Dependency Conditions
1A Zi S< 4>i 1 <  i < M
^(tm odA f)+l $< 1 <  i  < M
IB <f>i s= e(Yj) Vi : i  =  1 ,2 ,. . .  , M  .
2 none
3 none
4 Zi S< 7 i l < i < M - l
Zi+i £ <  7 i I < i <  M - l
5 7« <5= 7 m Vi : t =  1 ,2 ,. . .  , ( M -  1)
6 7t S= l i - l 2 <  i < M
7 none
Table 5.12: Task-Specific, Point-Specific Data Dependencies (1A,1B)
the potential synchronization and communication costs and code complexity concerning 
Tasks 1, 4, 5, and 6  for doing otherwise are avoided.
Subsequently, we make a th ird  decision: the choice of the distribution of the paired data 
and work responsibility for point i  to a  processor. For the given problem  and multiprocessor 
computer, the number of processors Np is much smaller than the num ber of points M (i.e., 
1 <  N p < 16 and 100 <  M  <  500). Consequently, a processor w ill be responsible for the 
point-specific work of more th an  one point. There exist point-specific da ta  dependencies 
involving Task 1A, 4, 5, and 6  which must be satisfied (see Table 5.12) where the ith point 
Zi, the error associated with the i th point the j tfl iteration’s trajectory  Yj, the error 
associated with the trajectory e(Yj), and the i th point’s step direction 7 are referenced. The 
contiguous distribution of points among the processors (i.e., points 1 ,2 , . . .  , k  to Processor 
1, points k  +  1 ,. . .  , k  +  j  to Processor 2, . . . ,  points to  Processor Np) allows
most of the dependencies to be satisfied without interprocessor communication. Because 
these point-specific data  dependencies are task-specific, we discuss them  task-by-task in the
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following paragraphs, beginning w ith the simpler dependencies.
For the point-specific data  dependencies of Task 6  (i.e., back substitution), the con­
tiguous distribution of the points among the processors allows the best performance on the 
multiprocessor for the following reason. No processor can begin the inherently sequential 
work of Task 6  until all processors have completed their work of Task 5 because the last 
result of Task 5 (i.e., step direction for point M  is ) is the first point-specific da ta  depen­
dency required to be satisfied for Task 6  (see Figure 5.5). Because the  point-specific data 
is distributed among the processors, then the point-specific da ta  dependency spans proces­
sors. To satisfy each point-specific data  dependency that spans a  processor, a  processor 
must incur a synchronization cost and communication cost for each of these dependencies. 
The time tha t is required to complete the work of Task 6  is the sum  of the tim e tha t is 
required to complete the point-specific work performed by the Np processors plus the stun 
of the communication costs required by the Np processors to satisfy each point-specific data 
dependency which spans a  processor. Because the point-specific work for all points is a 
constant (i.e., the work of the back substitution is insensitive to the order of the points to 
which the back substitution is applied), then the time that is required to  complete the work 
of Task 6  is minimized when the communications cost is minimized. The cost to commu­
nicate the point-specific data  between two processors is constant for all points; therefore, 
we achieve the minimum communication cost when we minimize the  number of commu­
nications. The number of communications is minimized when the points axe distributed 
contiguously among the processors in  which case only Np-1 communications are required. 
The order of communications is P, —> Pt- i  for i  such that 2 <  i < M .
For the point-specific data  dependencies of Task 5, the contiguous distribution of the
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points among the processors allows the best performance on the multiprocessor computer. 
This distribution allows the inherently sequential code for this task to decrease communi­
cation costs by minimizing the number of communications. The argument is similar to tha t 
used in the inherently sequential Task 6 . However, the point-specific data dependency for 
this task differs from Task 6  and the order of the processors th a t communicate is P\ —■► P<+i 
for i  such tha t 1 <  i <  (M  — 1 ).
Tasks 1A and 4 are characterized by similar point-specific data dependencies. For these 
tasks, the contiguous distribution of the points among the processors allows for the straight 
forward satisfaction of the  point-specific data  dependencies. Unlike Tasks 5’s and 6 ’s point- 
specific data dependencies, the point-specific data  dependencies for Tasks 1A and 4 exhibit 
a dependence across iterations (i.e., £<). The data  to satisfy Task lA ’s point-specific da ta  
dependency (i.e., Z{ and  Z(t- m o d  m ) + i )  can not be computed until Task 6  provides the 
trial step direction 7 yrtai. To satisfy Task lA ’s dependency, we considered the following 
solution. We allow Task 7 to evaluate equation 5.9 and compute a  new trajectory. Upon 
completion of Task 7, each processor will provide to its dependent neighboring processor 
the point-specific da ta  th a t satisfies Task l ’s point-level data  dependency. The dependency 
wraps around from Processor N p to Processor 1; therefore, N p communications axe required. 
For Np — 1  of the N p communications, this scenario is similar to tha t for Task 6  in  tha t 
the processor ordering is identical and each Processor k  : 1 <  k < (Np — 1 ) only provides 
one point to its dependent processor. This solution also satisfies Task 4’s point-specific 
da ta  dependencies. However, unlike Task 6 , the “dependent neighboring processor” must 
consider Task l ’s Pm S= Pi dependency (i.e., Processor 1 depends upon data from Processor 
N p). An additional communication can satisfy this d a ta  dependency for both tasks where
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Processor Np sends point M  (i.e., z m ) to Processor 1. In  summary, the considered solution 
requires Np communications where each communication contains a  point.
For our solution, we chose to eliminate Np — 1 of the  Np communications, specifically 
those communications th a t satisfy the Pi 5 - Pi+i dependency for i  : 1 <  i < (M  — 1 ). 
Each processor computes the point that it requires for Task 1 instead of depending on 
another processor to provide it after Task 7 (i.e., “shadow” the system-update (equation 5.9) 
portion of the work performed by the processor on which it depends). Utilizing the point- 
specific work distribution as is, each Processor k  is provided with the initial value of the 
point that it requires (i.e., Zj where j  is the first point of Processor (k  mod M )  +  1 for 
1 <  k  <  Np). Processor (k mod  lvl)-t-l is responsible for the point-specific work for this 
point and for communicating to Processor k the new step direction j  computed for this 
point during Task 6 . This communication was already required to satisfy the interprocessor 
data dependency of Task 6 . Simultaneously, Processor k  is responsible for shadowing this 
computation using the initial value of the point and all of the step directions which Processor 
(k mod M ) -t- 1  provides during executions of Task 6 . This redundant work makes the Np — 1 
communications unnecessary. Because Processor 1 does not provide it’s first point’s step 
direction to Processor N p as part of Task 6 , a  single communication is required. Thus only 
Np — 1 communications axe eliminated. The point-specific work for this point on Processor k 
is redundant w ith respect to the work performed by the multiprocessor computer; however, 
the savings of the costs of communication during Tasks 1 and 4 exceeds the redundant work 
during Task 7.
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5.4.1.2 S y n ch ro n iz a tio n  Im p le m e n ta tio n
With point-specific data  and point-specific work distributed among the processors, some of 
the point-specific da ta  dependencies span processors. In order to satisfy the data depen­
dencies which span processors, a  cost to synchronize the processors and communicate the 
data is incurred.
There exist three synchronization points within each trajectory-producing iteration 
which tightly control the sequential work of program OCBVP. We discuss each point below.
For Task 5, we use synchronous send/receive pairs [35] to m aintain control. The proces­
sor with the first point (i.e., Processor 1) performs the boundary value calculations on all 
of its points and performs a blocking send CSEND to the second processor (i.e., sending its 
partial sum and partial product, and awaiting confirmation th a t the data  has been buffered 
from the processor to the communications hardware). Then Processor 1 proceeds to Task 6 . 
All other processors begin Task 5 by executing a blocking receive CRECV0 (i.e., awaiting 
a  partial sum and partial product from any processor). After receiving a partial sum and 
partial product from Processor A; — 1  (k : 2 <  k < Np — 1), Processor k  furthers the partial 
sum and partial product computations, performs a blocking send CSEND() to Processor 
k  +  1, and proceeds to Task 6 . After receiving a partial sum and partial product from Pro­
cessor Np — 1, Processor N p completes the partial sum and partia l product computations 
and proceeds to Task 6 .
For Task 6, we also use synchronous send/receive pairs [35] in a technique similar to 
Task 5. The difference between the communication techniques concerns the processors’ 
order of communication. The processor with the final point (i.e., Processor Np) initiates
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Task 6  by performing an  LU decomposition on the M th point and a  back substitution 
on its points. Upon completing its computations, Processor N p performs a  blocking send 
CSEND to Processor N p — 1 and posts a  blocking receive CRECV0 to receive the first 
point’s step direction from Processor 1 per the previously-described communication-cost- 
saving technique. Upon receiving the data, Processor Np proceeds to Task 7. All other 
processors have each begun Task 6  by executing a  synchronous wait. Each Processor k(k  : 
2 <  k <  (Np — 1)) receives a  point from Processor k  +  1 , performs a back substitution on its 
points, performs a blocking send to Processor k — 1, and proceeds to  Task 7. Processor 1 
receives a point from Processor 2, performs a back substitution on its points, sends the point 
I ’s step direction to Processor N p per the previously-described communication-cost-saving 
technique, and proceeds to Task 7.
At the third synchronization point, all processors participate in a global synchronization 
to compute the to tal error associated with the trial system of points (Task IB). Upon 
computing an error for each of its points and completing a summation of the error associated 
with its own points in Task 1A, each processor executes the FORTRAN 77 communication 
extension GDSUM [35] and waits for the other processors to do likewise. W hen all processors 
have executed the extension, then neighboring-pair processors with a  common dimension 
exchange their partial sums in lock-step coordination. Each processor combines its partial 
sum with its neighbor’s partial sum. Then the partially-global partial sums are exchanged 
by neighboring pairs a t the  next dimension and new partial sums are computed. This 
process is repeated until each processor has exchanged partial sums along each dimension 
of the communications topology. The result is that all processors contain the system error. 
This system error is the condition upon which the program decides whether or not to
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attem pt another iteration to seek a  better solution. This condition testing restricts the 
work performed by the parallel processors to only one iteration at a  time.
5.4.1.3 Im p lem en tation  o f Perform ance M onitoring
We create a  library for clock monitoring and measurement management. These routines use 
the mclock() system call. We compute elapsed execution tim e as the difference between two 
consecutive mclock() calls. We create twenty three accounts where each account represents 
a  different phase of the program’s execution. A phase is a  parallel or sequential portion of 
a  task, or a  waiting tim e associated with a synchronization point. At the completion of a 
ph&sc, oH prtTp tlis sl^pssd time tc tiis pii3tss,s account.
5.4.1.4 O bserved Parallel Perform ance
We provide the observed performance results in Tables 5.13 and 5.14. The performance 
model with the incorporated distribution reasonably predicts the observed performance 
results. The performance model with the balanced distribution also reasonably predicts 
the observed performance results. The predictions and observations agree reasonably well 
given the small sample size and the absence of a communication model. Regardless, the 
observed parallel performance is disappointing. A glimpse of program OCBVP’s parallel 
performance on another parallel computer is provided in  the next subsection.
5 .4 .2  O b serv ed  P a r a lle l P erform an ce  o f  O C B V P (A llia n t)
We reprint NASA’s preliminary observed results for the Alliant FX version of program 
OCBVP (see Table 5.15). They modify the program w ith compiler directives and vary
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Number Execution Time
of Number Standard
Processors of Mean Deviation Speedup Efficiency
Nv Samples (secs) (secs) Mean Mean
1 4 15.983 0.182 — —
2 4 10.786 0.093 1.5 0.74
4 4 8 . 2 1 1 0.081 2 . 0 0.49
8 4 7.346 0.054 2 . 2 0.27
16 3 7.246 0.151 2 . 2 0.14
Table 5.13: Observed Parallel Performance of OCBVP for 100 Points and the Incorporated Distri­
bution
Number
of
Processors
N-~ t*
Number
of
Samples
Execution Time 
Standard 
Mean Deviation 
fsprs) fsers)i ------✓ v---- /
Speedup
Mean
Efficiency
Mean
1 4 80.934 0.795 — —
2 3 54.136 0.540 1.5 0.75
4 3 40.540 0.311 2 . 0 0.50
8 3 34.306 0 . 2 0 0 2.4 0.30
16 4 31.423 0.165 2 . 6 0.16
Table 5.14: Observed Parallel Performance of OCBVP for 500 Points and the Incorporated Distri­
bution
the optimizations with compiler switches. The uniprocessor case is the result of applying 
FORTRAN 77 scalar optimizations. The second case is the result of applying parallel op­
timizations and the aforementioned scalar optimizations. The third case is the result of 
applying vector optimizations, parallel optimizations, and the aforementioned scalar opti­
mizations. Unfortunately, NASA reports tha t this computer blew out its boot disk drive 
shortly thereafter and was placed in Government surplus.
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Number of 
Processors 
Np
Number
of
Samples
Execution 
Time 
(secs) Speedup Efficiency
1 1 12.9 — —
8 1 4.3 3.0 0.38
8 v 1 2.9 4.4 0.56
Table 5.15: Observed Parallel Performance of OCBVP on the Alliant FX for 100 Points 
5 .4 .3  In h eren t P a r a lle lism  o f  T a sk  5
Based on the disappointing parallel performance of program OCBVP, we exploit the in­
herently parallel portions of Task 5. In  the original version of this task, the algorithm 
operates on the point-specific da ta  sequentially and the terms in the following equations 
are computed in ascending order:
— A(e i  —  C i e 2  +  c i C 2 e 3  —  . . .  +  C1C2 . . .  cm-2Cm - i ) (5.37)
and
B  — B  —  A c\C2 • • ■ cm—i (5.38)
where A ,  B  and c, are N  x N  matrices and e* is a N  x 1  matrix.
From Table 5.12, the point-specific dependency for Task 5 is 7 6 = jm  for all z : 1  <  
i  <  (M  — 1 ); however, the original algorithm is structured to enforce an unnecessarily
restrictive point-specific dependency 7 8 = 7 t+i for i : 1 <  i < (M  — 1). By removing the
overly restrictive dependency, we characterize a  portion of Task 5 as inherently parallel and 
the remainder of the task as inherently sequential. We exploit this inherent parallelism 
by factoring equations 5.37 and 5.38. This factorization is a function of the number of
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processors Np. For example, for M  =  8 , then equation 5.37 becomes:
es =  —  A (ei — c\e 2  4- ci:2 e3  — ci:3 e4  -(- ci^es — c ^ e g  +  Ci:ge7 ) (5.39)
By factoring the c,- terms for four processors (i.e., Np = 4 ) ,  the factored equation is:
es =  eg — A (ei — cie 2  +  Cx:2(e3 — 0 3 6 4  +  0 3 :4 ( 6 5  — cseg +- Cs:6 (e7 )))) (5.40)
where C£:J =  CiC,+i. . .  Cj-\Cj for 1 <  i < j  < M  — 2. Similarly for M  =  8 , equation 5.38 
becomes
and the factored equation is:
B  = B  -  A ( C 1C2 ) ( C 3C4 ) (C5C6 ) ( C 7 )  (5.42)
W ith a distribution of contiguous points-specific data into groups, then  group-specific por­
tions of equations 5.40 and 5.42 can be computed in parallel. To exploit this parallelism, we 
separate factored Task 5 into two Tasks: 5A and 5B. Note tha t N t (i.e., number of tasks) 
increase from eight to nine.
Task 5A consists of partial summations and partial products which can be computed in 
parallel:
S k  =  Si;j  =  <
(et- -  Ciei+i +- Ci+ 1 Ci+2 ei+2 ) if 1  <  fc <  (£> -  1 ) 
—* • . .  CgCt-|-2 * • • Cj— 
i — 6161+1 +  Ci+iCf+ 2et+2 
—  . .  . C i C i + 2  • - .  C j - 2 e j - i )
 • • j i +  . . .  j - i e j
(ej - Ciei i t+ 1 t-|- ,'4-2 if k = D 1
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and
CiCi+i . . . C j  if 1 <  A: <  (D — 1)
CiCi+i. . .  C j-i if k = D (5.44)
where:
•  i and j  : 1  <  i < j  < M  are the indices for the first and last points, respectively 
within the group k, and
• D  is the degree of parallelism employed.
In our case, the degree of parallelism is specified by the number of processors (i.e., D  =  Np) 
as described in a subsequent section.
Task 5B consists of combining the groups’ partial summation and partial product results 
to satisfy the point-specific data dependency (see Table 5.16) and to complete the evaluation 
of equations 5.40 and 5.42. One technique to combine the partial summations and partial 
products is to perform a parallel prefix algorithm (i.e., a repeated summation of partial sums 
and the repeated multiplication of partial products from paired groups which is similar to 
the GDSUM subroutine discussed previously). W ith concerns about numerical round-off 
errors, we avoided employing GDSUM and GDPROD to evaluate equations 5.45 and 5.46 
because we could not reproduce Task 5’s ordering for the final sum and final product 
using these global operation subroutines. In considering programming our own operations, 
Task 5B would require Log2 D  repetitions. W ith D  constrained by Np (i.e., 1 <  N p <  16), 
we adopted the sequential solution (i.e., only one repetition of the combination phase). 
Thus, Task 5B is sequential. During Task 5B, we compute the the final summation and
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final product to complete the evaluation of the equations:
151
cat =  eM — A {S \ — C i(S 2 +  C2 O.. -F C d - iS d )  (5.45)
and
B  = B  — A C 1 C2 — Cd—\C i-) (5.46)
We model the sequential performance (i.e., Np =  1 ) of this factored algorithm in the
next subsection before modeling its parallel performance in the following subsection.
5 .4 .4  M o d eled  S e q u e n tia l P er fo rm a n ce  o f  T asks 5 A  a n d  5B
In Table 5.17, we determine the general expression in terms of N  states and M  points
for the predicted computation cost CX{M ,N ){see equation 5.10) for Tasks 5A and 5B for
the uniprocessor case. O ur performance model predicts tha t Tasks 5A’s and 5B’s factored 
algorithm costs (M  — 1  )N  more than  Task 5 algorithm for the uniprocessor case. The 
model predicts tha t Tasks 5A and 5B are 1 % slower than Task 5 for b o th  the M  =  100 and 
M  =  500 cases, essentially no significant difference (see Subroutine MXBC in Table 5.18). 
Thus, the predicted com putation cost CX(M ,N )  for the SOLV(Factored) routine is:
1/ 1  I Q
SO LV (M , N ) =  (— IV3  +  61V2 +  — N  +  197) Af -  41V3 -  31V2 -  31V -  197 (5.47)U O
(i.e., one execution of subroutine SOLV using Tasks 5A and 5B in place of Task 5). Ta­
ble 5.18 provides the predicted computation costs Cx for subroutine SOLV(Factored). This 
subroutine is <1 % slower than  the SOLV subroutine with Task 5 for bo th  the M  =  100 
and M  =  500 cases.
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For our abstract sequential processor, the predicted computation cost to compute a  
trajectory from point A to  point B is:
Cs  =  (y -W 3  +  6 A 2  +  y N  +  292^ M  -  4N 3  -  3N 2 -  4N  -  284 (5.48)
Task
Point-Specific 
Data Dependency Conditions
1A Zi 5< <f>i 1 <  i < M
■z(t'modJVf)+l 4*1 1 <  i < M
IB 4>i 5= e(Yj) Vi : i  =  1 ,2 , . . .  , M
2 none
3 none
4 Zi S< 7 i 1  < i < M - l
*i+ 1  7i l < i < M - l
5A none
5B 7i &= 7M Vi  : i =  1 ,2 , . . .  , (M  -  1)
6 7 i 7 t- l 2 <  i < M
7 none
Table 5.16: Task-Specific, Point-Specific Data Dependencies (1A, IB, 5A, 5B)
Task Description
Predicted Computation 
Cost Wp(M, N )  (a-secs)
1 System Error (2N  +  95)(M  — 1) +  N  +  6
2 Improvement Test 0
3 Convergence Test 2
4 Solve Zermelo (§ N 3 +  2 N 2 +  f N  +  197) (M  -  1 ) +  1
5A Boundary Conditions (2Nz + 2 N 2 + N ) ( M - 2 )
5B Boundary Conditions 2 N 3 +  3 N 2 +  N
6 Bank Substitution 2N 2(M  -  1 ) +  fiV 3  +  2N 2 +  -  1
7 New System 2 N M
Table 5.17: Task-Specific Sequential Costs (5A, 5B)
Table 5.19 provides the  predicted computation cost C s  to execute one iteration of the
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Group Routine
Predicted Computation 
Cost Cx (a-secs) 
(100) (500)
Low Level 
High Level
M X BC
SO LV
50526 254526 
143513 722313
Table 5.18: Predicted Computation Cost for One Execution of Each Subroutine (Factored) (N=6, 
M=100, 500)
main loop in the program OCB VP (Factored). Our performance model predicts tha t pro-
Name
Predicted Computation 
Cost Cs (a-secs) 
(100) (500)
Program OCBVP 155320 781720
Table 5.19: Predicted Computation Cost for One Iteration of OCBVP (Factored) (N=6, M=100, 
500)
gram OCBVP (Factored) is less than 1  % slower than  program OCBVP for both  M  =  100 
and M  =  500. Therefore, the predicted computation cost of the sequential execution of 
program OCBVP is referenced for all modeled speedup calculations.
5 .4 .5  M o d e led  P a ra lle l P er fo rm a n ce  o f  T ask s 5 A  an d  5B
We model the parallel performance of Tasks 5A and 5B in this subsection. This modeling 
considers several distributions. In the first paragraph, we discuss our exploitation of the 
parallelism of Tasks 5A and 5B. Subsequently, we model this parallelism using the simple, 
incorporated, and balanced distributions.
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5.4.5.1 Q u an tify in g  th e  In h e re n t P ara lle lism  o f  T asks 5A  a n d  5B
Our model assumes th a t the points are contiguously distributed among the Np processors. 
Each Processor begins Task 5A by computing a partial summation and a  partial product 
for their own points. Each pair of partial product and partial sum m ation is computed in 
parallel dining Task 5A.
For Task 5B, we must choose one processor to perform the work. Processor Np must 
apply the boundary conditions to the the M th point-specific d a ta  in Task 5 before any 
processor may begin Task 6 ’s back substitution. Indeed, Task 6 ’s d a ta  dependency requires 
that the back substitution be performed first on the M tfl point-specific da ta  while the pro­
cessors on which the M th point is not mapped must wait. Therefore, we choose that, at the 
end of Task 5A, all processors except Processor Np provide their results to Processor Np and 
proceed to Task 6 . Upon completion of Task 5A, Processor Np receives the partial results 
from the other processors and begins Task 5B. During Task 5B, Processor Np computes the 
final summation and the final product and completes the evaluation of equations 5.45 and 
5.46. Processor Np proceeds to Task 6 .
The maximum degree of parallelism for the algorithm in Task 5A is — ~ 2  (see Ta­
ble 5.20). This maximum degree of parallelism is much smaller th an  the maximum degree 
of parallelism for the other tasks because a partial summation and a  partia l product require 
a  minimum of two points as addends and as multiplicands, respectively. Task 5A is unique 
among all tasks because the number of quanta N z for its parallelizable work is a  function 
of the number of processors. As more processors axe allocated to th e  solution, the parallel 
cost Cpp decreases as the parallel work is distributed among more processors; however,
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Task 5A performs less work th an  the lesser-2Vp cases as more of Task 5A’s parallelizable 
work is allocated to the sequential work of Task 5B.
Task
Predicted Computation Cost(N,M)
Cts c q
(a-secs)  (a-secs)
Number
o f Maximum 
Quanta Degree of 
N z Parallelism
1A 3 N  +  95 
0 3
M  — 1 M  
1
IB Log2 (Np) N M  M
2 0  0 0  0
3 2  0 0  0
4 1 §1V3  +  2N 1
+ f N  +197
1 0
M - 1 M  
1
5A 0 2 IVs + 2  N 2  + N  
0 Q
M  1 N p Mz 2
AT -l 1- ■ p  . -
5B (2N 6 +  2 N 2  + N )N P 0 
+ N 2
0  0
6 2 N 2(M  — 1 ) 0 
+ |1V 3  +  2 N 2 +  f  IV -  1
0  0
7 0 if Np =  1  2 N  
2 N  if JVP >  1
M  M
Table 5.20: Task-Specific Potential Parallelization (1A, IB, 5A, 5B)
5.4 .5 .2  S im ple D istribution
Using the predicted computation costs in Table 5.20, we compute the predicted speedup 
and efficiency for a  100-point trajectory from point A to point B for multiple processors (see 
Table 5.21). We use a simple distribution (see equation 5.21) where the parallel work W p  is 
equally distributed among the Np processors. For this analysis, we are studying only Tasks 
5A and 5B; therefore, we substitute ^tp(j)  for W p  in equation 5.16. The work
performed during Task 5A (i.e., Ctp(5A) -I- Cts(5A)) decreases as the  number of processors
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increases. The work perform ed during Task 5B (i.e., Ctp(5B ) +  Cts(hB)) increases as the 
number of processors increases. The sum of the work of the  two tasks remains constant for 
Np < N—Z.. Amid these conflicting effects, the model predicts improved performance with 
respect to the sequential version of Task 5.
We performed a  similar analysis for a  500-point trajectory in Table 5.22. The speedup 
and efficiencies for Tasks 5A and 5B are improved compared to those for Task 5. However, 
this simple distribution slightly overestimates these speedups as we describe next using a 
more reasonable distribution.
Number
of
Processors
N P
Parallel 
Cost 
Cpp  
(a-secs)
Sequential 
Cost 
Cps 
(a-secs) Speedup Efficiency
1 49980.0 546 — —
2 24735.0 1056 1.9 0.97
4 12112.5 2076 3.5 0 . 8 8
8 5801.3 4116 5.0 0.63
16 2645.6 8196 4.6 0.29
Table 5.21: Predicted Parallel Performance of Tasks 5A and 5B for 100 Points and the Simple 
Distribution
Number
of
Processors
N p
Parallel
Cost
Cpp
(a-secs)
Sequential
Cost
Cps
(a-secs) Speedup Efficiency
1 253980.0 546 — —
2 126735.0 1056 2 . 0 0.98
4 63112.5 2076 3.9 0.96
8 31301.3 4116 7.1 0.89
16 15395.6 8196 10.7 0.67
Table 5.22: Predicted Parallel Performance of Tasks 5A and 5B for 500 Points and the Simple 
Distribution
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5.4.5.3 In c o rp o ra te d  D is tr ib u tio n
In Tables 5.23 and 5.24, we provide modeled parallel performance results that use a  more 
realistic work distribution as discussed in a previous section. We model the performance 
of Task 5A and 5B where the exact distribution of points from the previous incorporated 
distribution modeling is employed. This distribution is based on the computation costs 
for all tasks and not solely on the computation costs of Tasks 5A and 5B of this section’s 
modeling. For certain values of Np, better performance may be achieved if the points axe 
redistributed. The distribution could minimize the imbalance of computation costs between 
processors tha t are due to  the zero-valued quanta associated with the ( M  — l) tk point and 
the M th point for Task 5A (see Table 5.20). However, such a distribution to create a 
better balanced workload and a  second distribution to re tu rn  to the original distribution 
in preparation for Task 6 would incur extra development cost and run-time communication 
costs which we choose to avoid.
From Tables 5.23 and 5.24, the resulting speedup and efficiency differ from their simple 
distribution counterparts, particularly for larger number of processors, because the hetero­
geneity is more pronounced than for the simple distribution case.
This distribution is more realistic than the simple distribution, bu t this distribution is 
not optimally balanced. We provide these modeled results because we incorporated this 
distribution into the parallelized program. In the next subsection, we model a balanced 
distribution.
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Number Parallel Sequential
o f Cost Cost
Processors Cpp Cp s
N p (a-secs) (a-secs) Speedup Efficiency
1 49980 546 — —
2 24990 1056 1.9 0.96
4 12240 2076 3.5 0.87
8 7140 4116 4.4 0.55
16 4080 8196 4.1 0.25
Table 5.23: Predicted Parallel Performance of Tasks 5A and 5B for 100 Points and the Incorporated 
Distribution
Number
of
Processors
/V_
* y
Parallel
Cost
Cpp
(rv-spre) 
v — ---------/
Sequential
Cost
Cp s
(S V - Q0/+Q )
v—
A'/Tr ***»
l 253980 546 — ------
2 126990 1056 2.0 0.98
4 63240 2076 3.9 0.96
8 32640 4116 6.8 0.86
16 16830 8196 10.1 0.63
Table 5.24: Predicted Parallel Performance of Tasks 5A and 5B for 500 Points and the Incorporated 
Distribution
5.4.5.4 B alanced D istr ib u tion
In Tables 5.25 and 5.26, we provide modeled parallel performance results tha t correct a 
work imbalance in the incorporated distribution. Similar to the incorporated distribution 
above, we model the performance of Tasks 5A and 5B where the exact duplication of points 
from the previous balanced distribution modeling is employed. The result is a distribu­
tion where the work associated w ith the final points is more evenly distributed among the 
processors. The balanced distribution provides performance improvement compared with 
the incorporated distribution for the cases where N p =  8 and N p =  16 (i.e., where the
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incorporated distribution’s non-optimal balance occurs). This improvement is encouraging 
as we, in the next section, model the parallel performance of program  OCBVP (Factored) 
which uses Tasks 5 A and 5B.
Number Parallel Sequential
of Cost Cost
Processors Cpp Cp s
N v (a-secs) (a-secs) Speedup Efficiency
1 49980 546 — —
2 24990 1056 1.9 0.96
4 12240 2076 3.5 0.87
8 6120 4116 4.9 0.61
16 3060 8196 4.4 0.28
Table 5.25: Predicted Parallel Performance of Tasks 5A and 5B for 100 Points and the Balanced 
Distribution
Number Parallel Sequential
of Cost Cost
Processors Cpp C ps
Np (a-secs) (a-secs) Speedup Efficiency
1 253980 546 — —
2 126990 1056 2.0 0.98
4 63240 2076 3.9 0.96
8 31620 4116 7.0 0.88
16 15810 8196 10.5 0.65
Table 5.26: Predicted Parallel Performance of Tasks 5A and 5B for 500 Points and the Balanced 
Distribution
5 .4 .6  M o d e led  P a r a lle l P er fo r m a n c e  o f  O C B V P  (F a c to re d )
We model the predicted parallel performance of a  new version of program OCBVP. We 
characterize this version of the program, OCBVP (Factored), as program  OCBVP where we 
have replaced Task 5 with Tasks 5A and 5B. We provide modeled performance results tha t
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use the simple, incorporated, and balanced distributions.
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5.4 .6 .1  Sim ple D istr ib u tion
Using the predicted com putation costs in Table 5.20, we compute the predicted speedup and 
efficiency for 100- and 500-point trajectories from point A to point B for multiple processors 
(see Table 5.27 and 5.28, respectively). We use a simple distribution (see equation 5.21) 
where the parallel work W p  is equally distributed among the  Np processors. The speedup 
and efficiencies for the program  OCBVP (Factored) are improved compared to those for 
program OCBVP. The maximum degree of parallelism for program OCBVP (Factored) is 
M~2. a  reduction from nroeram  QOBVP’s maximum decree of parallelism of M.
Number
of
Processors
Np
Parallel
Cost
Cpp  
(a-secsJ
Sequential
Cost
Cp s
(a-secs) Speedup Efficiency
1 147417.0 7903 — —
2 73453.5 8426 1.9 0.95
4 36471.8 9447 3.4 0.84
8 17980.9 11488 5.3 0.66
16 8735.4 15569 6.4 0.40
Table 5.27: Predicted Parallel Performance of OCBVP (Factored) for 100 Points and the Simple 
Distribution
5.4.6.2 Incorporated D istr ibu tion
In  Tables 5.29 and 5.30, we provide modeled parallel performance results that use a more 
realistic work distribution. We consider the indivisibility of a  parallel quantum and the 
heterogeneity of the point-specific costs. Table 5.20 indicates that Tasks 1, 4, and 5 are 
characterized by heterogeneous-costed points. Viewed from a point perspective, there are
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Number
of
Processors
Nr
Parallel
Cost
Cpp  
(a-secs)
Sequential
Cost
Cps
(a-secs) Speedup Efficiency
1 745017.0 36703 — —
2 372253.5 37226 1.9 0.95
4 185871.8 38247 3.5 0.87
8 92680.9 40288 5.9 0.73
16 46085.4 44369 8.6 0.54
Table 5.28: Predicted Parallel Performance of OCBVP (Factored) for 500 Points and the Simple 
Distribution
four cost-type points: last point, next-to-last point, border point, and otherwise point. 
The predicted computation cost of the parallel portion of the  work to compute a  point 
k  : 1 < k < M  is:
S C , M )  k : k ^ ( 3 , M - l , M
Cd(k) =  < Hi=lA,I B , 2 ,3 ,4 ,5 5 ,6 ,7  *•) +  I 2 i = 5 A  2) if k  =  (3
£ : = 1 / 1 , 1 5 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 5 ,6 ,7  Cg(z> 1) +  12i=5A 2) if k  =  M  — 1
- S i '= l B , 2 , 3 , 5 5 , 6 , 7  C q ( h  1) +  X^'=M,4,5A C q ( i ,  2) if k =  M
where 0  is a border point (i.e., the last point in the sequence of points distributed to 
Processor i : 1 < i < (Np — 1)). During Task 5A, Processor k  : 1 <  k < (Np — 1) does not 
perform border point-specific work because this work requires the first point of Processor 
k  +  1. The number of border points for Processor i is:
i =  <5'50>
(i.e., the number of border points distributed among the processors is Np — 1). For our 
problem, the M th point has the least expensive predicted computation cost:
Cd(M) < Cd(M  -  1) =  (7*03) <  Cd(i) for i : i ^ 0 , M - l , M  (5.51)
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And the following points have identical costs:
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Cd( 1) =  Cd(i) for i  : i  #  /3, M  -  1, M (5.52)
For this more realistic work distribution, we use equation 5.25 to compute Wi, the predicted 
computation cost of the work distributed to  Processor i. For the uniprocessor case (i.e., 
Np = 1 and no border points):
where p  is the number of points allocated to the processor. For the multiprocessor case
where p is the number of points allocated to Processor i  : 1 <  i < (Np — 1) (see equa­
tion 5.28).
From Tables 5.29 and 5.30, the resulting speedup and efficiency differ from their simple 
distribution counterparts for larger values of Np.
This distribution is more realistic th an  the simple distribution, but this distribution, 
similar to the case of program OCBVP, is not optimally balanced for all values of N p. For 
Np = 2  and 4, the work among processors is optimally balanced:
W x = ( p -  2)Cd{l) +  Cd(M  -  1) +  Cd(M) (5.53)
(i.e., 2 <  Np <  ^ ) :
(p - i ) cd( i )+ cd({3)
( ( M - 2 ) - ( ( N p - l )(  -  2   (N   l )p))Cd(l)  +  Cd(M  -  1) +  Cd(M)  if i = Np
if 1 <  i < (Np -  1)
(5.54)
W -  =  l Wl
Wt I  W ix -  Cd( 1) -  Cd(/3) +  Cd(M  -  1) +  Cd(M)  if i  = Np
if 2 <  £ <  (Np — 1)
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For these two cases, we also allocate p points to Processor Np. Note that
C M = C d( M -  1)
and
\Wi - W Np\ = |Cd(l) -  Cd{M )\ < Cd{ 1)
For Np =  8 and 16, the work among the processors is not optimally balanced:
W- = l m  if 2 <  i <  (Np — 1)
\ W i + 3 C d( l ) - C M + C d( M - l )  +  Cd(M)  if i = N p (0-00)
For these two cases, we allocate p +  4 points to Processor N p. Note that
Cd(/3) = Cd(M  -  1)
and
\m - w Np\ = m c ^ i )  -  cd(M) i »  cd(i)
Thus, Processor N p is allocated an unequal and unnecessarily disproportionate amount of 
work. Clearly, we should allocate Processor Np’s excessive Cd(l)-costed points to other 
processors. The resulting distribution would be b e tte r balanced and provide for a  shorter 
execution time. We provide the incorporated distribution modeled results because we in­
corporated this distribution into the parallelized program. In the next subsection, we model 
a  balanced distribution.
5.4.6.3 B alanced  D istribution
In Tables 5.31 and 5.32, we provide modeled parallel performance results tha t correct a  
work imbalance in the incorporated distribution. The result is a distribution where the
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Number Parallel Sequential
of Cost Cost
Processors Cpp Cps
Nr {a-secs) (a-secs) Speedup Efficiency
1 147417.0 7903 — —
2 74190.0 8426 1.9 0.94
4 36840.0 9447 3.3 0.84
8 21921.0 11488 4.6 0.58
16 12957.0 15569 5.4 0.34
Table 5.29: Predicted Parallel Performance of OCBVP (Factored) for 100 Points and the Incorpo­
rated Distribution
Number Parallel Sequential
of Cost Cost
Processors C pp C p s
Np (a-secs) (a-secs) Speedup Efficiency
1 745017.0 36703 — —
2 372990.0 37226 1.9 0.95
4 186240.0 38247 3.5 0.87
8 96621.0 40288 5.7 0.71
16 50307.0 44369 8.2 0.51
Table 5.30: Predicted Parallel Performance of OCBVP (Factored) for 500 Points and the Incorpo­
rated Distribution
work associated with the points are more evenly distributed among the processors.
Based on the equations 5.22-5.25, we provide Wi (i.e., the predicted com putation cost 
of the work distributed to Processor i ); however, we redefine it. For the uniprocessor case 
(i.e., Np =  1 and no border points):
W i =  i>iCd(l) +  Cd(M  -  1) +  Cd(M)  
For the multiprocessor case (2 < Np < Mf ^ )-
w  _  f 4>iCd( 1) 4- Cd{0) if 1 <  i  <  (N p -  1)
1 I  M ° d( 1) +  Ca[M  -  1) +  Cd(M)  if i = Np
(5.57)
(5.58)
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where tpi is the number of higher-cost points (i.e., C'd(l)-costed) allocated to Processor
i  : 1 <  i  < Np:
if  1 <  t <  (Np -  1)
V’i  =  < (5.59)
Crfd) if i =  Np
\
T hat is, we allocate:
•  the (M  — l) tA point and the M tfl point to Processor Np, and
• a higher-cost, point and a border point to each remaining processor
before we determine the number of higher cost points to allocate to Processor Np. Note 
tha t Wu(i), Pri, and Wa{i) are defined previously (see equations 5.34, 5.35, and 5.36, re­
spectively).
Prom Tables 5.31 and 5.32, the resulting speedup and efficiency differ from their incor­
porated distribution counterparts for larger values of Np. In the next section, we produce 
observed results for the distribution th a t we incorporated into the software: the incorpo­
rated distribution.
5A and 5B in a previous section, we implement these improvements to form program 
OCBVP (Factored). We provide the observed results for the sequential version of pro­
gram OCBVP (Factored) (i.e., the parallelized version for the one processor case). Then
5 .4 .7  O b served  P a r a lle l P e r fo r m a n c e  o f  O C B V P  (F a cto red )
Based on the parallelism as expressed in the incorporated distribution model for Tasks
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Number Parallel Sequential
o f Cost Cost
Processors C p p C ps
N P (a-secs) (a-secs) Speedup Efficiency
1 147417.0 7903 — —
2 74190.0 8426 1.9 0.94
4 36840.0 9447 3.3 0.84
8 18912.0 11488 5.1 0.64
16 9948.0 15569 6.1 0.38
'Table 5.31: Predicted Parallel Performance of OCBVP(Factored) for 100 Points and the Balanced 
Distribution
Number Parallel Sequential
of Cost Cost
Processors Cp p C ps
Af“ p ( <v * <*#■»<* o ) f /v _ <*/»/»«• ) V«^ . j j  to a c
1 745017.0 36703 — ---
2 372990.0 37226 1.9 0.95
4 186240.0 38247 3.5 0.87
8 93612.0 40288 5.8 0.73
16 47298.0 44369 8.5 0.53
Table 5.32: Predicted Parallel Performance of OCBVP (Factored) for 500 Points and the Balanced 
Distribution
we describe the influence of the data dependencies upon the mapping of the data  to the 
processors and we describe the implementation of the synchronization. Then we measure 
the performance of this implementation.
5.4.7.1 O bserved Sequential Perform ance
We measure the performance of program OCBVP(Factored) for the uniprocessor case. We 
provide the observed sequential results as the Np =  1 cases in Tables 5.33 and 5.34. The 
sequential execution of program OCBVP (Factored) is <1 % and 1 % faster than  the se­
quential execution of program OCBVP for the 100-point and 500-point cases, respectively.
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Note th a t the model predicts th a t program OCBVP (Factored) is <1 % slower program 
OCBVP. Regardless of the model, the execution, time for program OCBVP (Factored) for 
Np =  1 should be used as the fastest observed, sequential algorithm for all observed speedup 
calculations. We update the observed parallel performance results for program OCBVP 
using the newly-measured fastest sequential version (see Tables 5.35 and 5.36).
Number Execution Time
of Number Standard
Processors of Mean Deviation Speedup Efficiency
N P Samples (secs) (secs) Mean Mean
1 3 15.970 0.002 — —
2 3 8.541 0.001 1.9 0.94
4 3 4.883 0.001 3.3 0.82
8 3 3 7QS n nm A  O  *S.4> n co\ J . t J O
16 2 3.722 0.001 4.3 0.27
Table 5.33: Observed Parallel Performance of OCBVP (Factored) for 100 Points and the Incorpo­
rated Distribution
Number
of
Processors
Np
Number
of
Samples
Execution Time 
Standard 
Mean Deviation 
(secs) (secs)
Speedup
Mean
Efficiency
Mean
1 2 80.404 0.026 — —
2 1 42.338 — 1.9 0.90
4 1 23.171 — 3.5 0.87
8 1 14.371 — 5.6 0.70
16 1 10.565 — 7.6 0.48
Table 5.34: Observed Parallel Performance of OCBVP (Factored) for 500 Points and the Incorpo­
rated Distribution
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Number Execution Time
of Number Standard
Processors o f Mean Deviation Speedup Efficiency
N p Samples (secs) (secs) Mean Mean
1 4 15.983 0.182 — —
2 4 10.786 0.093 1.5 0.74
4 4 8.211 0.081 2.0 0.49
8 4 7.346 0.054 2.2 0.27
16 3 7.246 0.151 2.2 0.14
Table 5.35: Observed Parallel Performance(Updated) of OCBVP for 100 Points and the Incorpo­
rated Distribution
Number Execution Time
of Number Standard
Processors of Mean Deviation Speedup Efficiency
AT-•V C/KTi'n/oo f  Prt/'C )I >| OlrlrOJ AYJ. CUI» n f __iMCUft
1 4 80.934 0.795 --- —
2 3 54.136 0.540 1.5 0.74
4 3 40.540 0.311 2.0 0.50
8 3 34.306 0.200 2.3 0.29
16 4 31.423 0.165 2.6 0.16
Table 5.36: Observed Parallel Performance (Updated) of OCBVP for 500 Points and the Incorpo­
rated Distribution
5.4.7.2 M ap p in g  a n d  S y n ch ro n iza tio n
Similar to Task 5, we use synchronous send/receive pairs [35] to maintain control in Task 5A 
and 5B. In Task 5A, each. Processor k  : 1 <  k < (Np — 1) performs the  boundary value 
calculations on all of its points and performs a blocking send CSEND to Processor Np (i.e., 
sending its partial sum and partial product to Processor Np, and awaiting confirmation 
tha t the data has been buffered from the processor to the communications hardware). 
Then the processor proceeds to Task 6 (see Figure 5.6). Processor N p begins Task 5A 
by performing the boundary value calculations and executing a blocking receive CRECVQ
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for each Processor k  : 1 <  k  <  {Np — 1) (i.e., awaiting processor-specific results from 
each processor). After receiving a  partial sum and partial product from each Processor k, 
Processor Np completes the boundary value calculations and proceeds to Task 6.
5 .4.7.3 O b serv ed  P a ra l le l  P e rfo rm a n ce
We provide the observed parallel performance of program OCBVP (Factored) for 100 and 
500 points for the incorporated distribution in Tables 5.33 and  5.34, respectively. Pro­
gram OCBVP (Factored) substantially improves upon the parallel performance of program 
OCBVP, almost doubling the speedup for the 100 point case and almost tripling the speedup 
for the 500 point case. The model overestimates the observed performance for 100 and 500 
point cases where N p > 8.
5.5 W here P arallelism  W asn’t: T he L im its
The parallel performance of program OCBVP (Factored) is limited. These limits are based 
on our problem, the algorithm tha t we employ to find a solution and the implementation 
of these algorithms. Examples of each type, the basis for their existence, existing solutions, 
and performance consequences are discussed for each limit  found for this problem.
5 .5 .1  P r o b lem  L im its
Several performance limits th a t we found are inherent to the problem: problem size and 
the boundary value sophistication.
The problem size is characterized by N  states. The number of states of the dynamic 
system is a function of the number of dimensions of the problem. O ur problem dealt
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with two dimensions, a  ra ther simple problem visualized as a  boat on a plane of water. 
These two dimensions, along w ith time, required a  discretized system of six states. We 
considered expanding to a  three-dimensional problem which can be visualized as finding 
a  flight trajectory for the  landing of an aircraft or spacecraft. However, software for this 
problem was not available. Regardless, by employing similar techniques as were used for 
the two dimensional problem, the three dimensional problem would require a discretized 
system of eight states. This difference in the number of states does not appear to lead to a 
large change in the com putation cost for this 0 { N zM)  problem.
The problem size is also characterized by M  points. As discussed previously, NASA 
expressed concerns about numerical problems leading to a failure of some systems to con­
verge. They address there concerns by placing an upper limit on the number of points 
(i.e., value of M)  which they use to express a trajectory and by employing other numerical 
approximations.
Another limit for our problem concerns the number of boundary conditions. We studied 
a two-point boundary value problem. The two points are the end points of the trajectory. 
Our problem represents a  subclass of the class of multi-point boundary value problems which 
are common in the guidance control domain. Besides initial and final boundary values, these 
multi-point boundary value problems are also constrained by internal point boundary val­
ues. The internal boundary values represent intermediate destinations. The imposition of 
internal boundary conditions would interrupt parallel work w ith some partially parallel work 
and decrease the parallel performance. For program OCBVP, the functionality of imposing 
these boundary conditions is provided by Tasks 5A and 5B. For these internal boundary 
points, the parallel work of Task 4 must be interrupted to impose the internal boundary
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conditions upon them. Then the processors return  to complete Task 4 and proceed to Tasks 
5A, 5B, and 6 . The processors tha t contain the segment must perform Task 5A in parallel, 
then synchronize and communicate their results. The processor with the destination point 
for the segment performs Task 5B. Processors which do not contain points w ithin the trajec­
tory segment would begin the imposition of end point boundary conditions by performing 
Task 5A on their points and proceeding to the synchronization point a t Task 6  to wait. A 
quantitative assessment of the impact of internal boundary values has not been performed.
5 .5 .2  A lg o r ith m ic  L im its
Several performance limits tha t we found are inherent to the algorithms: the back-substitution 
algorithms and the MXBC algorithm.
The back substitution algorithm is inherently sequential at the point level of granularity 
th a t we choose to exploit. That is, the back substitution must be completed for point i 
before the back substitution is performed on point (i  — 1). While the back substitution 
work is partially parallelizable for the states of a  point, the maximum degree of parallelism 
in less than N.
Task 5 is a sequential algorithm which was provided in the original code. As described in 
the previous sections, this limit to parallelism was partially overcome by expressing Task 5 
as Tasks 5A and 5B, creating partially parallelizable work. The calculation of 7 m (i.e., 
the step direction for the M th point) is categorized as sequential work because it must be 
performed after Task 5B and before Task 6  invokes the back substitution. Because all other 
processors are awaiting the satisfaction of their Task 6  data  dependency, the work of the 
7 m calculation remains sequential.
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The Optimal Control Boundary Value problem represents a  class of simplified boundary 
value problems. The less-simple problems include three-dimensional trajectories, more so­
phisticated current fields (e.g., a  rocket launches’ altitude-specific wind direction and speed) 
and internal boundary conditions (e.g., noise-abatement aircraft landing trajectory restric­
tions). This group of characteristics requires the resizing of the problem’s states and points 
and contains benefits and detriments to parallel performance which we do not study.
5.6 Chapter Sum m ary
In summary, we conclude tha t parallelizing this boundary value problem produces a rea­
sonable observed parallel performance (i.e., speedups of 4.3 and 7.6 for sixteen processors 
with 100 and 500 points, respectively). The iPSC/2 version’s observed speedup of 4.2 is 
significantly faster than the Alliant FX version’s observed speedup of 3.0 for 8 processors 
with 100 points; however, the development cost of the former is significantly greater than 
the development of the latter.
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F igure 5.3: Control Flow Diagram of OCBVP (Sequential)
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INFO: i t s =  0 , e rra b s= 0 .644264068711920670D-02, s tp = 0 . 1000D+01 
INFO: i t s =  1 ,e rra b s= 0 . 200555466246966360D-02, s tp = 0 . 1000D+01 
INFO: No improvement f o r  l a s t  s te p :
ITS= 2 ,ERRAB5=0. 2980315707576G7950D-02, 57F=0. i000D-»-0i 
INFO: i t s =  2 , e rra b s= 0 . 134547788419692260D-02, s tp = 0 . 5000D+00 
INFO: i t s =  3 , e rra b s= 0 . 110505187939535760D-02, s tp = 0 . 1000D+01 
INFO: i t s =  4 , e rra b s= 0 . 611457314182635950D-03, s tp = 0 . 1000D+01 
INFO: i t s =  5 , e rra b s= 0 . 515171209844133310D-03, s tp = 0 . 1000D+01 
INFO: i t s =  6 , e rra b s= 0 . 194155786093846100D-03, s tp = 0 . 1000D+01 
INFO: i t s =  7 , e rra b s= 0 .351889904971511750D-04, s tp = 0 . 1000D+01 
INFO: i t s =  8 , e rra b s= 0 . 615991614384666070D-06, s tp = 0 . 1000D+01 
INFO: i t s =  9 , e rra b s= 0 . 391808868650833510D-09, s tp = 0 . 1000D+01 
INFO: SYSTEM CONVERGED
Figure 5.4: Output from OCBVP Execution
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P1 P2 P3 P4
1 1 1 1
2,3,4 2,3,4 2,3,4 2,3,4
5 wait
wait
wait
wait
5
wait
5
wait 5
wait wait 6wait 6
6 wait wait6 wait
Figure 5.5: Parallel Trace Diagram of OCBVP for M=100
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P1 P2 P3 P4
1 1 1 1
2,3,4 2,3,4 2,3,4 2,3,4
5A 5A 5A 5A
wait 5B
wait wait 66
wait6 wait
6 wait
Figure 5.6: Parallel Trace Diagram of OCBVP (Factored) for M=100
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Chapter 6
Cloud R etrieval A lgorithm
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Langley Research Center 
(LaRC) Atmospheric Sciences Division is developing science algorithms for the Clouds and 
the E arth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) mission. Per the name, clouds arc - - impor­
tant constituent of the mechanisms th a t atmospheric scientists use to describe the E arth ’s 
energy budget. Our study focuses upon a subset of these algorithms th a t use satellite-based 
observations by the CERES scanning radiometer and by cloud imagers (e.g., High Reso­
lution Infrared Radiation Scanner (HIRS/2), Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer 
(AVHRR), and Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS)) to determine the 
presence of and to characterize many properties of clouds in  the E a rth ’s atmosphere. Due 
to the infancy of the science and the variability of the cloud properties, multiple cloud 
retrieval techniques axe employed to quantitatively describe clouds.
NASA provides us w ith an opportunity to study an early research prototype of the 
CERES carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) slicing technique, currently one o f half a  dozen cloud retrieval 
techniques. We allocate a  significant effort to develop the  sequential software to more 
closely resemble that which is likely to be submitted to the  CERES Data Management 
System’s developers. We develop a  version of the software th a t executes on the Intel iPSC/2
177
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parallel computer. We predict a  parallel speedup of 14.2 and an  efficiency of 0.88 for 
sixteen processors. We achieve an  observed speedup of 13.9 and an  efficiency of 0.87 for 
sixteen processors. We partially develop a version that executes on the MasPax Computer 
Corporation MP-2 parallel computer.
We describe the context of the CO 2  slicing technique in the first section. We describe 
the algorithms tha t are employed to solve the problem in the second section. We describe 
our modeling of an approach to parallelize the software in the th ird  section. We describe 
the parallelism that we exploited in the fourth section. We describe some of the limits to 
exploitable parallelism in the fifth section and provide a summary in the sixth and final 
section.
6.1 T he P roblem
Our problem concerns the NASA CERES Data Management System [80]. This system pro­
cesses the level 0 data of the CERES scanner and satellite-specific cloud imager data (e.g., 
Visible Imaging Radiometer Sounder (VIRS) on the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission 
platform and MODIS on the E arth  Observing System AM and PM  platforms) to produce 
the levels 1A, IB, 2, and 3 da ta  products. The long life of the CERES project (i.e., 15-20 
year science mission and 25 year computational mission) nearly guarantees that the CERES 
software will make at least one and probably several migrations to new hardware platforms; 
thus, portability becomes im portant. A time constraint planed upon the D ata Management 
System is that 24 hours of CERES scanning radiometer measurements must be processed 
within 72 hours of the receipt of the data; thus high performance must be considered in
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tandem with portability. The estimated size of the CERES software is 1 million lines of 
FORTRAN, Ada, C, and UNIX. The scalability of the costs to transport the CERES soft­
ware becomes crucial for a  software system of this size and lingual complexity.
We focus upon the Cloud Retrieval Subsystem of the CERES Data Management System.
The Cloud Retrieval Subsystems objective is to use high spectral and spatial 
resolution cloud imager data to determine cloud microphysicai and optical prop­
erties. This provides a set of imager pixel cloud properties that axe mapped onto 
the CERES footprint.[88]
A subsequently executed subsystem performs this mapping. The cloud retrieval algorithm 
[11] computes cloud properties (e.g., shortwave optical depth, window emissivity, mean 
droplet radius, liquid water path, cloud-top pressure, and fractional cloud cover) w ithin a 
CERES scanner pixel. The cloud retrieval algorithm comprises many techniques (e.g., CO2  
slicing, spatial coherence, and multispectral techniques) which are applied singly or in  com­
bination based on the characteristics of the observation (e.g., day or night dependencies, 
underlying geography, relative height of clouds, number of layers of clouds, and presence of 
certain cloud types like thin cirrus or low stratus). The cloud retrieval algorithm requires 
level 0 data from a satellite-specific cloud imager (e.g., MODIS) to produce the CERES 
level 2 data products. The estimated size of the cloud retrieval software is forty thousand 
lines of FORTRAN, C, and UNIX. The CERES Data Management team and the cloud 
retrieval working group are implementing the first version of this algorithm on a sequential 
computer. We have determined tha t there axe multiple levels of parallelism in the cloud re­
trieval algorithm and study ways to exploit these levels of parallelism to decrease execution
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time. W hen the cloud retrieval algorithm  uses the cloud imager data from a  high resolution 
imaging spectrometer (e.g., MODIS), then  reasonable performance using these massive data 
sets becomes challenging. The daily measurements from the MODIS instrum ent (i.e., 15 
gigabytes/24 hours of measurements) and  numerous earth maps for geographical and mete­
orological variables compose the expected input data sets. Coupled w ith these large input 
d a ta  sets, the parallelism of the algorithm  suggests that parallel processing may provide 
an effective solution for meeting the Cloud Retrieval Subsystem’s estim ated computational 
time and space data processing requirements.
We focus upon the CO2  slicing technique because an early research prototype was avail­
able. The CG2 slicing technique computes the height a t the top of a cloud [88j. An 
understanding of this macrophysical property at a  high spatial resolution is crucial to un­
derstanding cloud microphysical properties (e.g., optical depth). Such high resolution ob­
servations are only now being recorded, and w ith them come large computational workloads 
if cloud top height is computed for each imager pixel of a  high resolution cloud imager’s scan 
line. Current CERES plans include options for averaging pixels to decrease computational 
workloads.
We provide a  brief description of C O 2 slicing technique (see Figure 6.1). To compute 
the cloud top height for each imager pixel, the technique tha t is coded in the research pro­
totype software predicts a  three-dimensional column of the atmosphere, literally building it 
from the ground up. The software uses colocated measurements from multiple-wavelength- 
specific cloud imager channels, theoretical atmospheric transmission models, and three- 
dimensional global maps of tem perature and relative humidity. We study the exploitable 
parallelism of this problem in the next section.
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Figure 6.1: Dataflow Diagram for the Carbon Dioxide Slicing Technique
6.2 T he A lgorithm
We describe NASA’s CO2  slicing technique. We provide a m athem atical description of the 
algorithm in the first subsection. We describe NASA’s FORTRAN 77 implementation of 
the algorithm for a  sequential computer in the second subsection. In the third subsection, 
we describe the modifications to the research prototype which form our version: program 
HIRSRAD. We provide the observed sequential performance of program HIRSRAD in the 
fourth and final subsection.
6 .2 .1  A lg o r ith m : M a th e m a tic a l D e sc r ip tio n
We briefly describe the mathematics of the CO2 slicing technique [13] as expressed in the 
research prototype. The cloud top height a t a pixel location of latitude x  and longitude y  is 
computed by comparing the differences between measured values and theoretical clear sky 
values for pairs of similar-wavenumber spectral channels. Program  HIRSRAD uses eight of
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the HERS/2 cloud imager’s twenty channels: 8, 4, 5, 6, 7, 13, 14, and 15. Eight pairs of 
similar-wavenumber spectral channels are compared for the radiance ratio method: 4-5, 5-6, 
6-7, 13-14, 14-15, 4-6, 5-7, and 13-15. Each pair’s value leads to an estimate of the cloud 
top height. Program HIRSRAD computes the imager pixel’s cloud top height by computing 
a  mean of the pairs’ values. To compute the imager pixel’s cloud top height, the eventual 
CERES Cloud Subsystem considers observation characteristics and employs sophisticated 
logic which is not available in the research prototype.
From the previous description, the HIRS/2 cloud imager provides the measured values. 
Program HIRSRAD computes the theoretical clear sky values in subroutine CLDRAD (see 
Figure C.2). A pixel's theoretical cloud-free channel-specific radiation value a t a specific 
altitude is derived from two models which provide: surface temperature, surface altitude, 
level-specific atmospheric temperature, level-specific relative humidity, and level-specific, 
wavelength-specific radiative transmittance. These models assume that the E arth ’s atm o­
sphere comprises forty levels, where the top of the atmosphere is level 1 and the E a rth ’s 
surface is either level 38, level 39, or level 40. The magnitude of the theoretical clear sky 
value a t level i  is based on the level z +  1 value.
One model provides the level-specific, wavelength-specific, radiative transm ittance for a  
clear sky. Subroutine TAUHIR uses theoretical coefficients to model the effect of CO 2 , water 
vapor, nitrogen, and ozone. Unlike the clear sky values, the radiative-transfer transmit.ta.ncp. 
at level i  is based on the level z — 1 value. The second model provides the level-specific values 
for the temperature and relative humidity. It also provides the surface tem perature and 
surface altitude. Program  HIRSRAD uses a  fourteen-level three-dimensional map to  pro­
vide the atmospheric column of relative humidity and tem perature. To provide a  latitude-
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PROGRAM HIRSRAD 
I n i t i a l i z e  program  
For each, (sub) chunk o f scan l in e s  
CALL SUBROUTINE HIRSREAD 
For each scan, l in e  
For each p ix e l
CALL SUBROUTINE MAPPROFS 
For each  channel
CALL SUBROUTINE TAUHIR 
CALL SUBROUTINE CLDRAD 
en d fo r channel 
For each  c h an n e l-p a ir  
CALL SUBROUTINE RATIO 
en d fo r c h an n e l-p a ir  
en d fo r p ix e l  
en d fo r s c a n lin e  
CALL SUBROUTINE CLDHWRITE 
en d fo r (su b )c h u n k -o f-sc an -lin e s  
endprogram HIRSRAD
Figure 6.2: Pseudocode of HIRSRAD
longitude-located forty-level atmospheric column, subroutine MAPPROFS performs two 
steps. The first step is a  bilinear interpolation of the four nearest map points for each 
one of fourteen levels of tem perature and relative humidity. In the second step, subroutine 
MAPPROFS performs a NASA-provided spline-under-tension function [32] to interpolate 
and extrapolate the fourteen level atmospheric column to a  forty level atmospheric column.
6 .2 .2  A lgor ith m : Im p lem en ta tio n . E x p ressed  in  F O R T R A N  7 7
The software that NASA provides is 1,483 lines of FORTRAN 77 (688 lines of code and 
795 comments) and less than 20 lines of UNIX. Several input files are also provided. The 
radiosonde input data file is 2.5 kilobytes and the HIRS/2 measurements input da ta  file is 
130 kilobytes and comprises 31 scan lines. These measurements were taken on April 12,
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1991 and are coincident with the over-flight of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad­
m inistration’s NOAA-11 satellite. The HIRS/2 raw data  conversion coefficients input file is 
121 kilobytes. The program executes on a Sun Microsystems, Inc. Sun4c (SPARCstation 1) 
computer w ith SunOS version 4.1.1 1 and Sun FORTRAN compiler (V1.4, Patch  Release 
5, 10 Feb 1992).
6 .2 .3  M o d if ic a t io n  to  th e  S e q u e n tia l R e se a rc h  P r o to ty p e
We modify the NASA-provided research prototype software to more realistically represent 
a portion of the  CERES Cloud Retrieval Subsystem. The research prototype is restricted to 
analyzing onlv specific regions of the Earth because it relies on data files containing time- 
specific and geographic-specific radiosonde measurements. We enhance program HIRSRAD 
to analyze satellite measurements viewing any region on the Earth by replacing the ra­
diosonde files with the European Center for M edium Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) 
global three-dimensional atmospheric maps. The map access requires incorporating 1155 
lines of FORTRAN 77 (366 lines of code and 789 comments) and 118 lines of C (99 lines of 
code and 19 comments) which NASA provides.
We also enhance program HIRSRAD concerning the HIRS/2 cloud imager data. The 
research prototype is limited to analyzing fifty scan lines (approximately five minutes) of 
HERS/2 cloud imaging data stored in ASCII format. W ith program HIRSRAD, the only 
constraint upon the number of scan lines th a t can be analyzed is the maximum file size 
for the com puter’s file system for files in binary format. We express the FORTRAN cloud 
imager input software in C for performance reasons. Current NASA-provided H IR S/2 cloud 
imager input files are approximately 4.5 megabytes (112.6 minutes of satellite measurements
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which require about an orbit and a  half to measure). These enhancements require incorpo­
rating 384 lines of FORTRAN 77 (161 lines of code and 223 comments) and 156 lines of C 
(93 lines of code and 63 comments) which NASA provides.
We enhance program HIRSRAD to store the time-stamped latitude-longitude-located 
cloud top height computed for each one of 56 imager pixels of each scan line in a  binary file.
The resulting version of program HIRSRAD is our sequential version and, w ith all en­
hancements, comprises 4645 lines of FORTRAN 77 (1368 lines of code and 3277 comments) 
and 274 lines of C (192 lines of code and 82 comments).
6 .2 .4  O b served  S e q u e n tia l P er fo rm a n ce  o f  H IR S R A D
We measure the sequential cost for the program HIRSRAD to process scan lines on three 
platforms: a  Sun workstation, the Intel iPSC/2 System Resource Manager (SRM), and the 
Intel iPSC/2 Processor 0 (see Appendix).
6.2 .4 .1  Sun O bservations
We measure the sequential performance of program HIRSRAD on the Sun Microsystems 
Inc. SPARCstation 1 (Sun4c) workstation (Sun O.S. Release 4.1.2). The execution time is 
10 minutes to process 128 scan lines or an average of 5 seconds to process one scan line. 
We use this computer for results comparison tests with the Intel iPSC /2 computer and for 
difficult debugging tasks.
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6.2.4.2 iP S C /2  SR M  O bservations
We copied the sequential version of the software and input data files to the Intel iPSC/2 
parallel computer hard disks. The byte ordering is different between the Intel 80386 pro­
cessor and the Sun Microsystems Sparc processor. The least significant byte of a multiple 
byte integer value is placed at the lowest address for the Intel 80386 processor (i.e., little 
endian). The most significant byte of a multiple byte integer value is placed a t the lowest 
address for the Sun4c processor (i.e., big endian). Swapping the bytes for each word of the 
binary input data  require incorporating 130 lines of C (72 lines of code and 58 comments) 
which is provided by Tom Crockett of ICASE at NASA-LaRC.
We measure the performance of the program HIRSRAD on the Intel 80386-based SRM 
which is the front-end processor of the Intel iPSC/2 parallel computer (see Appendix A). 
The execution time is 128 minutes to process 128 scan lines or an average of 60 seconds to 
process one scan line.
6.2.4.3 iP S C /2  Processor 0 Observations
We measure the sequential performance of program HIRSRAD on one Intel Corporation 
iPSC/2 80386-based CX computing node with the NX/2 operating system [35]. As a  rough 
comparison with the other platforms, program HIRSRAD’s execution time is 97 minutes to 
process 128 scan lines or an average of 45 seconds to process one scan line.
We provide observed sequential performance in more detail in Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3. 
We collect performance data  for seven sections of program HIRSRAD by inserting system 
clock invocations and by accumulating the section-specific computation costs E x • We pro­
vide a profile for one execution of program HIRSRAD where 128 scan lines are processed
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(see Table 6.1). In most cases, a  section represents a  subroutine call from the main program. 
Five of the seven sections represent the Inpu t/O utpu t costs. The IN IT section represents 
the cost to read the execution control parameters and the ancillary d a ta  sets: transmittance 
coefficients and the ECM W F surface and three-dimensional meteorological map. The HFM 
section represents the cost to open and close the cloud imager input da ta  file. The HREAD 
section represents the cost to read and unpack the HIRS/2 cloud imager scan lines and 
associated time stamps and location stamps. The extraction of scan line quality flags and 
conversion of scan line counts to engineering units is also performed. The CFM section 
represents the cost to open and close the output da ta  file. The CW RIT section represents 
the cost to pack and wriLe the Lime-stamped iaiicude-longitude-Iocated cloud top height for 
each imager pixel of every processed scan line. The remaining two costs are independent 
of input/output activities. The L50PREP represents the non-I/O  cost to initialize the 
program. The L50 section represents the cost to process scan lines.
Section X
Execution 
Time E x  
(secs)
INIT
HFM
CFM
L50PREP
HREAD
L50
CWRIT
20.022
0.137
0.149
0.001
25.545
5754.374
3.295
ELAPSD 5803.434
Table 6.1: Observed Sequential Performance of HIRSRAD for 128 Scan Lines and One Execution
To predict the sequential computation cost of program HIRSRAD, we categorize each 
cost’s dependence upon the number of scan lines (i.e., N s l )- We provide observed data
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where each sample represents an  execution of program HIRSRAD. The following costs are 
independent of the number of scan lines tha t are processed: E / j v t t , E r f m i E c f m ,  and 
E l s o p r e p  (see Table 6.2). These costs represent 0.3 % of the  cost to  execute program 
HIRSRAD for 128 scan lines. T he following costs are dependent upon the number of scan 
lines tha t axe processed: E h r e a d ( . N s l ) ,  E l 5q { N s l ) ,  and E c w r i t { N s l ) -  From these three 
costs, we provide the averaged costs to read one scan line C h r e a d  > to process one scan line 
C l 5 0 , and to store the results for one scan line C c w r i t  in Table 6.3.
Section X
Number
of
Samples
Execution Time E x  
Standard 
Mean Deviation 
(secs) (secs)
INIT 9 19.8 0 . 2
L50PREP 9 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1
HFM 9 0.14 0 . 0 1
CFM 6 0.14 0 . 0 1
Table 6.2: Observed Sequential Multiple-Scan-Line-Independent Costs of HIRSRAD for One Exe­
cution
Average Scan Line
Cost C x
Number Standard
of Mean Deviation
Section X Samples (secs) (secs)
HREAD 9 0 . 2 0 0 0 . 0 0 2
L50 2 45.1 0 . 1
CW RIT 7 0.027 0 . 0 0 2
Table 6.3: Observed Sequential Multiple-Scan-Line-Dependent Costs of HIRSRAD for One Scan 
Line
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The predicted cost to process N s l  scan lines on the Intel iPSC/2 Processor 0 is:
C s  =  E i n i t  +  E h f m  +  E c f m  +  E l s o p r e p  +  N s l {Q h r e a d  +  C l s o  +  C c w r i t ) ( 6 .1)
These observed sequential performance results are the basis of the predicted parallel per­
formance results in the next section.
6.3 W here P arallelism  M ight Be: P otentia l P arallelism
Our goal is to study the feasibility of decreasing program HIRSRAD’s execution time with
___________ i . _____  a __ j  j : x : _______i  i  a .__________:  j _________: i : ______a t .        i  _ _ t . : ____  « 1  • .u u i  pcu.ctii.ci tu in p u ic ia .  xvn ctu-u-ibiwucLi gucLi to tu  clvuiu. ic w i i tm g  Liic p i t tu  a.Cxucvc tills
goal, at least for our distributed memory parallel computer. W ith the parallel programming 
model that is supported on our Intel iPSC/2 multiprocessor computer (see Appendix) and, 
given program HIRSRAD as modified, we focus on the scan-line-parallelism of our problem. 
In the first subsection, we provide our parallel performance metrics. In  the second subsec­
tion, we discuss our level of granularity. In the third subsection, we provide the modeled 
parallel performance results for program HIRSRAD.
6 .3 .1  P a ra lle l M etr ic s
Based on the metrics for the sequential execution of program HIRSRAD, we provide the 
following metrics for its parallel execution. Utilizing the observed sequential performance 
results of Tables 6.2 and 6.3, we categorize each of these costs as either sequential or parallel. 
For our configuration of the iPSC /2 parallel computer, we model a  processor’s access to 
the SRM’s hard disk as a sequential operation. Thus S /iv /r> E l s o p r e p , E h f m , C h r e a d ,
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E c f m , and C c w r i t  represent sequential operations. The predicted computation cost to 
process N s l  scan lines tha t must be performed sequentially is
C p s  =  E i n i t  +  E h f m  +  E c f m  +  E l s o p r e p  +  N s l { C h r e a d  +  C c w r i t ) (6.2)
Because C l s o  is the only parallel computation cost, the predicted com putation cost for the
parallel work to process N s l  scan lines is
WP =  Ns l CL50 (6.3)
The predicted cost to process N s l  scan lines that may be performed in parallel is Cpp. 
This cost is assumption-specific. We consider several assumptions and the associated values 
for Cpp  which are described in a  subsequent section.
The predicted computation cost to process N sl  scan lines is:
Cp  =  Cps +  Cpp (6-4)
The predicted speedup is computed as :
Cs
S predicted  — (6-5)
and the efficiency is
_  $ predicted ^
£predicted  — jy (o.bj
where Np is the number of processors allocated to solving the problem.
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6 .3 .2  L evels o f  G r a n u la r ity
We consider several levels of granularity for exploiting the  program ’s inherent parallelism to 
decrease its execution time. In  the previous section, we provided a list of sequential costs. 
For algorithmic or hardware reasons, the activities, which these costs represent, cannot be 
performed in parallel for our computer. Our focus in th is subsection is upon the work that 
exhibits a degree of parallelism. We determined tha t there are multiple levels of parallelism 
in the CO2 slicing technique.
Initially, we consider the scan line granularity based on consultation w ith NASA. We 
performed a data dependency analysis to verify th a t no scan-line-specific da ta  dependencies 
exist. By choosing a  scan line as our parallel programming abstraction, we can exploit a 
maximum degree of parallelism of the number of scan lines. The CERES Science Team 
defines the number of scan lines as a chunk, reasonably a  multiple of 64, between 64 and 256 
scan lines (see Figure 6.3). Chunks are formed and processed until there are insufficient scan 
lines in the input hourly file to form the last chunk [88]. For one horn: of measurements, the 
cloud imager data swath comprises 564 HIRS/2 scan lines or 1,218 MODIS scan lines. Based 
on sequential profiling results from processing 128 scan lines, more than  99% of the execution 
time pertains to scan-parallel work, including subroutines M APPROFS, TAUHIR, and 
CLDRAD.
We consider the imager pixel level of granularity. There are no pixel-specific data depen­
dencies for our problem. At the imager pixel level of granularity, we can exploit a maximum 
degree of parallelism of the number of imager pixels. Each scan line comprises 56 HLRS/2 
cloud imager pixels or 135 MODIS cloud imager pixels. For one hour of measurements, the
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cloud imager da ta  swath comprises 31,584 HIRS/2 imager pixels or 164,430 MODIS imager 
pixels. Based on sequential profiling results from processing 128 scan lines, more than 99% 
of the execution tim e pertains to pixel-parallel work, including subroutines MAPPROFS, 
TAUHIR, and CLDRAD. T h a t is, the scan-parallel work is also pixel-parallel. We have an 
opportunity to also exploit a maximum degree of parallelism th a t is almost two orders of 
magnitude greater than  the scan-line-parallelism.
We consider the channel level of granularity. Each imager pixel of HIRS/2 measure­
ments represents simultaneous observations by twenty wavelength-specific channels. There 
are no channel-specific d a ta  dependencies for our problem. At the  channel-level of granu­
larity, we can exploit a  maximum degree of parallelism of the num ber of channels for only 
part of the parallel work. For program HIRSRAD, we use eight of the twenty channels 
because the choice of channels remains a  research issue. For the CERES D ata Management 
System, the number of channels will likely be fewer. Based on sequential profiling results 
from processing 128 scan lines, less than 73% of the execution time pertains to channel- 
parallel work: subroutines TAUHIR and CLDRAD. The pixel-parallel implementation and 
the channel-parallel implementation will be processing pixels a t the same cost per pixel 
during the execution of the  channel-parallel subroutines TAUHIR and CLDRAD. However, 
the pixel-parallel implementation will be processing pixels a t a  cost per pixel that is one 
eighth that of the channel-parallel implementation during the pixel-parallel-only subroutine 
MAPPROFS. T hat is, for an implementation which seeks to exploit the channel-parallelism 
of the parallel work, seven eighthes of the pixel-parallel work is redundant during the exe­
cution of the subroutine th a t does not exhibit channel parallelism. I t is infeasible to exploit 
channel-parallelism.
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We consider a  coarser level of granularity. The Cloud Retrieval Subsystem processes 
scan lines in groups called chunks. The granularity tha t is coarser than chunks is restricted 
by the Cloud Retrieval Subsystem’s cloud imager hourly input file. This file contains one 
horn: of the cloud imager measurements along with the ancillary data tha t is required to 
process the measurements. There are no hourly-file-specific d a ta  dependencies concerning 
the CO 2  slicing technique. Thus hourly-file-parallelism is an extension of chunk parallelism 
with caveats.
In conclusion, we choose to  exploit the scan-line-parallelism in our iPSC/2 parallel im­
plementation for several reasons. Of the levels of granularity th a t we studied, the degree
1 f _ i » -   n  _ i __ . . i  j .  , . .  . . i  . r  . . . . . . . .  *
u i  ^ c u a u c i i d u i  i u i  o u e u i - u u c ~ p c u  d u c i i a u i  ia  u u & C d l t o  t u e  i lU l i l U e r  U 1 p r o C C S S u r s  OIL OUT p 3X3X161
computer. NASA concatenates the scan lines to create a chunk. The degree of parallelism 
for chunk-parallel work is even closer to the hypercube size than  scan-line-parallelism. Con­
sequently, we also consider chunk-parallelism. We add an outer DO loop to study some 
performance implications for scan lines and chunks. As shown in Table 6.4, there is no 
significant difference of the sequential elapsed time between processing a chunk (i.e., read a 
chunk of 64 scan lines, then process the chunk) and processing small sub-chunks (i.e., read 
a  sub-chunk of four scan lines, then process the sub-chunk, then repeat fifteen times). We 
consider a similar issue upon the parallel performance of program HIRSRAD in the next 
section. The choice of scan-line-parallelism also requires less software modification than 
other degrees of parallelism.
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Number
of
Chunks
Number Execution 
o f Scan Lines Time 
Per Chunk (secs)
16
1
4 2931
64 2928
Table 6.4: Observed Sequential Performance of HIRSRAD for 64 Scan Lines and Two Chunk Sizes 
6 .3 .3  M o d e led  P a r a lle l P e r fo r m a n c e  o f  H IR S R A D
In this subsection, we use the observed sequential performance (see Tables 6.2 and 6.3) and 
Amdahl’s Law [5] to predict the parallel performance of program HIRSRAD in Table 6.5. 
For these cases, we make the following assumptions. We assume th a t program HIRSRAD 
exploits the sean-Iine-parallelism of our problem. We ignore the cost to communicate any 
information between the processors. We assume that the input costs I?/jvrr and C hreaD i 
the output cost C c w r i t \ file management costs E h f m  and E c f m » and program initializa­
tion cost E lsqprep  are sequential. We assume that no parallel work is performed during 
input and output activities. We assume tha t the cost to process the scan lines Elso  exhibits 
scan-line parallelism. We assume that the parallel work W p  is equally distributed among 
the Np processors. The predicted computation cost for the parallel portion of the work is:
We perform the analysis for potential chunk sizes of 64 and 128 HIRS/2 scan lines. 
We also perform the analysis for one hour of HIRS/2 measurements. These results are 
encouraging.
(6.7)
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Number of 
Processors 
N p
64 Scan Lines 
Speedup Efficiency
128 Scan Lines 
Speedup Efficiency
564 Scan Lines 
Speedup Efficiency
1
2 2.0 0.99 2.0 0.99 2.0 0.99
4 3.9 0.97 3.9 0.98 3.9 0.98
8 7.4 0.92 7.6 0.94 7.7 0.96
16 13.6 0.85 14.2 0.89 14.7 0.92
Table 6.5: Predicted Parallel Performance of HIRSRAD for 64, 128, and 564 Scan Lines
6 .4  E xploited  Parallelism
Based on the previous section’s modeling, we describe a parallel implementation in the 
following section. We discuss the implementation and provide the implementation’s ob­
served performance in the first subsection. Prom the observed results, we conclude tha t the 
model reasonably predicts the observed performance. We discuss our effort to exploit the 
parallelism of our problem on a  MasPar MP-2 parallel computer in the second subsection.
6 .4 .1  O b served  P a r a lle l P er fo r m a n c e  o f  H IR S R A D  o n  th e  I n te l  iP S C /2
We implement the scan-line-parallelism as described in the previous section. We measure the 
performance of the implementation. In  the first subsection, we describe the implementation. 
In the second subsection, we provide the observed parallel performance for a  simple scan- 
line distribution. In  the third subsection, we provide the observed parallel performance for 
a chunk distribution and discuss the associated work imbalance.
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6.4.1.1 Im plem entation  Issues
We create an implementation of program HIRSRAD that executes on multiple processors 
of the iPSC/2 parallel computer. We incorporate blocking send/receive pairs of communi­
cation primitives to allow Processor 0 to distribute HIRS/2 cloud imager scan lines to the 
other processors and to distribute non-scan-line-specific data (e.g., maps and coefficients) 
during program initialization. Similarly, we employ the same communication mechanism to 
allow the non-0 processors to provide their cloud top height results to Processor 0. These 
communication activities also provide processor synchronization for program HIRSRAD. 
Performance monitoring is accomplished by inserting clock calls to monitor the communi­
cation costs. We describe the distribution of the scan lines to the processors in the next 
subsection.
6.4.1.2 Sub-C hunk D istr ib u tion
We provide the observed parallel performance results for program HIRSRAD that uses a 
sub-chunk distribution in Table 6.6. Processor 0 reads a sub-chunk of sixteen scan lines and 
distributes an equal number of consecutively-measured scan lines to each processor. For 
Np =  2, Processor 0 reads sixteen scan lines and distributes eight consecutively-measured 
scan lines to Processor 1. For Np =  8, Processor 0 reads sixteen scan lines and distributes 
fourteen scan lines (i.e., two consecutively-measured scan lines to each non-0 processor).
Each processor, including Processor 0, processes its scan line(s). Then each non-0 
processor provides cloud top height results to Processor 0 and either awaits more scan 
lines or terminates execution. Processor 0 continues to read and distribute the sixteen- 
scan-line sub-chunks until 128 scan lines have been read and processed. O ur performance
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Number
o f
Processors
N P
Execution
Time
(secs) Speedup Efficiency
1 5803.4 — —
2 2951.7 2.0 0.98
4 1507.6 3.9 0.96
8 781.5 7.4 0.93
16 419.1 13.9 0.87
Table 6.6: Observed Parallel Performance of HIRSRAD for 128 Scan Lines and the Sub-Chunk 
Distribution
We provide the observed parallel performance results for program HIRSRAD that uses a 
chunk distribution in Table 6.7. Processor 0 reads a chunk o f 128 scan lines and distributes 
an equal number of consecutively-measured scan lines to each processor. For Np =  16, Pro­
cessor 0 reads 128 scan lines and distributes 120 scan lines (i.e., eight consecutively-measured 
scan lines to each non-0 processor). Then processing proceeds as described for the sub-chunk 
distribution. Program HIRSRAD executes only one read step  and one distribute-scan-lines 
step for this distribution. While the speedup is as encouraging as the sub-chunk distribution 
results, the decrease in speedup relative to the previous distribution is interesting and is 
addressed as follows.
In Table 6.8, we provide observed parallel performance results for sixteen processors 
processing 128 scan lines. The observation suggest tha t distributing a  chunk of scan lines 
to the processors produces a  more unbalanced workload th an  distributing multiple sub­
chunks of scan lines to the processors. The first case in  Table 6.8 represents the sub­
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chunk distribution observation for sixteen processor and 128 scan lines from Table 6.6. The 
second case in Table 6.8 represents the chunk distribution observation from Table 6.7. We 
characterize the distributions’ differences in the two leftmost columns. The elapsed time 
indicates that the chunk-distribution execution is slower than the sub-chunk-distribution 
execution. The total work to process the 128 scan lines (i.e., C^50) is not responsible for 
the difference in the elapsed tim e because the cases’ difference is approximately one second 
(i.e., the cases are performing the  same amount of scan line work). We trace the elapsed 
tim e difference to the cost which Processor 0 incurs as it receives the cloud top height 
results from non-0 processors (i.e., CqCM(P0) ). Program HIRSRAD uses a  synchronous 
send/receive communication mechanism for Processor 0 distributing scan lines to m e non-u 
processors and for Processor 0 receiving results from the non-0 processors. W ith  these two 
synchronization points, we find tha t Processor 0 incurs a much higher cost to wait and 
receive results CqCM{PQ) for the chunk distribution than for the sub-chunk distribution. 
Processor 0 must wait longer in the chunk distribution case because some non-0 processors 
are taking much longer to process their scan lines, as evidenced by the standard deviation 
of the processors’ accumulated L50 costs, and their associated maximum and minimum  
values. Therefore, the workload is better balanced and the parallel execution is faster when 
consecutive scan lines are distributed to different processors.
Number
o f
Processors
N P
Execution
Time
(secs) Speedup Efficiency
16 428.9 13.5 0.85
Table 6.7: Observed Parallel Performance of HIRSRAD for 128 Scan Lines and the Chunk Distri­
bution
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Scan Lines
Per L50 Number Elapsed
Iteration o f Time ^X50 Cc c m (PQ) 0X50 max£,50 min£,5o
Per Processor Iterations (secs) (secs) (secs) (secs) (secs) (secs)
1 8 419.1 5751.7 4.9 1.1 360.9 356.4
8 1 428.9 5751.4 15.3 14.0 374.9 332.9
Table 6.8: Observed Parallel Work Imbalance of HIRSRAD for 128 Scan Lines and Sixteen Pro­
cessors
Based on this conclusion, we provide Table 6.9 where we find analogous, larger standard 
deviations and Processor 0 wait-and-receive costs for the Np =  2, 4, and 8 cases of Table 6.6. 
We predict that the parallel performance for these cases can be unproved by distributing 
consecutive scan lines to different processors.
Number
of
Processors
NP
Scan Lines 
Per L50 
Iteration 
Per Processor
Number
of
Iterations
^X50
(secs)
* )  
(secs)
0X50
(secs)
2 8 8 5755 29.7 7.1
4 4 8 5755 19.2 3.2
8 2 8 5752 9.8 1.9
16 1 8 5752 4.9 1.1
Table 6.9: Observed Parallel Work Imbalance of HIRSRAD for 128 Scan Lines and Multiple 
Processors
6 .4 .1 .4  Subsection Sum m ary
These observed parallel performance results axe encouraging. W ith our problem’s scan-line- 
parallelism, we predict a  speedup of 14.2 w ith sixteen processors. We achieve and observe 
a  speedup of 13.9 with sixteen processors. We use the same simple model and predict that, 
for an hour’s 564 scan lines, we can achieve a  speedup of 127 and an  efficiency of 0.23 for
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564 processors. For program HIRSRAD and our analytic assumptions, we predict that, by 
exploiting the scan-line-parallelism of our problem, this is the best parallel performance that 
we can achieve. However, the maximum degree of parallelism of our problem at the pixel 
level is 31,584. This magnitude is sufficient to exploit this parallelism w ith a  massively- 
parallel computer. We discuss our exploitation effort in the next subsection.
6 .4 .2  E x p lo ita b le  P a r a lle lism  o n  th e  M asP ar  M P -2
We discuss our attem pt to exploit the parallelism of our problem on the M asPar Computer 
Corporation MP-2 parallel computer [62]. We discuss potential levels o f granularity in the 
first subsection. We discuss our design for manning the data to the MP-2 P E  grid in the 
second subsection. We began but did not complete an implementation of the CO 2 slicing 
technique.
6.4 .2 .1  Levels o f Granularity
The MP-2 parallel computer with a 32 x  32 processor array provides two orders of mag­
nitude more processors them the iPSC/2 parallel computer. We considered exploiting the 
scan-line parallelism of our problem (i.e., maximum degree of parallelism of 564 for HIRS/2 
data). One disadvantage is, with our M P-2’s 1024 processor grid, the efficiency would be 
near 50 % with nearly half of the processors idle. And this efficiency estim ate does not 
consider further degradation due to sequential costs of the original code, processor work 
imbalances, and algorithmic non-parallel costs (e.g., idle processor tim e during one of two 
conditions in a WHERE construct). For more efficient use of the P E  grid, we consider 
exploiting pixel-parallelism which provides a  maximum degree of parallelism of 31,584 (i.e.,
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the number of imager pixels in one hour of HIRS/2 measurements). As sta ted  earlier, the in­
sufficient amount of channel-parallel work (i.e., the pixel-parallel work is too expensive for a 
channel-parallel implementation) makes the channel-parallel im plem entation infeasible. In 
conclusion, we choose to exploit the pixel-parallelism.
6 .4 .2 .2  M apping D a ta  to  P E  G rid
We considered several allocations of the matrices of our problem on the P E  grid [62]. Our 
M asPar MP-2 parallel com puter includes a  1024 PE data parallel un it where the PEs are 
arranged in a 32 x 32 square matrix. We discuss each case and characterize it with respect 
to the PE  grid utilization, anticipated m atrix indices modifications, and  the degree of scan 
parallelism.
We consider the simple case where we exploit pixel-parallelism and minimize the required 
software modifications. The declaration for the theoretical clear sky radiance m atrix  in the 
research prototype is
C L R S K Y  (40,8,56, NSl )
for the forty atmospheric levels, the eight channels, the 56 pixels, and the N  scan lines. The 
computation is not level-parallel and the level-specific data is allocated to level-unique PE 
layers. We choose to not exploit the channel parallelism and the channel-specific data is 
also allocated to level-unique P E  layers. The remaining two array dimensions are allocated 
to the X and Y PE  grid dimensions (see Figure 6.4). We allocate 32 scan lines to fill the 
Y dimension of the PE grid. Program  HIRSRAD reads and processes 32 scan lines a t one 
time. The X dimension extends into layer 1 and the utilization of 88 % is barely satisfactory. 
We consider a more costly case to implement and use the M asPar compiler’s raster grid
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allocation directive. We reduce the rank of the matrix. The declaration for the theoretical 
clear sky radiance m atrix  is
C L R S K Y  (40,8,56 * N Sl )
where the scan line dimension is incorporated w ith the pixel dimension. The same dimen­
sions as in the previous case are allocated to memory; however, we direct the compiler to 
allocate the th ird  dimension of the matrix in a  raster grid direction through a  PE  grid layer 
(see Figure 6.5) We allocate 18 scan lines to fill layer 0 of the PE grid as completely as 
possible:
C L R S K Y  (40,8,1008)
Program HIRSRAD reads and processes 18 scan lines a t one time. Incorporating the scan 
line dimension and pixel dimension along the same m atrix  dimension requires many modi­
fications. Only layer 0 is used and the utilization is 98 %.
We consider our final case where we achieve 100% utilization by extending the previous 
case. We incorporate the pixel dimension and scan line dimension in the  same allocation 
as the previous case. The only difference is tha t we read and process 128 scan lines simul­
taneously:
C L R S K Y  (40,8,7168)
We allocate the scan lines to completely fill the seven layers (see Figure 6.6). We choose 
to implement this mapping for several reasons. We restrict parallel work to one dimension 
of the matrix and abstract the indexing with a function call. This mapping also allows 
the easy reduction of the number of PE  grid layers involved in a  parallel step simply by 
reducing the number of scan lines which is a  debugging convenience.
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Unlike the other applications th a t are discussed in this thesis, program HIRSRAD is char­
acterized by multiple levels of parallelism and encouraging observed performance. For the 
iPSC/2 implementation of program HIRSRAD, these limits axe based on an input initial­
ization cost, initial com putation costs, sequential scan line input and output costs, synchro­
nized processor communication, and a slightly unbalanced workload between processors. 
Examples of each type, the basis for their existence, existing solutions, and performance 
consequences are discussed for each limit found for this problem.
The input initialization costs represent the reading of the hour-specific ECMWF mete­
orological and geographical maps, the hour-specific, molecule-specific, level-specific trans­
mittance profiles and the problem size characterization data. The time-sensitivity of the 
maps and profiles makes this input activity unavoidable. The m agnitude of the map size 
may be reduced if predictive flight path  and CERES scanner field-of-view information is 
considered. The initial computation costs represent the computation of the modeled satel­
lite viewing zenith angles and the computation of pre-L50 transm ittance model startup 
values. For the CERES Cloud Retrieval Subsystem, the satellite viewing zenith angles are 
measured and not modeled, so this cost is avoided. The transm ittance model startup cost 
is not hour-specific and can be computed prior to L50. The sequential scan line input and 
output costs represents the reading and writing of scan line data. Parallel I/O  is an option 
although its implementation on the iPSC/2 requires distributing the input data among the 
1 /O disks prior to reading it. The synchronized processor communication may be replaced 
by asynchronous communication. We did not analyze the benefits of this modification;
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however, the waiting time is small relative to the cost to process a scan line. We address 
the imbalanced workload a t the scan level of granularity. Our sample size of 128 scan lines 
is too small to conclude tha t single-scan-line-processing leads to optimal performance for 
global and seasonal coverage.
The performance limits for the MP-2 implementation of program HIRSRAD are un­
known because we never completed the implementation. The maximum degree of parallelism 
does not limit the implementation; however, we perform significant software modifications, 
a cost which we did not expect. We avoid some software modifications by receiving and 
modifying improved or upgraded versions of critical subroutines from NASA. In all cases, 
the newer NASA-provided versions are better designed ana implemented than their pre­
decessors which we assume will cost less to parallelize (i.e., cost less to express in MasPar 
FORTRAN [61]). After the iPSC/2 performance analysis, we incorporated a  new version 
of subroutine CLDRAD and a new version of subroutine TATFHTR . We expressed both  of 
these subroutines in FORTRAN 90 array-notation and incorporated them into the MasPar 
FORTRAN version of program HIRSRAD. We did not implement a  new version of the 
third major subroutine MAPPROFS. However, the subroutine uses spline-under-tension 
software which was written in 1974 [32]. In preparation of expressing it in  FORTRAN 90 
array notation, we incorporated its 1989 manifestation and then a  newer version included 
in Algorithm 716: TSPACK. We anticipated that better designed and implemented soft­
ware would be less expensive to express in FORTRAN 90 array notation. Our work was 
terminated before any of this software was expressed in array-notation.
The CO2 slicing technique represents a class of a  subset of simple massively parallel al­
gorithms and is the only one of the four applications with potentially reasonable massively-
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parallel performance. However, this technique is integrated w ith other cloud retrieval tech­
niques. Minnis’ HBTM, one of the other techniques, constructs a  history of the data and 
is a  sequential algorithm . Coakley’s spatial coherence and Welch’s fuzzy logic approach do 
not exploit scan-line-parallelism and require a minimum of a  data chunk. Parallelization 
of the multiple technique subsystem, blending techniques th a t range from the inherently 
sequential to the massively parallel, represents a  more realistic problem.
6.6 C h ap ter Sum m ary
In summary, we conclude tha t parallelizing this cloud retrieval problem produces a very 
encouraging observed parallel performance (i.e., speedup of 13.9 for sixteen processors with 
128 scan lines). We employ work distribution techniques th a t are inexpensive to execute and 
algorithmically simple to more evenly balance the work between the processors. The iPSC/2 
version’s observed speedup is not difficult to achieve for this almost “easy parallelism”. Due 
to the development cost to exploit the more massive parallelism on the MasPar, this facet 
of the project is incomplete, though lessons are learned.
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Figure 6.3: Arbitrary Satellite Orbit Swath with an Illustration of a Data Chunk (page 27 of [88]) 
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
The goal of our research is to decrease the execution time of scientific computing applica­
tions. We exploit the application’s inherent parallelism to achieve this goal. This exploita­
tion is expensive as we analyze sequential applications and port them  to parallel computers. 
Many scientifically computational problems appear to have considerable exploitable paral­
lelism; however, upon implementing a parallel solution on a  parallel computer, limits to 
the parallelism are encountered. Unfortunately, many of these limits axe specific to a  class 
of parallel computers. This specificity compromises the parallel software portability of the 
solutions. In the previous four chapters, we explore these limits in detail. In this chapter, 
we discuss some fundamental issues tha t provide a context for the  limits to parallelism in 
scientific computing. We conclude that, for the two classes of parallel computers which 
we study, the design decisions tha t enable some applications’ high computational perfor­
mance also restrict the potential exploitation of the parallelism of many other applications. 
The decision to harness hundreds of powerful, complex microprocessors allows performance- 
degrading processor isolation. We conclude th a t the technological improvements to reduce 
the isolation of computational units frees a programmer from many of the programmer’s 
current concerns about the granularity of the work. The decision to harness thousands of
208
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simple processors allows performance-degrading processor regimentation. We conclude tha t 
the technological improvements to  relax the regimentation of the com putational units allows 
a programmer to exploit the inherent heterogeneous parallelism of many applications. We 
discuss these conclusions in the next section.
7.1 Parallelism  o f th e  C om puter and th e  W ork
Classes of parallel computers differ in their method for performing computations simultane­
ously. Algorithms and programs differ in the opportunities to execute their computations 
simultaneously. O ur goal is to utilize the method of a class of parallel computers to exploit 
the opportunities of the algorithms and programs. By considering the strengths and weak­
nesses of a class of parallel computers, a programmer can derive an  algorithm or develop a 
program that benefits from the m ethod’s strengths and avoids the m ethod’s performance- 
degrading weaknesses. W ith technological improvements, the weaknesses can be reduced or 
removed, thereby allowing the programmer to focus upon the parallelism of the computer 
and the parallelism of the work. In the first subsection, we discuss the parallel computa­
tional capability of the computer. In the second subsection, we discuss the parallelism of the 
work. For each of the two issues, we characterize the issue, discuss the technological hurdles 
to improving performance, and speculate upon the removal of the technological hurdles.
7 .1 .1  C o m p u te r ’s P a r a lle l C o m p u ta tio n a l C a p a b ility
The first issue is the parallel com putational capability of the computer. A computer’s 
parallel computational capability is the set of characteristics th a t allows a  computer to 
perform computations simultaneously. We discuss the parallel computational capability
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for two classes of computers: isolated and regimented processors. We explore how these 
classes’ parallel computational capability can be better exploited. We conclude tha t the 
performance of the isolated processors class of parallel computers should benefit from lower 
off-processor reference costs through technological improvements to  interprocessor commu­
nication networks, multiple-processors-on-a-chip fabrication techniques, multiple multistage 
pipelines, and secondary and tertiary  storage devices. We conclude tha t the performance of 
the regimented processors class of parallel computers should benefit from more opportuni­
ties to exploit parallelism through heterogeneous guidance via multiple command streams. 
In  the first subsection, we discuss the conclusions for isolated processors. In the second 
subsection, we discuss the conclusions for regimented processors.
7 .1 .1 .1  Iso la ted  P ro cesso rs
The Intel iPSC/2 computer represents the class of parallel computers that derive their 
computational performance capability from tens, hundreds, or thousands of commercially- 
popular and inexpensive complex instruction set processors. This configuration allows each 
processor to manage a unique d a ta  stream and a unique instruction stream. This capability 
and flexibility comes at a cost, th a t of processor isolation. This isolation, a technological 
hurdle, is characterized by expensive data  access for off-processor references. The pro­
gramming models of distributed memory and non-uniform memory access (NUMA) shared 
memory do not hide the performance-degrading isolation from the programmer. This isola­
tion is the result of the relatively slow performance of interprocessor networks (i.e., a datum 
transfer that is two or three orders of magnitude slower than  a  floating point operation). 
This poor performance manifests itself in the ERBE Nonscanner Simulation Problem and
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the ERBE Parallelization Feasibility Study.
If technological improvements in interprocessor communication networks can decrease 
the performance cost by three to five orders of magnitude, (thereby more than compensat­
ing for technological improvements in computational performance improvements), then the 
performance model for the ERBE Nonscanner Simulation Problem predicts vastly improved 
speedups in spite of multiple data dependencies and poorly balanced work. Specifically, the 
performance of the simulation can be improved because it becomes feasible to allocate one 
node to one processor. The negligible communication costs allow frequent communication 
between the nodes w ith short effective time constants (i.e., electronic nodes and low thermal 
mass nodes) without a performance penalty. The frequent communication, which is required 
to satisfy the multiple data dependencies of the tightly coupled nonscarmer simulation, no 
longer degrades the performance.
Removing this hurdle also allows a better balanced allocation of work. Each node’s com­
putation cost is unique and the synchronized broadcast requires tha t the low computation 
cost nodes wait for the completion of the work for the rate-limiting high computation node. 
We discussed statically load balancing the work by splitting the rate-limiting work of the 
active cavity (node 1) among three processors. This solution was infeasible because it re­
quired an intermedia.te communication step among the three processors. W ith the removal 
of this hurdle, this allocation would be feasible. Furthermore, the work could be allocated to 
even more processors, where the work of each node is split among multiple processors, until 
we reach a threshold where the cost to communicate degrades performance. Essentially, 
we are decreasing the granularity of the work. We also discussed the removal of redundant 
computations where two nodes share a common term  (i.e., two nodes axe influenced by a
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common node). On the iPSC/2, this performance-improving transformation benefits only 
the sequential version of the application. For the  parallel version, the relatively high cost for 
processors to exchange the common terms degrades parallel performance and renders the 
transform ation counterproductive. On a  parallel computer without processor isolation, this 
performance improving transformation can also benefit the parallel version. Thus, w ith the 
technological improvement of the network, the programmer’s efforts to improve performance 
are directed away from applying multiple techniques to decrease the communication costs 
and are directed toward achieving the correct result w ith fewer computations and improved 
efficiency. We can focus upon matching the parallelism of the work with the com puter’s 
parallel com putational capability.
Another solution to alleviate the technological hurdle of processor isolation concerns the 
replacement of the network. An interprocessor network as designed for this class of parallel 
computers is unnecessary if the processors reside on the same chip. When chip fabrication 
technology can achieve this solution, then frequent communication and smaller-grain static 
load balancing will not impose the performance penalty th a t the models currently predict.
Combining the parallel computational capability on a chip and smaller grains of work 
in tandem  with a  simpler processor provides another solution to alleviate the technological 
hurdle of processor isolation. The parallelism of the work can be scheduled on multiple 
multistage pipelines. The magnitude of the multiplicity and the length of the pipelines 
parameterize a  gross estimate of the parallel com putational capability of this solution. This 
estimate must be tempered by the pipeline startup  cost (i.e., cost to fill the pipeline) and 
the cost associated w ith pipeline coordination activities th a t are required to satisfy the d a ta  
dependencies th a t span pipelines.
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A consequence th a t is related to processor isolation and involves network performance of 
this class of computers is IN PU T/O U TPU T starvation. This isolation of a  processor from 
secondary storage, a  technological hurdle, is characterized as expensive da ta  access when a 
processor executes a  READ() or W R IT E 0 statement. This form of isolation is the result of 
the relatively slow performance of the aforementioned network and the secondary storage 
device. The ERBE Parallelization Feasibility Study model uses the measured costs to read 
and write ERBE Telemetry Primary Input and O utput Data records respectively to predict 
parallel performance degradation. W ith the aforementioned technological improvements in 
interprocessor networks, the relatively slow performance of the secondary storage device will
TTlRTuf«PSt ifc s p l'f  RR R n r n C P ^ S O r  w a i f i n c r  f o r -  a  R F ' . A F i O  o r  ^ /" R T 'T 'R H  i n n  f<*\ orvrr>T>lof o
--------------------------------------  *— “  r**  “  •• ----------------O  ——— — '  '  ’* V /  “ * * “  V/ * * “*r *«'*'
as an on-chip pipeline to refill.
If technological improvements to secondary and tertiary storage devices can decrease 
the performance costs two or three orders of magnitude, the parallel performance of pro­
gram TELEM will improve significantly. The processor idle time can be replaced with the 
validating and processing of records. T he programmer can direct her effort toward other 
parallel performance inhibitors for this application (i.e., the record validation and record 
processing data dependencies).
7.1.1.2 R egim ented  Processors
The M asPar MP-2 computer represents the class of parallel computers th a t derive their 
computational performance capability from thousands and tens of thousands of proprietary 
and simple instruction set processors. This configuration allows a programmer to exploit a 
maximum degree parallelism that is one, two, or three orders of magnitude greater than  the
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previously discussed class (i.e., simultaneous computations on many more processors). The 
large degree of parallelism comes a t a cost, tha t of processor regimentation. This regimen­
tation, a technological hurdle, is characterized by a restrictive, simple command thread of 
control. This class is tailored for massively data-parallel applications and the Single Instruc­
tion Multiple D ata (SIMD) programming model does little to  abstract the details of the 
SIMD processing model. This regimentation is the result of reducing the functionality, and 
thus the size, of the processors to such a level tha t the processors depend upon off-processor 
centralized guidance. This guidance manifests itself as a single command thread of control 
that is uniformly applied to each processor of the array. The command references the same 
relative data on each processor. Either a  processor performs the command or ignores the 
command. This regimentation can not exploit many types of parallelism. For example, 
in the case of a  HIRSRAD pixel whose result is the quotient of a division operation, the 
regimentation manifests itself as a  three-command stream segment. The first command is 
a division-by-zero condition test applied to the denominator of the division computation on 
each processor. The second command is an assignment instruction for all processors with 
a conditional TRUE result and an idle state for all processors w ith a  conditional FALSE 
result. The third command is the division operation for all processors with a conditional 
FALSE result and an idle state for all processors with a conditional TRUE result. By not 
allowing the assignment and division operation to occur on the appropriate processor, an 
opportunity to exploit parallelism is lost.
For program HIRSRAD, cloudy pixels are processed differently from clear-sky pixels. 
The work is pixel-independent and can be performed in parallel. The work can be expressed 
in two pixel-type-specific command streams. The regimentation requires that the command
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streams be integrated into a  command stream that sequentially emanates from the MP-2’s 
array control unit.
If technological improvements in the operating system and the supporting hardware 
allows more sophisticated guidance, then the efficiency of the array of processors will be 
improved as processors spend less time in the idle state. The sophisticated guidance should 
comprise multiple command stream s with synchronization to enforce data dependencies 
that span command streams. T h e  regimentation must be relaxed before the wider parallel 
programming community can exploit this class’s benefits.
7 .1 .2  P a ra lle lism  o f  th e  W o rk
The second issue is the parallelism of the work. The parallelism of the  work is the view of 
the work that considers the opportunities for executing the computations simultaneously. 
Many of the opportunities tha t parallel computers exploit to achieve high performance are 
specific to a class of parallel computers. The class-specific technological hurdles restrict the 
number of feasible opportunities. We discuss the parallelism of the  work in terms of the 
following granularity parameters: number, size, distribution, da ta  dependencies, transition, 
and heterogeneity. We conclude th a t many issues concerning the work’s granularity appear 
as technological hurdles but are consequences of the technological hurdles of the underlying 
parallel computer.
7.1.2.1 Grain N um ber and S ize
The degree of parallelism of the work is synonymous with the number of grains (or the grain 
population). By comparing the num ber of grains to the maximum degree of parallelism of
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the computer’s parallel capability, a  programmer cam roughly assess the  feasibility of ex­
ploiting the parallelism for high performance. We utilize these rough estimates as described 
in the previous four chapters.
It is the grain size, the com putation cost associated w ith each grain, which appears 
as a technological hurdle. For isolated processors, processing small grains appears to be 
a  technological hurdle. The grain’s computation cost is too small relative to the cost to 
communicate the input and ou tpu t da ta  tha t is associated w ith the grain. This cost imbal­
ance causes poor parallel performance. The ERBE Parallelization Feasibility Study, with a 
record as a grain, exhibits this symptom. Avoiding small-grain parallelism is a  strategy to 
enhance performance in a high communication cost environment. The poor parallel perfor­
mance of an application w ith small grains is really a  sym ptom  of the previously-discussed 
isolated processor technological hurdle, thus the speculation of decreasing communication 
costs should allow a programmer to exploit the parallelism of work w ith a smaller grain. 
Regimented processors and the speculated multiple pipeline parallel computers are more 
suited to exploiting small-grain parallelism.
7.1.2.2 Grain D istribution
The work, as expressed at the appropriate granularity, must be d istributed among the enti­
ties tha t provide the parallel capability (e.g., isolated processors, regimented processors, or 
parallel pipelines). For the isolated processors class, the parallel performance of an appli­
cation may be influenced by the distribution of the grauns. Each distribution is associated 
with a  communication cost th a t is required to satisfy the off-processor da ta  dependencies. 
Some distributions require more off-processor data references than  other distributions. We
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encounter the preference for a  non-random distribution of scan-line-specific work in program 
HIRSRAD which requires contiguous scan lines to be distributed singly to each processor 
to achieve higher performance on our MIMD-DM computer. The parallel performance of 
program HIRSRAD on a  regimented processor like our SIMD computer is not sensitive to 
grain distribution; however, the parallel performance of other types of applications (e.g., 
nearest-neighboring-grain d a ta  dependencies) can be improved w ith an efficacious grain dis­
tribution. Although we successfully exploit the parallel performance of program OCBVP 
by evenly distributing the trajectory points among the iPSC /2 processors, we avoid the 
performance limit  of unnecessarily high communication costs during the sequential back 
substitution by allocating contiguous points of a trajectory to each processor. Thus, similar 
to grain size, the poor performance of an application with an  inappropriate grain distribu­
tion is a symptom of the previously-discussed technological hurdle of processor isolation. 
The use of a contiguous distribution of points is a strategy to avoid the expensive com­
munication and is not a technological hurdle in and of itself. If  the technological hurdle is 
achieved and the resulting communication costs are negligible, then the contiguous distri­
bution of trajectory points is unnecessary because the frequent communication engendered 
by a non-contiguous distribution is inexpensive.
7.1 .2 .3  Grain D a ta  D ep en d en cies
G rain distribution is a  strategy for simultaneously satisfying the grain data  dependencies 
and avoiding the performance penalties of the underlying hardware’s weaknesses (e.g., the 
high communication cost for the isolated processors). From the previous subsection’s grain 
distribution discussion, the  off-processor references, which motivate a  specific distribution
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choice, axe required to satisfy the data dependencies. The grain data dependencies that 
lead to poor performance do not always manifest themselves in a high frequency of commu­
nication between parallel units (e.g., processors or pipelines). Grain data  dependencies may 
engender poor performance in other ways. The large computation costs of record validation 
and record processing for program TELEM can be viewed as subgrains of the work and 
the data dependencies between subgrains of different grains enforce a significant portion of 
sequential execution. These data dependencies cause long waiting times and are responsible 
for the poor performance.
With a solution to the technological hurdle of high communication costs, an  applica­
tion will avoid the poor parallel performance tha t is associated with having to satisfy the 
data dependencies w ith frequently communicating processors. However, the solution of low 
communication cost does not address the poor parallel performance of a program w ith data 
dependencies tha t represent significant sequential execution. Before abandoning a program 
as too sequential to  exploit, the programmer must determine the source of the sequential 
restriction. Our understanding of the Intel iPSC/2 and M asPar MP-2 resulted in exploiting 
their parallel performance capability at the scan-line level and pixel level, respectively for 
program HIRSRAD. To maintain the data  dependencies, elucidation of a scientific com­
puting application’s da ta  dependencies must include the dependencies as expressed in the 
software and the simpler and succinct data dependencies of the mathematics. Understand­
ing the difference between these dependencies leads to improved performance when other 
subsequently-described fundamental issues axe addressed. We avoid the algorithmic limit 
of a sequentially-expressed algorithm on a MIMD-DM parallel computer (i.e., Task 5 of 
program OCBVP on an Intel iPSC/2) by understanding its mathematically-succinct data
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dependencies. This understanding allowed us to tolerate Task 5’s sequential execution until 
the remainder of program HIRSRAD was parallelized, and then parallelize the  Task 5 (i.e., 
incremental parallelization). We face a  similar situation w ith the spline-under-tension soft­
ware of program HIRSRAD. We choose to incorporate a version of the spline-under-tension 
software that was w ritten in 1991 (i.e., seventeen years newer than  the original version). 
We anticipated the benefits of almost two decades of software development research. We 
assumed that the benefit of more structured code would provide a  simpler parallelization. 
The consequences axe minimal for utilizing the sequential spline-under-tension algorithm in 
the parallel implementation of program HIRSRAD on the Intel iPS C /2  parallel computer 
are minimal. Program HIRSRAD on the iPSC'/2 utilizes the singie-program-muitiple-data 
(SPMD) strategy where instantiations of the spline-under-tension software can be executed 
simultaneously with software modifications. The consequences of utilizing the sequential 
spline-under-tension algorithm for the parallel implementation of program  HIRSRAD on 
the MasPar MP-2 parallel computer are quite different from those on the iPSC /2 parallel 
computer. The sequential version of the spline-under-tension software must be executed 
sequentially on the parallel com puter’s front-end for each pixel, clearly degrading paral­
lel performance. The only solution is to rewrite the software using M asPar FORTRAN. 
One consequence of rewriting the spline-under-tension software in M asPar FORTRAN by 
starting with the sequential version in a high software development cost. In  hindsight, an 
alternative development strategy of starting with only the m athem atical da ta  dependencies 
appears less expensive. One early warning indicator of a  lesser-cost development path  is the 
difference between two set of da ta  dependencies: the larger and more complex set from the 
sequential spline-under-tension software and the smaller and simpler set from the spline-
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under-tension mathem atical description. This difference represents the data  dependencies 
th a t are introduced when the  mathematics is implemented in FORTRAN 77.
7 .1 .2 .4  Grain T ransition
To this point, we have considered the grain as constant throughout the execution of an ap­
plication. That is, the program m er assesses the opportunities for exploiting the parallelism 
of the work, selects a grain th a t is appropriate for the parallel capability of the computer, 
and distributes the grains to  be  processed. A programmer may find th a t several grains are 
appropriate. The programming model that supports our MIMD-DM computer provides 
similar performance for program  HIRSRAD w ith a granularity a t either the scanline or 
pixel level.
In  some cases, the programmer must exploit the parallelism of the work at several levels 
of granularity to achieve high performance. For example, during execution, an application 
exploits the parallelism of the  work a t one grain, then redistributes d a ta  to exploit the 
parallelism of the remainder o f the work at a  different grain. Grain transition is the pro­
cess of exploiting the parallelism of the work at a  different grain and is parameterized by 
the execution cost to allow this exploitation a t another grain. For example, consider pro­
gram  HIRSRAD on a  parallel computer with an I/O  bandwidth tha t lim its the application 
to processing only one pixel a t a time. Thus, the programmer’s view of opportunities for 
parallelism excludes exploiting the  data-intensive scanline-parallelism and pixel-parallelism. 
Channel-parallelism, channel-pair-parallelism, and atmospheric-level-parallelism are the ob­
vious levels of granularity to  exploit. All of the work tha t we previously considered pixel- 
parallel and scan-line parallel is level-specific. A majority of the level-specific work is level-
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parallel (i.e., the preparation, of the temperature and relative humidity atmospheric profiles), 
but a significant minority of the level-specific work is level-sequential (e.g., the clean- sky 
radiance calculations using the transm ittance models). Therefore, parallelism cam not be ex­
ploited exclusively a t the  level-specific grain. The level-parallel work is not channel-specific 
and the level-sequential work is exclusively either channel-paradlel (i.e., the tramsmittance 
model) or channel-pair-parallel (i.e., the ratio method). Therefore, parallelism can not 
be exploited exclusively a t the chamnel-specific grain. Exploiting the parallelism of the 
problem requires shifting from level-parallelism to channel- parallelism and from channel- 
parallelism to channel-pair-paradlelism. For our MIMD-DM computer, exploiting multiple 
levels of giam ilanty requires significant parallel—perforniixiiCc~uc^i5.uiu^ ucxua lectiSirioiiiiion 
using an interprocessor message passing mechanism. For our SIMD-DM computer, exploit­
ing multiple levels of granularity requires significant parallel-performance-degrading data 
redistribution using compiler directives which are implemented as processor array SHIFT  
invocations. In both cases, the startup cost to change levels of granularity is large rela­
tive to the parallel performance benefits. For a global namespace Uniform Memory Access 
shared memory MIMD computer, the identical-reference-cost capability does not favor one 
distribution over another distribution; however, the redistribution cost to transit from one 
granularity to another granularity degrades the parallel performance. For a  multiprocessor- 
on-a-chip uniprocessor which provides the speculated very low communication cost, exploit­
ing multiple levels of granularity should produce the desired parallel performance (i.e., the 
startup cost to change levels of granularity is small relative to the parallel performance ben­
efits). Thus, the technological hurdle of relatively high communication cost manifests itself 
when grain transition is employed to enhance parallel performance. The transition may
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be a hierarchical transition of the following types: set-to-subset (e.g., scan line to pixel) 
or set-to-superset (e.g., scan line to chunk). The transition  may be a lateral transition 
between disjoint levels of granularity (e.g., atmospheric levels to channels). For a  multiple 
pipeline parallel computer, grain transition is considered during the scheduling of data for 
the pipelines. If the grain transitions and data dependencies are known at compile time, 
then the cost to schedule is a compile time cost. If grain transitions or data dependencies 
are not known until rim time, then the scheduling cost may degrade parallel performance.
7.1.2.5 Grain H eterogen eity
Grain heterogeneity is the degree to which the population of grains exhibit dissimilar sizes 
(i.e., dissimilarity of the amount of work associated with the  grains). This heterogeneity 
usually reflects grain-unique instruction streams (versus, for example, iteration upon a  grain- 
common instruction stream  with grain-unique termination conditions). One consequence of 
grain heterogeneity is a workload imbalance between processors. In a previous subsection, 
we address the grain heterogeneity when we change the grain distribution to balance the 
processor workloads for program HIEtSRAD. We also address the grain heterogeneity when 
we decrease the grain size to balance the processor workloads for program NSSIM on an 
isolated-processors-class parallel computer with lower communication costs. High commu­
nication costs provide a performance disincentive towards smaller-grain parallelism. Thus, 
grain heterogeneity is not a  technological hurdle but is a  sym ptom  of adopting a strategy 
to avoid the inefficiencies of small-grain parallelism on an isolated-processors-class parallel 
computer. On regimented processors, grain heterogeneity, w ith  its grain-unique instruction 
streams, degrades performance as discussed in a previous section. For a multiple pipeline
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parallel computer, the ability to schedule computations at a very small grain resolves the 
work imbalance for the isolated processors parallel computer and the heterogeneous instruc­
tion stream  inefficiencies for a regimented processors parallel computer.
7.2 C hapter Sum m ary
When exploiting an application’s inherent parallelism to decrease its execution time, the 
programmer faces many hurdles. Achieving high performance requires an understanding of 
the parallel computer’s critical characteristics th a t influence the parallel performance of a 
real world application. The influence of theses critical characteristics manifest themselves 
in the design of the parallel software. An understanding of these relationships enhances 
a programmer’s effort to exploit an application’s inherent parallelism for future parallel 
computers.
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Intel iP S C /2
The taxget hardware for several of our applications is the Intel Corporation’s iPSC/2 multi­
processor computer. It comprises a 16-node multiprocessor, an interprocessor network, and
a. front-end processor.
This distributed memory multiprocessor computer uses the hypercube as a  static con­
nection topology to allow interprocessor communcation. The multiprocessor computer com­
prises sixteen 80386-based CX computing nodes where each node is an Intel 80386 processor 
with 4 MB of RAM and an Intel 80387 m ath co-processor. We use ‘processor’ in place of 
‘node’. The operating system for each 80386 processor is the Intel NX/2 [35]. The processors 
communicate using a  message passing mechanism which is handled by the processors and 
Intel-specific hardware [34]. The FORTRAN 77 compiler is the Greenhills Computer Cor­
poration FORTRAN 386 compiler. This compiler supports interprocessor communication 
using proprietary message passing extensions of FORTRAN 77.
The Intel Corporation’s 80386-based System Resource Manager (SRM) is the front-end 
processor of the Intel iPSC/2 parallel computer. The i386 SRM is supported by AT&T 
UNIX System 5 (release 3.2, version 2.1) and Greenhills FORTRAN-386 and C-386 com­
pilers (driver 8.5). The SRM communicates w ith the 16-processor computer by sharing a
224
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communication link with. Processor 0. All messages tha t are exchanged between the SRM 
and the non-0 processors must utilize the SRM-Processor 0 communication link.
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Sensor M odel Pseudocode
su b ro u tin e  case5 
C Case 5
c a l l  com put_qdot(q_dot) 
c a l l  com put_efov(efovsv,efovlw ) 
do i= 1 .12  
t_ d o t( i)= 0  
do j = l ,12
t 2 = t (j ) * t (j ) 
t4 = t2 * t2
t_ d o t( i ) = a ( j  , i ) * t ( j ) + d ( j  ,i)* t4 + h .(j , i ) * q _ d o t ( j )+ t_ d o t( i )  
enddo
t_ d o t( i)= t_ d o t( i)+ b s ( i)* e fo v sv + b l( i)* e fo v lw + b (i)  
enddo
endsubrou tine
Figure B .l: Pseudocode of Main: Case 5
226
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su b ro u tin e  com put_qdot(q_dot)
C r e s is ta n c e  o f  c a v ity  sen so r v i r e s  
ra= a l+ b1*t ( l ) + c l * t ( l ) * t ( l )  
rr= a3 + b 3 * t(3 )+ c 3 * t(3 )* t (3)
C jo u le  h e a t in g  o f c a v i t i e s  by sen so r v i r e s  
q _ d o t( l )= ra /(C r r+ r a )“2) 
q _ d o t(3 )= rr/C  C rr+ ra )“2)
C h e a ts in k  h e a te r  c o n tro l  system 
C hs=(x(4 :)+c2b*t(2)+c2c) “2 
h s = t(1 2 )+ c2 b * t(2 )+c2c 
q _ d o t(2 )=hs*hs
C in p u t to  cone h e a te r  c o n tro l system  
q_dot (9) = r r /  ( r r+ ra )
C o u tp u t from  cone h e a te r  c o n tro l system  
C q _ d o t( l l)= x (3 )* x (3 )  
q _ d o t ( l l ) = t ( l l ) * t (11) 
endsu b ro u tin e
Figure B.2: Pseudocode of Comput.Qdot: Case 5
su b ro u tin e  com put_efov (efovsv ,efov lv ) 
i f  ( ( t [ c u r r e n t ]  modulo 800 ms)=0) th e n
e fo v lv = e fo v lv ( t  [ i ]  ) from NASA ERBE D ata Management Merge Subsystem 
e fo v sv = efo v sv (t [ i]  ) from NASA ERBE D ata Management Merge Subsystem ... 
e ls e
e f  o v lv = (e f o v lv ( t  [i+1] ) - e f  o v lv ( t  [ i ]  ) ) * ( t  [c u rre n t]  - t  [ i ]  ) / ( t  [i+1] - t  [ i]  ) + 
e f o v lv ( t  [ i ]  )
e f  ovsv= (ef o v s v ( t  [i+1] ) - e f  o v sv (t [ i ] ))  * ( t  [c u rre n t]  - t  [ i ]  ) /  ( t  [i+1] - t  [ i ]  ) + 
e fo v s v ( t  [ i]  )
e n d if
endsubrout in e
Figure B.3: Pseudocode of Comput_Efov: Case 5
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su b ro u tin e  com put_efov_sam ple_case2(efovsw ,efovlw )
e fo v lv = e fo v lw ( t[ i] ) from  NASA ERBE Data Management Merge Subsystem, 
e fo v lv _ d if= e fo v lw ( t[ i+ 1 ]) -e fo v lw C t[ i] )
efovsw =efovsv(t [ i ] ) from  NASA ERBE Data Management Merge Subsystem, 
e fo v sw _ d if= efo v sw (t[i+ 1 ]) - e f o v s w ( t[ i ] )
t im e _ d if = t [ i+ 1 ] - t [ i ]
endsubrout ine
Figure B.4: Pseudocode of Comput_Efov_Sample_Casel
su b ro u tin e  co m p u t_efov_ in te rpo la tion_case2 (efovsw , efovlw ) 
e f  ovlw=ef ovlw _dif * ( t  [c u rre n t]  - t  [ i ]  ) / tim e _ d if  + 
e f o v lw ( t [ i ] ) 
efovsw=efovsw_dif* ( t  [c u rre n t]  - t  [ i ]  ) /tim e _ d if  + 
e f o v s w ( t[ i ] ) 
endsubrout ine
Figure B.5: Pseudocode of Comput_EfovJnterpolation_Casel
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su b ro u tin e  case l_ h ig h  
C Case 1 High.
c a l l  comput_qdot_high.-medium_casel (q_dot) 
c a l l  com put_efov_sam ple_case2(efovsw, efovlw)
C node T1 
x2= tC l)* tC l) 
t4 (l)= x2*x2  
x2=t (2) * t (2) 
t4(2)=x2*x2 
x2= tC 3)*t(3) 
t4C3)=x2*x2 
x 2 = t(4 )* t(4 ) 
t4(4)=x2*x2 
x 2 = t(5 )* t(5 )
* . A
o - x \ \ J J
x 2 = t(6 )* t(6 )
t4(6)=x2*x2
x 2 = t(8 )* t(8 )
t4(8)=x2*x2
p lm ed= d(4 ,l)* t4 (4 )
pllow = a(2 ,1 )* t (2 )+ d(2 ,1 ) * t4 (2 )+ d(3 ,1 ) * t4 (3 )+plmed+ 
d (5 ,1 )* t4 (5 )+ d (6 ,1 ) *t4C6) 
t_ d o t (1 )= a ( l ,1 ) * t (1 )+pllow+ 
d ( l , l ) * t 4 ( l ) +  
d (8 ,l )* t4 (8 )+
h ( l , 1)*q_dot CD+hCll, l)*q_dot Cll) +
bs C1 )*efovsw+blCl)♦efovlw
C node T2
x 2 = t(7 )* t(7 )
t4(7)=x2*x2
p2med=a(4,2 )* t(4 )+ a (7 ,2 ) * t (7 )+ d (4 ,2 )* t4 (4 )+ d (7 ,2 )*t4C7) 
t_ d o tC 2 )= a (l,2 ) * t (1 )+ a (2 ,2 ) *tC2)+aC3,2 )*tC3)+
dC1 ,2 )* t4  C1)+d C2,2 ) * t4  C2)+d C3,2 )*t4C3)+p2med+ 
hC2,2)*q_dotC2)
CContinued in  nex t f ig u re )
Figure B.6: Pseudocode of Main: Case l-High(a)
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(co n tin u ed  from p re v io u s  f ig u r e )
C node T3
p3med=d(7,3 ) * t4 (7 )
t_ d o t(3 )= a (2 ,3 )* t(2 )+ a (3 ,3 )* t(3 )+
d ( l , 3) * t4  (1) + d(2 ,3 ) * t4  (2) +d(3,3 ) * t4 (3 ) +p3med+ 
h ( 3 ,3 ) *q_do t(3)
C node T4
t_ d o t (4 )= a (2 ,4 )* t(2 )+ a (4 ,4 )  * t  (4 )+ a (5 ,4 )* t(5 )+ a (8 ,4 )* t(8)+ 
d ( l , 4) * t4  (1) + d (2 ,4) * t4  (2) +d(4,4) * t4 (4 ) + 
h .(2 ,4)*q_dot (2)
C node T5
p4med=a(4,5 ) * t (4 )+ a (7 ,5 ) * t (7) 
t_ d o t(5) =p4med+a(5,5 ) * t (5 )+ a (6 ,5 ) * t (6) +
d ( l ,5 )* t4 ( l)+ d (5 ,5 )* t4 (5 )+ d (6 ,5 )* t4 (6 )+ d (8 ,5 )* t4 (8 )+  
bs (5) ^ s fo v sv ^ u l (5) ^ efovlw+bv.5)
C node T6
t_ d o t(6 )= a (5 ,6 ) * t (5 )+ a (6 ,6 ) * t (6)+
d ( i ,6 ) * t4 ( l ) + d ( 5 ,6 ) * t4 (5 )+ d (6 ,6 ) * t4 (6 )+ d (8 ,6 ) * t4 (8 )+ 
b s (6 )* e fo v sv + b l(6 )*efovlw
C node T7
t_ d o t(7 )= a (2 ,7 ) * t (2 )+ a (5 ,7 ) * t (5 )+ a(7 ,7) * t (7) +
d (2 ,7 ) * t4 (2 )+ d (3 ,7) * t4  (3) +d(7,7 ) * t4 (7 ) + 
h (2 ,7 )* q _ d o t(2 )
C node T8 
p5med=a(4,8 ) * t (4)
p21ow=p5med+d(5,8 ) * t4 (5 )+ d (6 ,8 ) * t4(6) 
t_ d o t(8 )=p21ow+a(8,8 ) * t (8)+
d ( l ,8 ) * t4 ( l ) + d ( 8 ,8 ) * t4 (8 )+  
b s (8 )*efovsw +bl(8 )*efovlw
C node XI
t_ d o t (9 )= h(9 ,9 ) *q_dot (9) +b (9)
C node X2
t_ d o t(1 0 )= a (9 ,1 0 )* t (9 )+ a(10 ,1 0 )* t (10)+
b.(9 ,10)*q_dot(9)+ b(10)
(Continued in  n ex t f ig u r e )
Figure B.7: Pseudocode of Main: Case l-High(b)
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C node X3
t _ d o t ( l l ) = a ( 9 , l l ) * t ( 9 ) + a ( 1 0 , l l ) * t ( 1 0 ) + a ( l l , l l ) * t ( l l ) +
h (9 , l l ) * q _ d o t( 9 ) + b ( l l )
C node X4
t_ d o t (12)= a(2 ,1 2 )* t (2 )+b(12) 
endsubrout ine
Figure B.8: Pseudocode of Main: Case l-High(c)
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su b ro u tin e  casel_medium 
C Case 2 medium
c a l l  comput_qdot_high._medium_case 1 (q_dot)
c a l l  com put_efov_ in terpo la tion_case2  (efovsw , efovlw)
C node T1 
x 2 = t ( l ) * t ( l )  
t4 (l)= x2*x2  
x 2 = t(2 )* t(2 ) 
t4(2)=x2*x2 
x 2 = t(3 )* t(3 ) 
t4(3)=x2*x2 
x 2 = t(5 )* t(5 )  
t4(5)=x2*x2 
x 2 = t(6 )* t(6) 
t4(6)=x2*x2 
x2—t ( 3 ) (S) 
t4(8)=x2*x2
pllow = a(2 ,1 ) * t (2 )+ d(2 ,1 ) * t4 (2 )+ d (3 ,1 ) *t4(3)+plmed+ 
d ( 5 , l ) * t4 (5 )+ d ( 6 ,l )* t4 (6 )  
t_ d o t (1 )= a ( l ,1 )* t (1 )+pllow+ 
d ( l , l ) * t 4 ( l ) +  
d (8 ,l)* t4 (8 )+
h ( l , l ) * q _ d o t ( l ) + h ( l l , l ) * q _ d o t ( l l ) +  
b s (1 )*efovsw+bl(1 )*efovlw
C node T2
t_ d o t(2 )= a ( l,2 )* t( l)+ a (2 ,2 )* t(2 )+ a (3 ,2 )* t(3 )+ p 2 m e d +  
d ( l ,2 )* t4 ( l)+ d (2 ,2 )* t4 (2 )+ d (3 ,2 )* t4 (3 )+  
h (2 ,2 )* q _ d o t(2)
C node T3
t_ d o t(3 )= a (2 ,3 )* t (2 )+ a (3 ,3 ) * t (3)+
d ( l ,3 )* t4 ( l )+ d (2 ,3 ) * t4 (2 )+ d (3 ,3 ) *t4(3)+p3med+ 
h (3 ,3 )*q_dot(3)
C node T5
t_ d o t(5 )= p 4 m ed + a(5 ,5 )* t(5 )+ a (6 ,5 )* t(6)+
d (l ,5 )* t4 ( l)+ d (5 ,5 )* t4 (5 )+ d (6 ,5 )* t4 (6 )+ d (8 ,5 )* t4 (8 )+
bs(5)*efovsw +bl(5)*efovlw +b(5)
(Continued in  nex t f ig u r e )
Figure B.9: Pseudocode of Main: Case l-Medium(a)
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(co n tinued  from p rev io u s  f ig u r e )
C node T6
t_ d o t(6 )= a (5 ,6 )* t(5 )+ a (6 ,6 )* t(6)+
d ( l ,6 )* t4 ( l)+ d (5 ,6 )* t4 (5 )+ d (6 ,6 )* t4 (6 )+ d (8 ,6 )* t4 (8 )  + 
bs (6) *ef ovsw+bl (6) * e f ovlw
C node T8
p21ow=p5med+d(5,8 )* t4 (5 )+ d (6 ,8 ) * t4 (6 ) 
t_ d o t (8 )=p21ow+a(8,8 )* t (8)+
d ( l ,8 ) * t4 ( l )+ d ( 8 ,8 )* t4 (8 ) +  
b s (8 )*efovsw+bl(8 )*efovlw
C node XI
t_ d o t (9)=h.(9,9)*q_dot(9)+b(9)
C node X2
t_ d o t (10)= a(9 ,1 0 )* t (9 )+ a(10 ,1 0 )* t  (10) + 
h (9 ,1 0 )*q_dot(9)+b(10)
C node X3
t _ d o t ( l l ) = a ( 9 , l l ) * t ( 9 ) + a ( 1 0 , l l ) * t ( 1 0 ) + a ( l l , l l ) * t ( l l ) +  
h (9 ,l l )* q _ d o t(9 )+ b ( l l )
C node X4
t_ d o t(1 2 )= a(2 ,1 2 )* t(2 )+ b (1 2 ) 
endsubrout ine
Figure B.10: Pseudocode of Main: Case l-Medium(b)
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su b ro u tin e  c a se l_ lo v  
C Case 1 Low
c a l l  com put_qdot_ lov_casel(q_dot)
c a l l  com put_efov_ in te rpo la tion_case2 (efovsw ,efov lw )
C node T1
x 2 = t ( l ) * t ( l )
t4 (l)= x2*x2
x 2 = t(8 )* t(8 )
t4(8)=x2*x2
t_ d o t (1 )=a(1 ,1 )* t (1 )+p1low+
d ( l , l ) * t4 ( l ) + d ( 8 , l ) * t4 ( 8 ) +
h ( l ,1 ) * q _ d o t ( l ) + b ( l l ,1 ) *q_dot(11)+
b s (1 )*efovsw +blCl)*efovlw
C node T8
t_ d o t (8 )=p21ow+a(8, 8) * t (8) +
d ( l ,8 )* t4 ( l)+ d C 8 ,8 )* t4 (8 )  + 
bs (8 )*efovsw +bl(8 )*efovlw
C node XI
t_ d o t (9 )=b(9,9 ) *q_dot(9 )+b(9)
C node X2
t_ d o t(1 0 )= a (9 ,1 0 )* t(9 )+ a (1 0 ,1 0 )* t(1 0 )+  
h (9 ,1 0 )*q_dot(9 )+b(10)
C node X3
t_ d o t ( l l ) = a ( 9 >l l ) * t ( 9 ) + a C l 0 , l l ) * t a 0 ) + a ( l l , l l ) * t ( l l )  + 
h (9 , l l ) * q _ d o t( 9 ) + b ( l l )  
endsubrout ine
Figure B . l l :  Pseudocode of Main: Case 1-Low
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su b ro u tin e  comput_qdot_high_medium_casel(q_dot)
C r e s is ta n c e  o f c a v ity  sen so r w ires
r a = a l+ b l* t ( l ) + c l * t ( l ) * t ( l )
p31ow=a3+b3*t(3 )+ c3* t(3 )* t (3)
rr=p31ow
rrrasu m = rr+ ra
rrrasum sq=rrrasum *rrrasum
C jo u le  h e a tin g  of c a v i t ie s  by sen so r w ires  
q_dot C i)= ra /r rra su m sq  
q _ d o t(3 )= rr /rrra su m sq
C h e a ts in k  h e a te r  c o n tro l system  
C hs= (x (4 )+ c2 b * t(2 )+ c2 c)“2 
h s = t(12)+ c2b* t(2 )+c2c 
q _ d o t(2 )=hs*hs
C in p u t to  cone h e a te r  c o n tro l  system  
q _ d o t(9 )= rr /rrra su m
C o u tp u t from  cone h e a te r  c o n tro l  system  
C q _ d o t(ll)= x (3 )* x (3 ) 
q _ d o t ( l l ) = t ( l l ) * t ( l l )  
endsubrout in e
Figure B.12: Pseudocode of Comput_Qdot_High_Medium_Casel
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su b ro u tin e  com put_qdot_low _casel(q_dot)
C re s is ta n c e  of c a v ity  se n so r w ires  
r a = a l+ b l* t ( l ) + c l* t(1 )* t (1) 
rr=p31ow 
rrrasum = rr+ ra
C jo u le  h e a tin g  o f a c t iv e  c a v ity  by sen so r wire 
q_dot (1) = ra / ( r r r  asum *rrr asum)
C no jo u le  h e a tin g  modeled f o r  re fe re n c e  c av ity
C no h e a ts in k  h e a te r  c o n tro l  system  a c t i v i t y  modeled
C in p u t to  cone h e a te r  c o n tro l  system  
q _ d o t(9 )= rr /(rr ra su m )
C o u tp u t from cone h e a te r  c o n tro l  system  
C q_do t(iI)= x (3 )* :c(3 ) 
q _ d o t ( l l ) = t ( l l ) * t (11) 
endsubrou tine
Figure B.13: Pseudocode of Comput.Qdot-Low.Casel
C Case 10
do in  p a r a l l e l  i= l ,1 2
c a l l  com put_qdot(q_dot)
c a l l  com put_efov(efovsw ,efovlw )
t_ d o t( i)= 0
do j= l,1 2
t 2 = t ( j ) * t ( j )
t4 = t2* t2
t_ d o t( i )= a ( j  , i ) * t ( j ) + d ( j  ,i )* t4 + h ( j  ,i)* q _ d o t( j)+ t_ d o t( i)  
enddo
t_ d o t( i)= t_ d o t( i)+ b s ( i)* e fo v sw + b l( i)* e fo v lw + b (i)  
enddo p a r a l l e l
Figure B.14: Pseudocode of Main: Case 10
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